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Introduction 
 
Land’s End to John o’ Groats is without doubt the most famous 
‘end to end’ walk in Britain. Linking the two most extreme points on 
the island of Britain – Land’s End in the far west of Cornwall and 
John o’ Groats in Scotland’s north-east – this epic journey typically 
involves some 1,200 miles (1,900 km) of walking over a period of 
two to three months (these figures presume a scenic, off-road 
route). This is a huge undertaking, and one that many walkers will 
find impossible due to financial or personal commitments. 
 
Cameron McNeish is among them. The outdoor writer and 
broadcaster has cited ‘the sheer length of time it takes to walk from 
Land’s End to John o’ Groats’ as one of the considerations that led 
him to devise an end to end walk across his native Scotland. His 
route received semi-official sanction in 2012 when it was 
designated the Scottish National Trail. The demanding trek of 
around 500 miles (850 km) through some of Scotland’s finest 
scenery is a distance most walkers should be able to complete in 
five weeks. 
 
It was Cameron’s book Scotland End to End that started me 
thinking about what my own country, Wales, could offer end to end 
walkers. Since 2012, the Welsh coastline has been linked by a 
continuous waymarked path, the Wales Coast Path. From one 
perspective this can be viewed as an end to end walk, although it 
entirely ignores inland, mountainous areas of the country. There is 
also Offa’s Dyke Path, but this is an end to end walk along the 
Wales–England border rather than through Wales itself. 
 
Up to now, perhaps the closest Wales has come to having a 
genuine end to end walking trail is a popular but unofficial route 
created by the late Tony Drake. The Cambrian Way is a high-level 
walk between Cardiff and Conwy which takes in almost all of the 
principal mountain regions in Wales. Although only 274 miles (441 
km) in length, Drake’s trail involves almost 19,000 metres of 
ascent, so is not for the fainthearted. Given fine weather, however, 
the route is one that almost all mountain walkers will relish. 
 
But here comes the caveat: it rains a lot in Wales, particularly in 
the mountains. On a long-distance hike of some three to four 
weeks, there will almost certainly be days of rain and low cloud. In 
such weather, walking across exposed mountain ridges and high 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land's_End_to_John_o'_Groats
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cameron_McNeish
http://www.scottishnationaltrail.org.uk/
http://www.mountain-media.co.uk/shop/books/scotland-end-to-end-3/
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://www.cambrianway.org.uk/obit.htm
http://www.cambrianway.org.uk/
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summits is unpleasant at best and at worst plain dangerous. The 
main problem with the Cambrian Way is that it’s presented as a 
series of mountain checkpoints that the walker must tick off in 
order to complete the trail. But you don’t get to choose the weather 
you walk in on a long-distance hike, so low-level alternatives are 
essential for all but the most hardy. 
 
I also felt that Tony Drake’s route choices – though logical at the 
time – had failed to keep pace with official developments in 
Wales’s walking infrastructure. The opening of the Beacons Way, 
a waymarked route across the length of the Brecon Beacons 
National Park, is one obvious example of where new official 
walking trails have sidelined the Cambrian Way as a walking route. 
Moreover, environmental concerns and fears about walkers’ safety 
mean that the Cambrian Way – at least in its current form – has 
little to no chance of being adopted as an official path any time 
soon. 
 
 
A Welsh end to end? 
 
Having decided to walk Wales from end to end, my first task was 
to determine where those two ends actually were. Using a ruler 
and an atlas, I discovered that the two most extreme points on the 
Welsh mainland were the Point of Ayr at the mouth of the River 
Dee in Flintshire and somewhere on the south-west tip of 
Pembrokeshire near St Govan’s Head. Adding Anglesey into the 
equation (it is, after all, connected to the mainland by two bridges) 
created a very different end to end: from the north-west coast of 
the island to Lavernock Point between Penarth and Barry. 
 
Neither of these potential end to ends seemed particularly 
practical; nor did they really capture my imagination. The solution, I 
decided, was to dispense with strict geographical criteria and 
instead investigate how Welsh people had traditionally defined 
their country. What did they consider the two ends of Wales to be? 
 
A good starting point is the medieval scholar and clergyman 
Gerald of Wales, who wrote two popular books at the end of the 
twelfth century describing the history and geography of Wales. 
Citing a contemporary idiom, Gerald defines the two ends of Wales 
as being Porth Wygyr (Cemaes) on the north coast of Anglesey 
and Porth Ysgewin (Portskewett) on the coast of Gwent. This 

http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_Ayr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Govan%27s_Chapel
http://menaibridges.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavernock#Lavernock_Point
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_of_Wales
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cemaes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portskewett
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sounded like a more promising basis for an end to end walk, but 
still seemed a little impractical from a walker’s point of view. Porth 
Ysgewin may have been one of Wales’s three chief ports in 
Gerald’s day, but its exact location is not now known. The best 
guess of historians is the mouth of Caldicot Pill near the Second 
Severn Crossing – hardly a promising location for the start or finish 
of an end to end walk. 
 
The traditional Welsh expression ‘O Fôn i Fynwy’ (‘From Anglesey 
[Ynys Môn] to Monmouthshire’) seemed a better bet. Even today, 
the phrase is used to mean the whole of Wales, in the same way 
that ‘From Malin to Mizen’ is in Ireland. The phrase also allowed 
for flexibility in determining the start and finish of the walk. The two 
obvious trailheads were Holyhead (Caergybi) in the far north-west 
of Wales and Chepstow (Cas-gwent) in the south-east, both 
readily accessible by road and rail (and also ferry in the case of 
Holyhead). A walk between these two points would take in some of 
Wales’s most stunning landscapes, including the Anglesey AONB 
(Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty), Snowdonia National Park, 
the Cambrian Mountains, the Brecon Beacons National Park and 
the Wye Valley AONB. As well as linking the two ends of Wales, it 
would truly be a walk to remember. 
 
 
Determining the route 
 
In deciding upon a walking route across Wales, I was guided by 
the principle that the paths chosen should be walkable without 
undue difficulty or danger in all but the most extreme weather 
conditions. The basis for this decision was that one cannot choose 
what weather to walk in on a long-distance hike, and I didn’t want 
to force users of this guide on to high mountaintops in unsuitable 
conditions. For this reason, the main route described avoids the 
highest summits of Snowdonia and mid-Wales, but without, I hope, 
sacrificing the scenic quality of these areas. In fine weather, 
experienced walkers are encouraged to take in as many summits 
as possible, and I have outlined alternative high-level routes 
across the Carneddau and Moel Siabod, as well as potential 
detours to the summits of Snowdon, Cnicht, Cadair Idris and 
Pumlumon. 
 
In the Brecon Beacons, a waymarked trail, the Beacons Way, 
provides easier access to the park’s highest peaks, and so these 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Severn_Crossing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Severn_Crossing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malin_to_Mizen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holyhead
http://www.chepstow.co.uk/Core/Chepstow-Town-Council/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.holyheadport.com/
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-and-waste/countryside/areas-of-outstanding-natural-beauty-aonbs/the-anglesey-aonb/
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/home
http://cambrian-mountains.co.uk/
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carneddau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moel_Siabod
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowdon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cnicht
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadair_Idris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plynlimon
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
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have been included in the main route. Here I have taken the 
opposite approach and outlined a number of low-level alternatives 
that may be preferred in poor weather conditions. 
 
Throughout Wales, I have tried to link paths, tracks and quiet lanes 
that are easy to follow and maintained to a high standard. For this 
reason, the route I have chosen uses wherever possible existing 
long-distance trails such as the Wales Coast Path, the North 
Wales Path, the Ardudwy Way, Glyndŵr’s Way, the Beacons Way, 
Offa’s Dyke Path and the Wye Valley Walk. Nevertheless, devising 
an off-road route through Wales that avoids mud and bogs 
completely is a task bordering on the impossible, so be prepared 
for wet conditions underfoot even after long spells of dry weather. 
 
 
An outline of the route 
 
From Holyhead there are two obvious routes across Anglesey, one 
tracing the south coast of the island, the other the north (there is 
no satisfactory route for walkers through the middle of the island). 
Both options follow the Wales Coast Path, a long-distance trail 
round the entire Welsh coastline opened in 2012. The coastal 
scenery is stunning throughout Anglesey, but is probably the more 
varied and dramatic in the north of the island. Our end to end walk 
therefore follows a long, winding route round the island’s north 
coast before heading down the Menai Strait to Telford’s iconic 
suspension bridge. 
 
After crossing to the Welsh mainland, we head up the opposite 
side of the strait to the cathedral city of Bangor. Here we pick up 
the second of our promoted long-distance trails, the North Wales 
Path. This follows a mid-level route across the northern slopes of 
Snowdonia and offers fantastic views of the Welsh coast between 
Puffin Island and Great Orme. But the highlight of this trail is Aber 
Falls, one of the most beautiful waterfalls in Wales. 
 
Leaving the North Wales Path, we are faced with our first major 
route choice: a high-level traverse of the Carneddau or a descent 
into the green valley of the Conwy. The main route chooses the 
latter option before tacking back across the hills to Capel Curig, a 
walker’s Mecca in the heart of Snowdonia. We continue across the 
eastern flanks of Moel Siabod to Dolwyddelan, then over Bwlch y 
Rhediad into the beautiful mountain valley of Nant Gwynant. 

http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://www.conwy.gov.uk/doc.asp?doc=1253&cat=1504
http://www.conwy.gov.uk/doc.asp?doc=1253&cat=1504
http://www.taithardudwyway.com/
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/glyndwrs-way
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://www.wyevalleywalk.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holyhead
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menai_Strait
http://menaibridges.co.uk/history/menai-suspension-bridge/
http://menaibridges.co.uk/history/menai-suspension-bridge/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangor,_Gwynedd
http://www.conwy.gov.uk/doc.asp?doc=1253&cat=1504
http://www.conwy.gov.uk/doc.asp?doc=1253&cat=1504
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puffin_Island_(Anglesey)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Orme
../../../../AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/Aber%20Falls
../../../../AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/Aber%20Falls
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carneddau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Conwy
http://www.visitcapel.fsnet.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moel_Siabod
http://www.dolwyddelan.org/?lang=en-gb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nant_Gwynant
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Passing the trailhead for the Watkin Path, we follow the valley 
down to the picturesque village of Beddgelert and the start of the 
Fisherman’s Path: a narrow, rocky walkway through the dramatic 
Aberglaslyn Pass. After climbing past Cnicht, we head down to the 
coast at Penrhyndeudraeth, where a new bridge spans the Dwyryd 
estuary. 
 
Once across the Dwyryd, we link up with the Ardudwy Way, a 
waymarked, mid-level trail winding across the westward slopes of 
the Rhinogydd. In poor weather, these mountains can appear 
forbidding and bleak (they can also get quite muddy), but the final 
descent into the seaside town of Barmouth is truly spectacular. 
Also special is the crossing of the Afon Mawddach over Barmouth 
Bridge. At half tide on a sunny day, there is a dazzling contrast 
between the blue, sparkling waters of the estuary and the pristine 
golden sandbars through which they meander. 
 
Between the Mawddach and Machynlleth, our route is dominated 
by the louring presence of Cadair Idris. The main route bypasses 
the summit to the west, leaving the final 250 metres of ascent as 
an optional detour. After a long descent into Llanfihangel-y-
Pennant, we follow the emerald valley of the Afon Dysynni up to 
the former slate village of Abergynolwyn. We continue up the 
tumbling Nant Gwernol stream to the old quarry at Bryn Eglwys, 
then join a rough, sometimes muddy path below Tarren y Gesail. 
There’s a long descent through forestry before the green ribbon of 
the Dyfi Valley opens up before us. South of the river is Wales’s 
ancient capital, Machynlleth. 
 
We leave Machynlleth along Glyndŵr’s Way – one of Wales’s 
three National Trails – and head south into the the softer, rounder 
hills of mid-Wales. Our wild moorland route takes us past 
Pumlumon – in good weather, one of Wales’s finest viewpoints – 
then down into the steep wooded gorge of the Afon Rheidol. 
Surrounding us is some of the most spectacular scenery in mid-
Wales. Above the valley is Devil’s Bridge, where a tributary of the 
Rheidol, the Mynach, plunges some 300 feet (90 metres) down 
five great rocky steps into the Rheidol Valley. 
 
A promoted path, the Borth to Pontrhydfendigaid Trail, provides an 
obvious route between Devil’s Bridge and Pontrhyd-y-groes. 
However, we opt for a more direct and much drier route across the 
open hills to the west. Entering the Hafod Estate, we combine a 

http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/Hard-Mountain-Walks/Watkin-Path
http://www.beddgelerttourism.com/
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/Hard-Leisure-Walks/Fishermans-Path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aberglaslyn_Pass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cnicht
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrhyndeudraeth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dwyryd
http://www.taithardudwyway.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhinogydd
http://barmouth-wales.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Mawddach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barmouth_Bridge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barmouth_Bridge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machynlleth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadair_Idris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfihangel-y-Pennant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfihangel-y-Pennant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dysynni
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abergynolwyn
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesGwyneddDyfiAbergynolwynNantGwernol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bryn_Eglwys
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarren_y_Gesail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dovey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machynlleth
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/glyndwrs-way
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plynlimon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Rheidol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil%27s_Bridge,_Ceredigion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Mynach
http://www.devilsbridgefalls.co.uk/index.php?page=101
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pont-rhyd-y-groes
http://www.hafod.org/homepage.html
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number of the restored walks created by Thomas Johnes (1748–
1816) before once again picking up the main promoted trail along 
the beautiful Ystwyth Valley. From Pontrhyd-y-groes, the path 
leaves the river and continues across mainly open moorland to 
Pontrhydfendigaid and the Cistercian ruins of Strata Florida. 
 
Leaving Strata Florida, we follow tracks through the vast Tywi 
Forest before descending along a quiet mountain lane to the 
isolated chapel of Soar y Mynydd. A lovely bridleway traces the 
course of the Doethie stream to its confluence with the Tywi. 
Lanes, paths and byways lead us down through Rhandir-mwyn 
and across attractive rolling hills to Llandovery. This interesting 
little town is worth exploring further, and is a good place to stock 
up before entering the Brecon Beacons. 
 
Field and woodland paths climb out of Llandovery towards 
Myddfai, a sleepy village on the western edge of the National Park. 
Here we join a narrow, undulating lane to Llanddeusant, a hilltop 
hamlet best known for its well-equipped YHA hostel in the former 
Red Lion pub.  
 
Llanddeusant is also where we pick up the Beacons Way, a 
waymarked long-distance trail running the full length of the Brecon 
Beacons National Park. Our first day on the trail takes us up on to 
a fabulous ridge, high above Llyn y Fan Fach, and over the top of 
Fan Brycheiniog, the highest summit in the Black Mountain range. 
Descending into the green valley of the River Tawe, we pass close 
to the famous National Showcaves Centre for Wales at Dan yr 
Ogof. 
 
Caves also dominate the next stretch of the trail, through Ogof 
Ffynnon Ddu National Nature Reserve, a grassy upland concealing 
one of the most extensive cave systems in Britain. We continue 
across tufty moorland to the former Roman road of Sarn Helen, 
then climb across the bleak, open hills of Fforest Fawr to Storey 
Arms (named after a former coaching inn, now an outdoor 
education centre). 
 
At this point, we are likely to find ourselves sharing the trail with 
numerous other walkers, all setting off to conquer the Beacons’ 
highest peak, Pen y Fan. East of the main summit, we pass two 
other fine peaks, Cribyn and Fan y Big, before descending to the 
road pass at Torpantau. Our route then takes us along a stretch of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Johnes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Ystwyth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pont-rhyd-y-groes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontrhydfendigaid
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/strata-florida-abbey/?lang=en
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesPowysTywiForest
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesPowysTywiForest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soar_y_mynydd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Towy
http://www.rhandir-mwyn.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandovery
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/llanddeusant
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llyn_y_Fan_Fach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_Brycheiniog
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Mountain_(range)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Tawe
http://www.showcaves.co.uk/index.html
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-ogof-ffynnonddu.php
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-ogof-ffynnonddu.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarn_Helen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fforest_Fawr
http://www.storeyarms.com/content.asp
http://www.storeyarms.com/content.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_y_Fan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cribyn_(mountain)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_y_Big
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theTaff Trail above Tal-y-bont Reservoir, then round the grassy 
base of Tor y Foel. After a long descent through fields, we emerge 
on the Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal on the edge of 
Llangynidr. 
 
Climbing out of the Usk Valley, we pass through Bwlch, then 
continue upwards on to the open common of Cefn Moel. There are 
excellent views from here of Llan-gors Lake, the largest natural 
body of water in southern Wales. After descending into Cwm Du, 
we climb on to the lower slopes of the Black Mountains and follow 
the base of the common round to Crickhowell. 
 
The next section takes us through the heart of the Black Mountains 
and is one of the most rewarding stretches of the Beacons Way. 
Our route takes us across the distinctive flat-topped hill of Crug 
Hywel or Table Mountain, then on over Crug Mawr to St Ishow’s 
Church in Patrisio. After another long ridge walk, we descend 
towards the ruined splendour of Llanthony Priory in the beautiful 
Vale of Ewias. 
 
There are stunning views of the prioy as we climb out of the valley 
towards Offa’s Dyke Path on Hatterall Hill. At the top, we join a 
lovely ridgetop track along the line of the Wales–England border, 
eventually descending off the mountain into the scattered village of 
Pandy. We then say goodbye to the mountains, striking out across 
the green, fertile fields of northern Gwent towards Monmouth. 
 
Here we encounter another dramatic change of scenery as we 
enter the Wye Valley AONB, a largely wooded valley straddling the 
Wales–England border. After crossing Kymin Hill, we swap Offa’s 
Dyke Path for the Wye Valley Walk and continue across steep 
wooded slopes above the River Wye. Our route takes us past the 
famous medieval ruins of Tintern Abbey, as well as along a 
wonderful woodland walk through the former Piercefield Estate. 
Emerging on the edge of Chepstow, we drop down past the 
Norman castle to the end of our walk at the Old Wye Bridge. 
 
 
How to use this e-book 
 
For convenience, this book divides the route between Holyhead 
and Chepstow into thirty-four logical sections, each starting and 
finishing at or near somewhere accessible with reasonable 

http://www.tafftrail.org.uk/
http://talybontreservoir.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tor_y_Foel
http://www.mbact.org.uk/canals.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangynidr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Usk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bwlch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangorse_Lake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cwmdu,_Powys
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Mountains,_Wales
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/about-crickhowell/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Hywel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Hywel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Mawr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partrishow
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/llanthonypriory/?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vale_of_Ewyas
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hatterrall_Hill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandy,_Monmouthshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monmouth
http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/index.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Kymin
http://www.wyevalleywalk.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Wye
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/tinternabbey/?lang=en
http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/wyetour/content-41643.php
http://www.chepstow.co.uk/Core/Chepstow-Town-Council/Pages/Default.aspx
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/chepstow-castle/?lang=en
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facilities. Sections vary widely in length, the longest being some 21 
miles (34 km) and the shortest no more than 6 miles (10 km). Most 
walkers will prefer to combine some of the shorter sections, but I 
hope that by dividing the route in this way I’ve created as many 
options as possible for the end user. 
 
Each section begins with a short outline of the route. These note 
things such as key places along the way, waymarked trails used, 
and the types of terrain that the route crosses. Where available, 
hyperlinks have been added that will take you to websites 
containing further information. 
 
Below the outline is a box – the ‘Fact File’ – containing key 
information about the section. Two important stats for most 
walkers are the section’s length and how much climbing it involves. 
These have been measured using mapping software and, in the 
case of distance, rounded up to the next highest mile and 
kilometre. (The basis for this decision is that the distance walked 
on the ground is almost always further than that measured on a 
map.) Height gain is given to the nearest metre, but, again, is likely 
to be an approximation of the real amount of climbing involved. 
 
The start and finish of each section have been identified by both 
name and grid reference, and a link has been provided to the OS 
Explorer map(s) covering the section. (It is not recommended that 
you attempt to walk the route using these instructions alone.) Also 
provided is a link to an online map on the Viewranger website; this 
contains numbered markers which correspond to those in the route 
description. Maps can be accessed via smartphone using the 
Viewranger app, or, alternatively, you can choose to export the 
GPX data and upload it on to a standard GPS device. 
 
Lastly, the fact file contains information on the facilties available on 
each section. These are divided into three categories: toilets, 
refreshments and accommodation. The first of these is self-
explanatory, though be aware that public toilets in Wales are 
closing all the time and that in many areas toilets are only open 
seasonally. Refreshments include pubs, cafes, shops and 
restaurants along the route. These have been identified 
individually where facilities are limited; on other occasions, I have 
provided a link to a relevant tourist or community website. 
 

http://my.viewranger.com/user/home
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A similar principal has been adopted with regard to 
accommodation. Wherever possible, I have also tried to provide 
information on a range of accommodation types – bed and 
breakfast, bunkhouse, camping – in order to give walkers the 
greatest amount of choice. Wild camping is also a possibility along 
the more remote sections of the walk, though be aware that there 
is no legal right in Wales to wild camp and that there may be 
specific restrictions against camping in some areas. 
 
The bulk of each section is, of course, taken up by the route 
description. This is divided into numbered paragraphs 
corresponding to the numbered markers on the relevant 
Viewranger map. As mentioned previously, the route devised 
should be walkable in all normal summer conditions. 
 
There are a number of places along the route, however, where tide 
or weather conditions may make alternative routes preferable. 
Where available, these have been outlined under separate 
headings, though for reasons of space, detailed walking 
instructions have generally not been provided. Detours from the 
main route have also been placed under separate headings. 
These can be anything from a short aside to a place of interest or 
a longer excursion to a mountain summit. 
 
Finally, look out at the end of every few sections for a gallery of 
highlights: photos of places of interest accompanied by a short 
explanatory paragraph. This combination of text and image is 
designed to whet your appetite and enrich the walking experience. 
Further information on the places covered can be found by 
following links elsewhere in the text. 
 
 
A note on place names 
 
The spelling of Welsh place names can be a contentious issues, 
and expert opinion on the subject is often at variance with local 
practice and preference, particularly in more anglicized areas of 
Wales. In this book, I have followed guidelines produced by the 
Welsh Language Board for the standardization of place names, 
adopting the standard Welsh form of a name where this differs 
from the ‘English’ form by only one or two letters – e.g. Llangatwg 
Lingoed instead of Llangattock Lingoed and Rhandir-mwyn instead 
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of Rhandirmwyn. However, when quoting signage or the names of 
businesses, I have stuck to the form used on individual signs. 
 
Where the difference between the two forms of a name is large 
enough to cause potential confusion – for example, 
Llandovery/Llanymddyfri – or the Welsh and English forms of a 
name differ completely (Monmouth/Trefynwy), then I have adopted 
the most commonly used English version. For further information 
on the principles determining these choices, see the Enwau Cymru 
(‘Welsh names’) website. A list of some of the more common place 
name elements and their meanings is provided below. 
 
 
Welsh place names 
 
Welsh place names are often descriptive, so knowing what names 
mean can be a great help when walking. Unfortunately, providing a 
glossary of Welsh place name elements is complicated by a 
grammatical feature of Welsh known as mutation, in which the 
initial consonants of words vary. The following list includes 
mutated and unmutated forms of some of the more common place 
name elements you are likely to come across. 
 
aber      estuary, confluence 
afon      river 
bach/fach     small 
betws     house of prayer 
blaen      head of a valley 
bryn      hill 
bwlch      pass or gap 
cae      field 
caer/gaer     fort, fortified camp 
capel      chapel 
carn/garn     cairn or pile of stones 
carreg/garreg    stone 
castell     castle 
cefn      ridge 
coch/goch     red 
coed      wood 
craig/graig     crag 
cwm      valley 
dŵr      water 
dyffryn     valley 

http://www.e-gymraeg.org/enwaucymru/introduction.aspx
http://www.e-gymraeg.org/enwaucymru/introduction.aspx
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eglwys     church 
esgair     ridge 
ffordd      road 
ffridd      pasture 
ffynnon     well or spring 
glan/lan     bank or shore 
glyn      deep valley 
gwaun/waun    moorland or meadow 
hafod      summer farmstead 
hen      old 
isaf      lower 
llan      church, sacred enclosure 
llwyn      bush or grove 
llyn      lake 
maen      stone 
maes      field 
mawr/ fawr     big 
moel/foel      bare hill 
mynydd     mountain 
nant      stream 
pant      hollow 
pen      top or end 
pentre     village 
plas      hall, mansion 
pont/bont     bridge 
pwll      pool 
rhiw      slope 
rhos      moorland 
rhyd      ford 
tal      end or front 
tan/dan     below 
tarren/darren    escarpment 
tref/dref     homestead or town 
tŷ      house 
y, yr      the 
ynys      island 
ystrad     wide valley 
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1 Holyhead to Porth Swtan (Church Bay) 
 
We pick up the Wales Coast Path at St Cybi’s Church. Crossing 
the Celtic Gateway Bridge, we pass Holyhead’s railway station and 
ferry terminal and continue along low cliffs towards Penrhos Beach 
and Penrhos Coastal Park. After crossing the Stanley 
Embankment, we head north along a stony beach and join a path 
inland to cross the tidal Afon Alaw. The coast beyond the river is 
low-lying and attractive with a number of small sandy bays. 
 
Distance: 14 miles (23 km) 
Height gain: 226 metres 
Start: St Cybi’s Church, Holyhead (SH 247 826) or, alternatively, 
the harbour end of Holyhead railway station (SH 248 823) 
Finish: Porth Swtan (Church Bay) (SH 300 891) 
Map: OS Explorer 262 Anglesey West 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Holyhead and at beach car park in Porth Swtan 
Refreshments: Numerous pubs and cafes in Holyhead, as well as 
shops and supermarkets. On route, there is the Tollhouse 
Tearoom at the entrance to Penrhos Coastal Park and a general 
store in Sandy Beach Leisure Park near Llanfwrog. There is also a 
pub and general store just off the route in Llanfachreth. In Porth 
Swtan, there is a cafe, the Wavecrest, and a seafood restaurant, 
the Lobster Pot, while on the hill above the bay is the Church Bay 
Inn. 
Accommodation: Plenty of choice in Holyhead, including a 
Travelodge close to the railway station. There are campsites at 
Penrhos Beach, Penrhyn Bay and Porth Swtan, while bed and 
breakfast is available in Trefadog and Porth Swtan. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Leave St Cybi's Church by the main gates and walk down 

Holyhead's main street. Turn left where signed and walk 
across the Celtic Gateway Bridge. Continue across a 
walkway over the harbour and through a doorway leading 
past the end of the station platform (an alternative starting 
point). Turn right along the access road to the ferry terminal, 
then use a zebra crossing to cross the wide expanse of 
tarmac towards a car park. Keep ahead through the car park 

http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://www.stcybi.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Celtic_Gateway
http://www.kehoecountryside.com/penrhos-coastal-park.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Embankment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Embankment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Alaw
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holyhead
http://www.anglesey-hidden-gem.com/Church-Bay.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-west.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0MDA=
http://www.theangleseyedge.co.uk/food-drink/cafes-bistros-sandwich-shops/410-Tollhouse-Tearoom
http://www.theangleseyedge.co.uk/food-drink/cafes-bistros-sandwich-shops/410-Tollhouse-Tearoom
http://www.sandybeachanglesey.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfwrog,_Anglesey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfachraeth
http://www.anglesey-hidden-gem.com/wavecrest-cafe-church-bay.html
http://www.thelobsterpotrestaurant.co.uk/
http://www.theangleseyedge.co.uk/accomodation/hotels/16-Church-Bay-Inn
http://www.theangleseyedge.co.uk/accomodation/hotels/16-Church-Bay-Inn
http://www.travelodge.co.uk/hotels/347/Holyhead-hotel
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=7790
http://www.penrhynbay.com/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=7741
http://www.wales-tourist-information.co.uk/accommodation/item/45041/Trefadog_B_B_and_Caravan_Site.html
http://www.holidayonanglesey.co.uk/index.php?option=displaypage&Itemid=50&op=page&SubMenu=
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to a gap at the end of a wall and emerge at a road junction to 
the left of a roundabout. 

 
2 Turn sharp left, on to Turkey Shore Road, a narrow street 

running alongside the ferry terminal complex. Straight after 
Huws Gray Building Materials Centre, turn right on to a 
surfaced path alongside a low stone wall. Keep ahead on to 
a grassy path to the left of a nursery school, shortly joining 
an enclosed path behind industrial buildings. Emerge on 
coastal playing fields by a housing estate and bear left to 
follow their seaward edge. At the end of some rough football 
pitches, turn right and follow the curve of Penrhos Beach to a 
car park. 

 
3 Bear left to continue round the bay along a popular surfaced 

path. As you approach a bungalow, bear left again to 
continue along the unpaved coast path. The path shortly 
bears right, through a gap in a wall, and passes ‘The 
Battery’, a gun emplacement dating from the Napoleonic 
Wars. Continue along the coast until you reach a junction 
with a lane on the edge of woodland. 

 
4 Turn left, towards an attractive sandy cove. Unless visiting 

the beach, fork right after about 30 metres to continue along 
a woodland track. Where the trees open out, take a 
waymarked path on the left. Exit the wood and climb a 
grassy slope to a stone seat and wind shelter at the end of 
the headland (Gorsedd-y-penrhyn). After enjoying the 
extensive views across Holyhead Bay, drop back down the 
other side of the headland to rejoin the main woodland track. 
(If preferred, you can bypass the headland by continuing 
along the track instead of following the waymarked path to 
the left mentioned earlier.) 

 
5 Turn left and continue through the woods of Penrhos Coastal 

Park, the silty waters of Beddmanarch Bay to your left. With 
a fence ahead, bear right, away from the sea. Reach a path 
junction by a pet cemetery and turn left, then left again at a 
second junction. Return to the coast in front of Beddmanarch 
House and turn right along the tarmac drive. Continue 
through a car park and past the old tollhouse. At a junction 
with the A5, turn left and follow the pavement across the 
Stanley Embankment. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleonic_Wars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleonic_Wars
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6 At the end of the embankment, drop down to the pebbly 

beach on your left and follow this northwards (the beach may 
be impassable either side of high tide; see alternative inland 
route). Where a road appears on the right, you can either join 
this or continue along the beach. If you choose to join the 
road (easier walking), you will need to return to the beach by 
keeping ahead down a slipway at a sharp right-hand bend. 
Continue along the shore as far as Penrhyn-bach Farm. 

 
Alternative high tide route between the Stanley Embankment 
and Penrhyn-bach Farm 
Either side of high tide, the pebbly shore north of the Stanley 
Embankment may be impassable to walkers. An alternative inland 
route is waymarked from behind the garage on the main road. This 
crosses fields towards the Newlands Park estate, then bears right 
along a residential road to a T-junction with Gorad Road. Opposite 
a stone bus stop shelter, turn left on to Beach Road and continue 
as far as a waymarked footpath on the right. This takes you back 
down to the coast, where you can rejoin the main route along the 
beach to Penrhyn-bach Farm. 
 
7 Where indicated, leave the beach along a waymarked path. 

This takes you past the farm and on to the banks of the Afon 
Alaw. Turn sharp right to cross a raised boardwalk, then 
continue upstream along a fenced path for around 2 km. 
Eventually, you will reach a new footbridge where you are 
able to cross the river. If you would like to visit the village of 
Llanfachreth, you can do so by following the path on the far 
side to the right. At a house (Neuadd Wen), turn right and 
follow the lane into the village. 

 
8 To continue along the main route, turn left, back towards the 

sea. The path is now more open, following the edge of fields 
and salt marsh. At a junction with a track, turn left and follow 
the track to a field. Bear slightly right across a low rise, then 
look for a kissing gate ahead. Maintain direction (the tall 
tower of the former Anglesey Aluminium works is a good 
landmark) until you pick up waymarks leading to an 
embankment alongside a muddy tidal inlet. Cross the 
embankment and continue along a clear path until level with 
the ruin of a farmhouse on the right. Follow a waymark 
towards the house, then bear left across rough, potentially 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglesey_Aluminium
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muddy ground towards a kissing gate. This leads on to a 
grassy, rutted track. Turn left and shortly emerge on the long 
beach of Traeth y Gribin. 

 
9 Follow the beach to the right, past the distinctive and 

exquisitely located property of Bodardraeth. Continue along 
the shore for a further kilometre or so, eventually reaching a 
waymark post some 150 metres before farm buildings. 
Follow a track away from the beach to a lane, then turn left 
along a gravel track towards the farm buildings seen earlier. 
Go through the gate for Penial Dowyn and New House and 
continue up the track as far as a cattle grid. 

 
10 Just before the cattle grid, go through a kissing gate on the 

right into a field. Pass to the right of the house and go 
through the left-hand gateway ahead. Continue up the right-
hand edge of a field to a kissing gate at the top. Descend 
along the right-hand edge of a second field, keeping ahead 
on to a lane at the bottom. Where the road bears slightly 
right, away from the coast, keep ahead through a gate to 
continue just above the shore. Pass a static caravan and 
bungalow and shortly reach a road. 

 
11 Turn left towards the large farm complex of Penrhyn. 

Continue past the farm buildings, joining a concrete track 
signed to Penrhyn Bay Caravan Park. Continue through the 
park, passing to the right of tennis courts where the track 
forks. At the next obvious junction, bear right, along a row of 
static caravans, and shortly reach a slipway leading down to 
a beach on the left. Ignore this, instead following the sign to 
the right for Sandy Beach Shop. Almost immediately, turn left 
between further rows of caravans and continue along a track 
running parallel to the shore. 

 
12 After exiting the caravan park, join a lane and follow it round 

a right-hand bend.  Turn left immediately after the bend and 
climb gently above the bay along a grassy track. Pass to the 
landward side of a house and join a gravel track by a large 
bungalow. Keep ahead and start to descend. At a junction, 
bear slightly left and follow the track down to the shingle 
beach of Porth Trefadog. 

 

http://www.anglesey-hidden-gem.com/trefadog.html
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13 Cross the beach to the steps at its northern end. Climb these 
to an enclosed grassy path leading round the coast. Later, 
join a track and continue ahead above a rocky shore. After 
crossing a small stream, the track becomes a tarmac lane 
and climbs away from the sea. At the top of the hill, turn left 
through a kissing gate and descend along a grassy path 
back towards the coast. Follow a clear coastal path to the 
right, tracing the curve of the headland round to a house. Still 
bearing right, join the track from the house and climb to a 
junction with a lane. 

 
14 Turn left and shortly reach a right-hand bend. Leave the road 

by keeping ahead on to an ascending path through gorse. At 
the top of the slope, cross a track into National Trust land 
and bear left across the bottom of a field to a kissing gate by 
a bungalow. Turn right and follow a path between the field 
boundary and the coastal cliffs. Beyond the field on the right, 
enter a small field and drop towards a house behind a rocky 
cove. 

 
15 Cross a footbridge over a stream and pass between the 

house and shore. Climb a short, steep slope to a kissing gate 
and bear left across the corner of a field. Join a narrow, 
enclosed path across National Trust land, passing through a 
number of gates. Emerge by the Wavecrest Cafe above 
Porth Swtan (Church Bay). Up the road to the right are 
toilets, a car park and the Swtan Heritage Museum. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
St Cybi’s Church 
St Cybi’s stands within the walls of a late Roman fort, most 
probably built to defend against Irish raiders. Around AD 540, a 
monastic settlement, including a church, was founded by St Cybi 
inside the abandoned fort. The strategic location of the building 
made it a target for invading armies, with the last assault on the 
church occurring during the English Civil War. 
 
The Celtic Gateway Bridge 
This landmark pedestrian bridge, opened in 2006, is a dramatic 
stainless steel structure connecting Holyhead’s town centre with its 
railway station and ferry terminal. The bridge provides a safe 

http://www.swtan.co.uk/
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crossing above a main road and railway and features artwork 
inspired by the town’s history as a port and religious settlement. 
 
Holyhead Port 
Holyhead’s prosperity is due mainly to its proximity to Ireland. With 
the arrival of the railway in the mid-nineteenth century, the town 
provided the quickest route between London and Dublin and acted 
as a major transport hub for post and personnel. The connection 
with Ireland is still important, with recent improvements to the ferry 
service reducing the crossing time to only 90 minutes. 
 
Penrhos Coastal Park 
The area of coastal meadow and woodland forming Penrhos 
Coastal Park was once part of the Penrhos Estate and home to the 
wealthy Stanley family. In 1969, the land was sold for the 
development of the Anglesey Aluminium smelting plant. Public 
access was subsequently granted to 200 acres of the former 
estate, which became a country park. 
 
Wales Coast Path 
The opening of the Wales Coast Path in 2012 has led to improved 
coastal access in a number of areas on Anglesey. An important 
project involved creating a safe crossing over the Afon Alaw, 
together with a new footpath along the river’s south bank. 
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2 Porth Swtan (Church Bay) to Cemaes 
 
Beyond Porth Swtan, the character of the coastline changes 
dramatically. Crossing high, steep cliffs, our route takes us north 
past Ynys y Fydlyn towards Carmel Head – the wildest and most 
remote coastal region on the island. The unspoilt, rocky shoreline 
continues to Porth-y-pistyll, where further coastal progress is 
blocked by the incongruous presence of Wylfa Power Station. 
Cutting across Wylfa Head, we quickly regain a pleasant clifftop 
path for the final short stretch into Cemaes. 
 
Distance: 10 miles (16 km) 
Height gain: 378 metres 
Start: Porth Swtan (Church Bay) (SH 300 891) 
Finish: Cemaes (SH 371 934) 
Map: OS Explorer 262 Anglesey West 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: Seasonal toilets at beach car park in Porth Swtan 
Refreshments: Nothing on the walk itself, but Cemaes contains a 
general store and a couple of good pubs, including the Stag and 
the Harbour Hotel. 
Accommodation: There are a number of hotels and guest houses 
in Cemaes, including the Harbour Hotel, Bryn Padrig, Treddolphin 
and Pentregof. Close by is Llanbadrig Vineyard, a basic campsite 
open only on bank holidays and in August, and Ystad Parc Lodge 
Campsite. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the Wavecrest, follow the road towards the sea and 

take the signed Wales Coast Path rising above the beach. 
Shortly after entering a field, bear left. The path soon leaves 
the field and continues across gorse-covered cliffs as far as 
Gwter Fudr, a small stream crossed by a footbridge. Follow a 
well-marked path along a field edge and then down to the left 
towards the sea. Continue across further cliffs to a kissing 
gate, after which the path bears slightly away from the sea 
up a grassy slope. 

 
2 At the top of the slope, pass to the right of a cairn and begin 

your descent towards Porth y Bribys. Part of the original path 
has become worn and eroded, so cross a ladder stile ahead 

http://www.anglesey-hidden-gem.com/Church-Bay.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carmel_Head
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wylfa_Nuclear_Power_Station
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trwyn_yr_Wylfa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cemaes
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-west.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0MDc=
http://www.angleseyharbour.co.uk/
http://www.brynpadrig.com/
http://www.cemaes-bay.co.uk/page14.html
http://www.pentregof.co.uk/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=5966
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=1712
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=1712
http://www.anglesey-hidden-gem.com/wavecrest-cafe-church-bay.html
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
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and follow a well-walked route round a field edge. This 
meanders back down the slope to rejoin the original path by 
a gap in a fence. Continue downhill to join a track above 
Porth y Nant, where a small stream plunges over a cliff edge 
on to the rocky shore below. 

 
3 Keep ahead up the track to a waymark post and turn left. 

Staying well away from crumbling cliff edges, cross the 
stream and go through a gate. The path now bears right, up 
a steep slope along the left-hand side of a stone wall. At the 
top of the climb, the way ahead is not clear. Bear left across 
a wide open area towards the sea and follow the cliffs round 
to the right. You will eventually pick up a path descending 
steeply towards a marshy lake (Llyn y Fydlyn) behind a rocky 
shore. 

 
4 Cross the shore to a kissing gate, where a sign indicates that 

access across the land ahead is only permitted between 1 
February and 14 September (see alternative inland route). 
The path out to Carmel Head is wild and undulating, though 
generally well marked. You may lose the waymarkers as the 
coast curves round to the right. Do not climb the steep slope 
to your immediate right, but stick to the lower slopes closer to 
the coast. As you round the headland, you'll see a distinctive 
stone chimney ahead – aim for this. 

 
Alternative inland route from Ynys y Fydlyn between 15 
September and 31 January 
If the coast path beyond Ynys y Fydlyn is closed, you will need to 
take the path heading inland to the right. This joins a lane, which 
can be followed to Mynachdy farm. From here, the official coast 
path diversion follows a path to the left, rejoining the main route 
near a stone chimney. However, you can shorten your route 
considerably by taking the track to the right and following 
waymarks across fields to the sheltered bay of Hen Borth. 
 
5 Pass to the left of the chimney and bear left towards a 

footbridge over a ditch. Dropping obliquely towards the 
coast, continue past the lower of two large navigational 
beacons known collectively as the White Ladies. Go through 
a kissing gate, the path now continuing across gentler 
coastal meadows. On approaching the sheltered bay of Hen 
Borth (within the National Trust property of Tyn Llan), the 
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path initially curves right, then climbs left, in the direction of 
Trwyn Cemlyn. Across a field to the right can be seen the 
tiny St Rhwydrus Church. 

 
6 With Cemlyn Bay ahead, turn right towards a small stone 

monument commemorating the anniversary of Anglesey’s 
first lifeboat. Join a track to a car park, then turn left on to a 
concrete causeway. Continue across the stony ridge of 
Esgair Gemlyn, an unusual storm beach behind which a 
brackish lagoon has formed. It can be a hard slog across the 
pebbles, but during the bird-nesting season please obey 
access restrictions to the grassier banks of the lagoon. 

 
7 At the end of the stone bar, cross another car park and join a 

path bearing to the left across grassy slopes. This leads out 
of Cemlyn Bay and round the headland to Porth-y-pistyll. 
Facing you across this bay is Wylfa Power Station. Cross a 
stone stile on to the shore and follow the waymarked path 
round the bay to an abandoned mill by a stream. 

 
8 Cross a footbridge by the old mill and climb through gorse 

bushes to a meadow. Cross the meadow to a track and keep 
ahead again, joining a gravel path along the left-hand edge 
of a field (the ongoing Wylfa Newydd project means that 
paths between here and Wylfa Head are likely to be subject 
to change and diversion). At a stone track near signs 
warning of heavy machinery, keep straight across (not the 
path bearing right and then left). Follow the designated paths 
alongside vehicle access tracks until you emerge at a road 
near pylons and the Wylfa Information Centre. 

 
9 The official coast path route turns left here, joining a 

waymarked nature trail past the power station. However, this 
was closed due to building work in June 2014 (look out for 
diversion signs, the path closure is not immediately 
apparent). The diverted route turns right at the road. Take 
the next lane on the left and follow it to a large metal gate 
between stone pillars (the former entrance to Wylfa Hall, 
demolished in the 1960s). Go through a kissing gate to the 
left of this. There is no need to follow the official coast path 
out to Wylfa Head. Instead, take the path through the copse 
on the right and follow a well-worn path straight across a 
meadow. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cemlyn_Bay_and_lagoon
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10 Rejoin the official coast path behind the rocky cove of Porth 

Wylfa. Between here and Cemaes the path is clear and well 
marked. On approaching the village, bear left at the corner of 
a lane to continue along a grassy clifftop path between 
houses and the sea. Keep ahead on to a track and continue 
round a right-hand bend. In front a house called Angorfa, 
follow a path between stone walls to the right. Drop left on a 
track between houses and join a road. Follow this along the 
seafront into Cemaes, then up to the right to a junction with 
High Street by the Stag public house. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
The Skerries 
The Skerries are a group of rocky islets to the north-west of 
Carmel Head. In 1675, Britain’s first royal yacht, Charles II’s Mary, 
foundered on the islets after going astray in thick fog. A lighthouse 
was built on the largest of the islands in 1716 and lavishly restored 
in the following century. The lighthouse has been automated since 
1987 and the former keepers’ cottages are now used in summer 
by RSPB wardens. 
 
The White Ladies 
Two large navigation beacons on Carmel Head line up with a 
white-painted column on the island of West Mouse. Known locally 
as the ‘Three White Ladies’, the beacons were constructed in the 
1860s as a navigation aid to mark the position of a dangerous 
offshore reef. 
 
Cemlyn Bay 
Centuries of onshore winds have deposited a long ridge of stone 
and shingle across Cemlyn Bay, creating a brackish lagoon behind 
it. The lagoon is a haven for wildlife, attracting large numbers of 
breeding birds, including an important tern colony. Please obey 
access restrictions to the banks of the lagoon during the bird-
nesting season. 
 
Wylfa Power Station 
A nuclear power station is an incongruous sight on the rugged and 
beautiful north Anglesey coast. Fortunately, strategically planted 
trees do a good job of concealing the power station’s presence 
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from most angles of approach. Work on building a second plant on 
the site – Wylfa Newydd – is already underway, however, so look 
out for any changes or diversions to the coast path route. 
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3 Cemaes to Amlwch Port 
 
East of Cemaes, the tiny St Padrig’s Church marks the start of one 
of the most attractive stretches of coastline on Anglesey. The path 
is a real rollercoaster, climbing and descending steeply several 
times. Beyond Porth Wen, the coastal slopes are more gentle and 
the walking less demanding. Emerging in Bull Bay, we follow low 
rocky cliffs towards Amlwch, initially alongside a road. With 
Amlwch ahead, we cross an old industrial area towards the town’s 
narrow harbour. 
 
Distance: 8 miles (13 km) 
Height gain: 552 metres 
Start: Cemaes (SH 371 934) 
Finish: Amlwch Port (SH 449 932) 
Maps: OS Explorer 262 Anglesey West and OS Explorer 263 
Anglesey East 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Cemaes and Amlwch 
Refreshments: There are hotel bars in Bull Bay; pubs, a cafe, a 
general store and a fish and chip shop in Amlwch Port; and a 
supermarket close by in Amlwch itself. 
Accommodation: There is bed and breakfast accommodation in 
Bull Bay (Rhianfa, the Bull Bay and Trecastell) and Amlwch (the 
Dinorben Arms Hotel). Campers will need to continue along the 
coast to Llaneilian. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the Stag in Cemaes, walk towards the junction with 

High Street and turn left (‘Amlwch’). After crossing the Afon 
Wygyr, take the next road on the left and descend to a car 
park above a beach. Follow the promenade to another car 
park at the end of the bay, then turn left where indicated on 
to National Trust land. A clear path continues round the 
coast to Porth Padrig. 

 
2 Behind Porth Padrig the path divides, with signs for the 

Wales Coast Path in both directions. You can, if you want, 
drop to the shore and follow the longer path round Llanbadrig 
Point, but it is quicker and simpler to follow the path on the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cemaes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bull_Bay,_Anglesey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amlwch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amlwch_Port
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-west.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-east.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-east.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0MDg=
http://www.rhianfa.co.uk/
http://www.bullbayanglesey.co.uk/
http://www.trecastellhotelbullbay.co.uk/
http://www.dinorbenarmshotel.co.uk/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=3068
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
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right up to a lane and turn left. The road shortly ends at the 
tiny church of St Padrig. 

 
3 Take the path to the left of the churchyard, again crossing on 

to land owned by the National Trust. Curve right, round the 
back of the graveyard, and continue along an undulating 
clifftop path. There are a number of steep climbs and 
descents before the path drops to shore level at Porth 
Llanlleiana. Close by are the ruins of a former porcelain 
works. 

 
4 Leaving the Wales Coast Path, follow a path to the right, 

along the base of the hill. Where the path divides, fork left 
and climb diagonally across the hillside. Rejoin the Wales 
Coast Path and descend steeply via steps to Hell's Mouth 
(Porth Cynfor). 

 
Alternative route over Llanlleiana Head 
From Porth Llanlleiana, the Wales Coast Path climbs steeply to a 
tower on top of Llanlleiana Head, the most northerly point in Wales 
with the exception of the offshore island of Middle Mouse. The 
views are stunning, but be prepared for a tough climb and descent. 
 
5 From the cove, start a long, steep climb towards Graig Wen. 

Eventually, reach easier slopes to the north-east of the hill. 
By some old industrial workings, bear left and drop into a dip. 
Beyond are two masts on the headland of Torllwyn. Do not 
go through the gate ahead, but turn right on to a grassy path 
descending towards Porth Wen. 

 
6 Fork left to continue on the path round the back of Porth Wen 

(look out for the old brickworks, down in the bay to your left). 
Continue to an old stone farmhouse and follow the path past 
the right-hand side of the building. Join a gravel track, then, 
when this swings right, keep ahead on to an enclosed grassy 
path. Emerge on open grassy cliffs and bear left along the 
seaward edge. 

 
7 At the headland of Trwynbychan, the path curves right and 

continues along attractive grassy clifftops to Ogof Goch, a 
grassy headland just north of Bull Bay. Bear right, in the 
direction of the village, and follow a road to the right. Shortly, 
pass through a narrow metal kissing gate on the left and 
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descend along a tarmac path to the bay. Turn left at a road 
(the Bull Bay Hotel is up to the right) and continue to a T-
junction with the A5025. 

 
8 Keep ahead along the main road for about 800 metres. Just 

after a parking area on the left, bear left through a kissing 
gate and join a clear coastal path across grassy cliffs. After 
Ogof y Wennol, the path bears slightly right, away from the 
coast and across a potentially boggy area. Descend steps to 
an old stone stile and take the path signed to the left, back 
towards the sea. Fork left again above steps leading down to 
a small sandy cove called Traeth y Dynion. Continue across 
an area of rough coastal heathland towards an area of 
industrial buildings north of Amlwch. 

 
9 Before long, further progress along the coast is blocked by a 

fence. About 100 metres before this, the signed path heads 
inland to the right. Keep ahead on to a track, then ahead 
again where you are joined by another track from the right. 
After another 100 metres, look out for an easily missed 
kissing gate on the left. Go through this and follow a gravel 
path across scrub and meadow until you cross the line of an 
old railway. Turn right immediately afterwards on to a road. 

 
10 Just before the next road on the left, turn on to a path 

alongside a copper-coloured stream. Before long, cut across 
playing fields on the right to a car park at the far end. 
Leaving the car park, turn left on to a track. Almost 
immediately, turn right on to another track and then right 
again on to a grassy path. Curving right, drop down to 
Amlwch Harbour and follow the path to a slipway at the head 
of the narrow inlet. 

 
Detour into Amlwch town centre 
For Amlwch town centre, turn right up Quay Street and continue to 
a T-junction with Machine Street by the Adelphi Vaults. Just after a 
road on the right called Craig y Don, take a road bearing left and 
continue to a road on the right called Lôn Goch. Take this and 
follow it past a supermarket to Amlwch’s main shopping street. 
 
 
Highlights 
 

http://www.adelphivaults.com/index.htm
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Cemaes 
The most northerly village in Wales, Cemaes was considered one 
of Wales’s three chief ports in medieval times, as well as its 
traditional northern end. Maritime trade remained important until 
the mid-nineteenth century, when rail and road improvements 
began to provide faster land connections to the mainland. Another 
important past industry was fishing; in stormy weather, there would 
be quite a fleet sheltering behind the harbour’s stone pier. 
 
Llanbadrig 
The church at Llanbadrig is dedicated to the patron saint of 
Ireland, St Patrick, who is reputed to have founded a church on the 
site after suffering shipwreck on nearby Ynys Badrig (Middle 
Mouse). If true, Llanbadrig is one of the oldest Christian sites in 
Wales, possibly dating from as early as AD 440. 
 
Porth Wen 
On the western shore of Porth Wen are the abandoned remains of 
a former brickworks. This used quartzite from nearby cliffs to make 
silica bricks, which were then exported by ship from the adjacent 
quay for use in the steel industry. Production of bricks came to an 
end at the works in 1924. 
 
Bull Bay 
The English name for this village comes from a small nearby cove 
called Pwll y Tarw, meaning ‘pool of the bull’. In Welsh, the village 
is known as Porthllechog, which translates as ‘bay with excellent 
shelter’. The rocks along this part of the coast are some of the 
oldest in the world, having been formed around 570 million years 
ago. 
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4 Amlwch Port to Moelfre 
 
This is another undulating section, with numerous ups and downs. 
From Amlwch Port, we cross low, heather-covered cliffs to Porth 
Eilian. Cutting across the base of Point Lynas, we then head south 
along a remote and beautiful section of coastline to Dulas. There is 
a long detour round the estuary, followed by a lovely walk behind 
the beaches of Traeth yr Ora and Traeth Lligwy. A stroll across low 
grassy clifftops concludes the section. 
 
Distance: 13 miles (20 km) 
Height gain: 538 metres 
Start: Amlwch Port (SH 449 932) 
Finish: Moelfre (SH 512 863) 
Map: OS Explorer 263 Anglesey East 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Amlwch and Moelfre 
Refreshments: A list of pubs, cafes and takeaways in Moelfre and 
Lligwy can be found on the village website. 
Accommodation: A list of campsites and bed and breakfast 
accommodation in Moelfre and Lligwy can be found on the village 
website. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the slipway at the head of Amlwch Harbour, follow the 

signed tarmac path alongside the quay and past the Copper 
Kingdom Centre. At the end of the quay, bear right and 
follow the path to the right of the Sail Loft Visitor Centre. At 
the end of the building, cross the entrance to Anglesey 
Marine Terminal and turn left along a road. 

 
2 Continue on to a track, then fork right to pass to the landward 

side of a house. Follow a clear coastal path across open 
cliffs (part of the Copper Coast Trail) and eventually emerge 
in a field. Follow the coastal edge to the left, then back 
across the field to the right. At the end of the field, continue 
on to a path which curves right and drops into the cove of 
Porth Eilian. 

 
3 Turn left on to a lane behind the bay. As this curves left 

(towards the large lighthouse complex on Point Lynas), turn 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amlwch_Port
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dulas,_Anglesey
http://www.moelfre.org/
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-east.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0MDk=
http://www.moelfre.org/places_to_eat.htm
http://www.moelfre.org/places_to_stay.htm
http://www.moelfre.org/places_to_stay.htm
http://www.copperkingdom.co.uk/centre.html
http://www.copperkingdom.co.uk/centre.html
http://www.copperkingdom.co.uk/loft.html
http://www.amlwchhistory.co.uk/shell.html
http://www.amlwchhistory.co.uk/shell.html
http://www.trinityhouse.co.uk/lighthouses/lighthouse_list/point_lynas.html
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right through a waymarked kissing gate (‘Eilian Circular 
Walk’). The path cuts across the base of the headland before 
curving right. At a fork in a meadow, take the upper, right-
hand path. This climbs across the middle of two fields, then 
forks again. 

 
4 Take the left-hand path and climb steeply. More steep climbs 

follow, until the path descends towards the rocky shore of 
Porthygwichiad. Cross the low grassy headland of Penrhyn 
Glas, then descend again towards Porth Helygen. Follow a 
waymark up a short, steep slope on the right and go through 
a kissing gate. Bear left to follow the seaward edge of a field 
down to a kissing gate above Porth yr Aber. Bear left again, 
along the seaward edge of a field. 

 
5 Coastal access beyond Porth yr Aber has not yet been 

achieved. On the far side of the field, opposite Ynys Dulas, 
turn right and follow the fence uphill through a number of 
fields to a ladder stile across a wall and fence. After crossing 
this, keep ahead for a few paces, then bear left to another 
ladder stile. Follow a grassy track to a house and keep 
ahead on to a lane. 

 
6 After about 800 metres, the road curves uphill to the right 

past the house of Plasuchaf. Just past the house, turn left 
through a kissing gate and descend through a field to the 
bottom right-hand corner. Rejoin a lane and turn left, shortly 
passing St Gwenllwyfo’s Church. Continue to the estuary at 
the bottom of the hill and turn right on to a boggy path just 
above the high tide mark (this may be submerged during 
exceptionally high tides). If you’re in luck, the tide will be far 
enough out for you to walk across the beach to your left. 

 
7 Join a lane and continue to a right-hand bend. Bear left at a 

waymark post on to a well-worn path, partly boardwalked, 
across low-lying fields. Cross a footbridge over the Afon 
Goch and climb along the left-hand edge of a field to the top 
corner. Bear left along a wide grassy strip between fences 
and turn right on to a gravel track. At a junction with a main 
road, turn left as far as the Pilot Boat Inn. 

 
8 Turn left through the pub car park and out through a kissing 

gate. Continue along the left-hand edge of a field to the far 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ynys_Dulas
http://www.moelfre.org/pilot_boat_inn.htm
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end (above the farm of Pentre Eirianell). Bear slightly right to 
pick up an enclosed grassy track (‘Cadog Circular Walk’) and 
climb steadily along a pleasant green lane. Where the path 
levels off, keep ahead along the right-hand edge of a field. 
Pass to the left of a small lake and continue down the 
narrowing field to the bottom corner. Bearing slightly right, 
follow waymarks on to a narrow, enclosed path. Turn sharply 
left and right, then bear right again, along the right-hand 
edge of a field. Descend towards a bungalow in the bottom 
corner of the field. 

 
9 Turn right, between the bungalow and a garage, and emerge 

on a lane. Turning left, follow the road downhill towards the 
sea. At a left-hand bend, keep ahead through a gate on to a 
private track (‘Traeth Ora Cottage’ and ‘Penrhyn’). Fork left 
where the track splits and continue downhill to a gate marked 
‘Private’ in front of a stone barn. Turn left on to a rough stony 
track and shortly emerge above the sandy cove of Traeth yr 
Ora. 

 
10 At the path junction above the beach, turn right and follow 

the coast to Porth y Môr. The path briefly joins the beach, 
then climbs steps to continue above it. At the corner of a 
fence, turn right towards a stone tower. An enclosed path 
continues round Lligwy Bay, eventually emerging in a gravel 
car park. Head across the car park towards the start of two 
paths, taking the gravel one on the right. Shortly, cross a 
stream by a footbridge and keep ahead along a sandy path 
through dunes. Emerge in another car park, a seasonal cafe 
and a campsite nearby. 

 
11 Keep ahead through the car park and join a grassy path to 

the left of the cafe. The path continues towards the rocky 
spur of Trwyn Gribin, then turns sharply right across a field. 
Follow a garden fence to a track and turn left. Where the 
track ends at a house, continue through a kissing gate on to 
an enclosed path, shortly emerging on grassy clifftops. 
Follow a clear coastal path towards Moelfre. After briefly 
descending on to the stony beach of Porth Helaeth, the path 
climbs to a caravan park. Just above the beach, look out for 
a small stone memorial commemorating the sinking of the 
Royal Charter in 1859. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lligwy_Bay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Charter_(ship)
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12 In the caravan park, bear left past an information board 
about Moelfre. Shortly exit the park on to an enclosed path 
between hedges. Continue out on to an open headland. 
Follow the coastal edge round to the right and join a stony 
shore just before the village. 

 
13 The building of a new RNLI station may mean that there is a 

diversion in place. If this is the case, do not continue along 
the beach, but turn right in front of a row of white-washed 
cottages. Keep ahead up a lane to a junction with a road and 
turn left. Shortly, drop down to a car park on the left and take 
the signed path to the right of the RNLI shop (note the 
statues to two local maritime heroes, Dic Evans and Joe 
Rodgers). Turn right, rejoining the main coast path and 
following it round to Moelfre Harbour. Turn left at a road and 
drop to a car park opposite the Kinmel Arms. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Amlwch Port 
Amlwch Port’s heyday was during the eighteenth century, when 
some 1,500 people – producing 44,000 tons of copper annually – 
were employed in the copper mines of nearby Parys Mountain. As 
a result, Amlwch was transformed from a small fishing village into 
a major industrial port. A fall in the price of copper led to a sharp 
decline in the industry during the nineteenth century, and by 1850 
copper production had more or less ended. 
 
Point Lynas 
Like Carmel Head to the west, the rocky headland of Point Lynas 
has threatened shipping for centuries. A warning beacon was built 
on the headland in 1779, then replaced with the present lighthouse 
in 1835. The lighthouse has now been automated, with the former 
keepers’ cottages being turned into self-catering accommodation. 
 
The Royal Charter 
During the night of 26 October 1859, hurricane-force winds lashed 
the coastline of Wales, leading to one of the greatest maritime 
disasters ever to occur in Welsh waters. Approaching the end of 
her voyage between Melbourne and Liverpool, the steam clipper 
the Royal Charter was driven on to the east coast of Anglesey just 

http://www.moelfre.org/highlights/dm_02.htm
http://www.moelfre.org/kinmel_arms.htm
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north of Moelfre. The ship was smashed to pieces against the 
rocks, resulting in the loss of over 450 lives. 
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5 Moelfre to Beaumaris 
 
This is a long and extremely varied section. Between Moelfre and 
Red Wharf Bay, the Wales Coast Path sticks close to the sea, 
crossing clifftops, sandy beaches and salt marsh. We then climb 
steeply to Bwrdd Arthur, with the reward of fantastic views across 
to Snowdonia. Inland lanes and field paths lead to Penmon and 
the Menai Strait. From here we head south-west, using roads and 
beaches to follow the narrowing strait into Beaumaris. 
 
Distance: 18 miles (29 km) 
Height gain: 488 metres 
Start: Moelfre (SH 512 863) 
Finish: Beaumaris (SH 605 760) 
Map: OS Explorer 263 Anglesey East 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Moelfre, Traeth Bychan, Benllech, Red Wharf Bay, 
Llanddona and Beaumaris 
Refreshments: There are seasonal cafes at Traeth Bychan, 
Benllech, Llanddona and Trwyn Du. Red Wharf Bay has the 
Tavern on the Bay, the Boathouse (cafe and restaurant) and the 
Ship Inn, while there are plenty of pubs, shops, cafes and 
restaurants at the end of the section in Beaumaris. 
Accommodation: There are a number of campsites along or 
close to the coast between Moelfre and Beaumaris, particularly in 
the Benllech area – see ukcampsite.co.uk for details. Beaumaris 
contains a selection of hotels and bed and breakfast 
accommodation – see the town’s tripadvisor page for details. 
There is also bed and breakfast accommodation in Benllech. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Follow the road up the hill from Moelfre Harbour. Opposite 

Ann's Pantry, take a signed path on the left into Dolargam. 
Pass in front of the house and bear left to join a path along 
low coastal cliffs. Drop to the stony shore of Porth yr Aber 
and continue ahead for a few paces. Leave the beach at a 
waymark post and bear left on to a lane to Nant Bychan 
Farm. Continue on to an enclosed path past the farmhouse). 

 
2 Enter a field and keep ahead along its right-hand edge. 

Follow the left-hand edge of a second field towards a shop 

http://www.moelfre.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traeth_Coch
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bwrdd_Arthur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowdonia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penmon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menai_Strait
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaumaris
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-east.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0Mjc=
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traeth_Bychan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benllech
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http://thetavernonthebay.co.uk/
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http://www.shipinnredwharfbay.co.uk/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/results.asp?county=Isle%20of%20Anglesey
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http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Hotels-g552019-Benllech_Island_of_Anglesey_North_Wales_Wales-Hotels.html
http://www.annspantry.co.uk/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=6230
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=6230
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and cafe behind Traeth Bychan. If the tide allows, drop down 
to the beach and walk along the sandy shore to steps at the 
far end, just above the high tide line. Climb these and bear 
uphill to the left across a field. 

 
Alternative high tide route around Traeth Bychan 
Turn right on to the road above Traeth Bychan and walk past the 
shop and cafe to a car park entrance on the left. Enter the car park 
and follow its left-hand edge to the start of a woodland path. Climb 
steps to a field and turn left along a clear path. Where directed, 
join a path back down to the beach, where you rejoin the main 
route. 
 
3 Join a tarmac drive between a house and a chalet. Turn left 

at a junction after a gate and walk towards the house. After a 
few paces, take a downhill fork to the right and continue on 
to an enclosed path. At another tarmac drive, head downhill 
to the left, with a stream on your right. Ignore a slipway 
leading back on to the beach and instead climb to the right. 
Within a few paces, fork left, on to the grassy seaward edge 
of a chalet park. The path curves round the Penrhyn 
headland then continues along an undulating clifftop path to 
Benllech (thick hedges often conceal the sea from view). 

 
4 The approach to Benllech is heralded by caravan parks to 

the right. Drop to the shore, follow the wall round to the right, 
then head up steps to the right of a stream. Turn left along a 
road and follow it along Benllech’s seafront, then uphill to the 
right. 

 
5 Take the next track on the left, through a gate marked ‘Welsh 

Water’, and join a path on the left. This runs parallel to the 
track until just before an old quarry. Becoming enclosed, the 
path passes to the left of the quarry and follows a winding, 
undulating route between the beach and cliffs. 

 
6 At an access point to the beach, curve uphill to the right in 

the direction of a waymark arrow. Keep ahead past the 
Tavern on the Bay and along the landward side of a caravan 
site. Continue ahead on to a track, then ahead again on to a 
path running to the right of an access road. Join the road and 
turn right for a short distance. Take the next track on the left, 
heading towards the large limestone block of Castell Mawr. 
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Turn right in front of the rocky hillock and follow a gravel path 
down to Red Wharf Bay. 

 
7 Turn right along a road above the shore. Continue through a 

parking area, then past the Boathouse cafe and the Ship Inn. 
Go past a toilet block behind the pub and join a woodland 
path climbing above the bay. Turn left at a lane and drop 
back to the shore. Pick your way along the edge of the bay – 
the path is muddy and may be underwater for an hour either 
side of high tide – to a footbridge and stream in front of a 
house. Cross the bridge and bear left along a rough tidal 
track. This improves after a second house and shortly meets 
a lane. 

 
8 Keep ahead along the lane as far as a sharp right-hand 

bend. Under most tidal conditions, you should be able to take 
the route signed to the left. This follows a lane to a car park, 
then bears right on to a sandy track running just above the 
high tide line. Where the track curves inland to the right 
(‘Access to Farm Only’), keep ahead along a narrower path, 
eventually joining a boardwalk. This carries you above an 
area of wetland and on to a concrete sea defence (the top of 
the wall is narrow with an unprotected drop to one side; if the 
tide is out, it’s also possible to walk along the beach). At the 
end of the wall, drop back down to a path at shore level and 
continue to a junction with a lane. 

 
Alternative high tide route via Pentraeth Forest 
If tidal conditions should make the beach track impassable, there 
is an alternative route signed via Pentraeth Forest. This follows a 
lane and track to the entrance to Ty’n-y-coed, then climbs to join a 
mainly enclosed path along the bottom edge of the woods. Where 
directed, drop down a field to join the driveway from Coch-y-mieri 
and descend to a lane above the beach. Keep ahead on to the 
sandy beach track and turn right. 
 
9 Bear left along the lane, shortly passing a car park 

(‘Llanddona’) with toilets and a seasonal cafe. At the end of 
the bay, turn left at a footpath sign and cross a footbridge on 
to the rocky foreshore. Follow the beach to the right and 
climb steps to a field. Bear left along the bottom of the field, 
then enter a second, smaller field. Climb diagonally right 
across this field to to a kissing gate by houses. Keep ahead 
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to another gate and turn right. Climb steeply along a narrow 
lane, shortly passing round a right-hand bend. 

 
10 The official coast path route turns left up a track just before a 

house, but in summer 2014 this route had been closed for 
some time due to a landslip. If this is still the case, continue 
to a T-junction with a lane and turn left. Climb steeply until 
the road levels off to the left of a large mast. Just past the 
mast, drop to a T-junction with a wider road and turn left. 

 
11 Go round a right-hand bend and immediately turn left over a 

metal stile. Continue along a semi-enclosed grassy track 
round the base of Bwrdd Arthur (a right turn straight after the 
stile will take you up through gorse to a small triangulation 
pillar on the summit of the hill). Bear right on to a gravel 
track, rejoining the official coast path route. Continue past 
farm buildings and a farmhouse, Tan Dinas, and follow a 
farm lane as far as the next house, Tŷ Mawr. 

 
12 Just before the house, turn left on to a clear grassy path 

crossing the field behind the house (‘Iestyn Circular Walk’). 
Continue along the right-hand edge of a second field, staying 
with the fence as it bears gently downhill to the left. Go 
through a kissing gate in the bottom corner of the field and 
follow the next field edge to the left. At the end of the field, 
join a grassy track, then immediately bear right on to a 
narrower path up a grassy slope. Meet a gravel track at a 
corner and continue ahead. Follow the track to a lane and 
turn left. 

 
13 After about 1 km, the road starts to descend more steeply 

and curves round a right-hand bend. Take the next road on 
the left and continue as far as a track on the left leading to 
Tros-y-marian (not the first dead-end lane). Where indicated, 
turn right over an old stone stile and follow an enclosed 
grassy path towards a house. Join a lane bearing right, then 
turn immediately left on to a track past a house called Bryn-
y-gongl. Bear left again on to a narrow path by another 
house, Gwel-yr-ynys. The path passes round the back of the 
house and out into a field. Follow the left-hand field edge 
alongside a high stone wall to a kissing gate at the far end. 
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14 Follow the path to the right, then bear downhill to the left 
along a wider grassy track. Shortly, join a vehicle track 
heading downhill to the left. Pass a whitewashed cottage and 
keep ahead along the right-hand edge of one meadow and 
the left-hand edge of the next. Just after a house with a 
veranda on the right, cross a track and continue along an 
enclosed path to a field. Keep ahead along the right-hand 
edge, then continue along another enclosed path, this time 
on a boardwalk. Meet an access road to a house and turn 
right. 

 
15 At a junction with a lane, turn left and enter the hamlet of 

Caim. After around 300 metres, on a sharp right-hand bend, 
keep straight ahead on to a dead-end lane. Where the road 
ends, keep ahead into a field and continue with a high stone 
wall – part of the old deer park wall – to your right. At the end 
of this long field, bear slightly right to continue alongside the 
wall. Follow the fenced path along the left-hand edge of the 
next field and shortly emerge on an access road to Dinmor 
Park Quarry. 

 
16 Unless you want to detour to Anglesey’s most easterly 

headland at Trwyn Du, turn right and follow the quarry 
access road to a T-junction with a lane. Turn right and follow 
the road past Penmon Dovecote and Penmon Priory (a 
gravel path on the right leads to St Seiriol’s Well). The road 
then drops gently down to Porth Penmon, where it runs 
alongside the shore before cutting across the low headland 
of Trwyn y Penrhyn. Follow the road alongside the next 
beach for around 200 metres, after which it heads inland 
round a sharp right-hand bend. 

 
Alternative route via Trwyn Du 
In fine weather, it’s worth continuing along the Wales Coast Path 
to Trwyn Du Lighthouse. To do this, turn right at the quarry access 
road and then immediately left, on to a clear path through scrub. 
Emerge in a car park opposite a small seasonal cafe. There are 
fabulous views across the narrow passage to Puffin Island. To 
rejoin the main route, follow the lane gently uphill towards 
Penmon. 
 
17 Straight after the right-hand bend, turn left where indicated 

and walk along the beach (the route may be impassable for 

http://www.heneb.co.uk/hlcpenmon/limestonequarries.html
http://www.heneb.co.uk/hlcpenmon/limestonequarries.html
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/penmon-dovecote/?lang=en
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/penmonpriory/?lang=en
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/penmonstseiriolswell/?lang=en
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://www.trinityhouse.co.uk/lighthouses/lighthouse_list/trwyn_du.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puffin_Island_(Anglesey)
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an hour either side of high tide). After crossing the top of a 
broken slipway, leave the beach via stone steps on the right 
and join a woodland path. Keep ahead on to a track in front 
of a house called Cerrig and shortly turn left along a road. 

 
18 At a right-hand bend, keep ahead on to a path leading back 

to the beach. This section may also be affected by the tide 
and can be potentially dangerous when there is a strong 
onshore breeze blowing. Tide permitting, continue below low, 
crumbly cliffs. Follow the beach past houses, then on round 
another headland. It's a hard slog across the pebbles, but at 
low tide a stretch of firm, hard sand is revealed lower down 
the beach. Do not cross a small stream flowing on to the 
beach, but join a path leading away from the shore 
immediately before it. 

 
19 The path brings you out on to the B5109. Turn left along the 

pavement and follow the road round the bay. Where the road 
starts to curve away from the sea, and the pavement on the 
seaward side of the road runs out, take a signed path on the 
left. This passes through a wall and then bears right, towards 
a kissing gate. Enter a field and follow its seaward edge over 
a slight rise. Descend into Beaumaris and follow the town's 
promenade as far as the pier. Turn right here, towards the 
Bulkeley Hotel. 

 
Detour into Beaumaris town centre 
Take the road heading inland opposite Beaumaris Pier. This 
shortly ends at an archway housing public toilets. Keep straight 
ahead through the arch and emerge on the town’s main street. 
 
 
Highlights 
 
Moelfre 
There has been a lifeboat station in Moelfre since 1830. In October 
1859, almost one hundred years to the day after the wreck of the 
Royal Charter, another ship, the Hindlea, struck rocks off Moelfre – 
but this time with a far happier outcome. Led by coxswain Richard 
(Dic) Evans, Moelfre’s lifeboat crew were able to reach the vessel 
and rescue all on board. 
 
Trwyn Du Lighthouse 

https://bulkeleyhotel.co.uk/index.php/home
http://www.piers.org.uk/pierpages/NPSbeaumaris.html
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Trwyn Du Lighthouse guards the narrow passage between 
Anglesey’s most easterly headland and the grassy island known in 
Welsh as Ynys Seiriol and in English as Puffin Island or 
Priestholm. Now uninhabited, the island is a haven for birds, but 
was for many centuries the site of a monastic settlement founded 
by St Seiriol. There are a number of ecclesiastical ruins on the 
island, as well as the remains of a nineteenth-century telegraph 
station. 
 
Penmon Dovecote 
Penmon’s elegant dovecote was built by the Bulkeley family of 
Beaumaris about 1600. The dovecote contains around 930 nesting 
holes, with access for the pigeons through the cupola above the 
corbelled roof. Young pigeon meat was highly prized among 
aristocratic families, with a ladder propped against a stone pillar 
being used to access the nests. 
 
Penmon Priory 
Penmon Priory is traditionally associated with St Seiriol, who is 
reputed to have founded a monastic site here in the sixth century. 
The oldest parts of the present building, however, date from the 
thirteenth century, when the site was acquired by the Augustinian 
Order. Following the dissolution of the monasteries in 1536, the 
building passed into the hands of the Bulkeley family of 
Beaumaris, who converted the priory into a private residence. 
 
St Seiriol’s Well 
Like many early Celtic churches, the church at Penmon was 
associated with a holy well believed to have healing properties. 
The low stone walls near St Seiriol’s Well are sometimes claimed 
to be part of the original sixth-century church; if so, they are the 
oldest remains of a Christian building still standing in Wales.
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6 Beaumaris to Bangor 
 
Much of this section follows roads either side of the Menai Strait. 
After a steep climb from Beaumaris, an elevated lane through 
Llandegfan provides fine views of the Carneddau mountains. We 
then desend to cross Telford’s famous suspension bridge and 
head back up the Menai Strait towards Bangor, initially alongside 
the busy A5. After escaping the main road, we pass through quiet 
coastal woodland and along the peaceful shores of the Menai 
Strait into Bangor. 
 
Distance: 8 miles (13 km) 
Height gain: 274 metres 
Start: Beaumaris (SH 605 760) 
Finish: Garth Pier, Bangor (SH 584 731) 
Map: OS Explorer 263 Anglesey East 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Beaumaris, Menai Bridge and Bangor 
Refreshments: There is a general store in Llandegfan and a 
selection of shops, pubs, restaurants and takeaways in Menai 
Bridge and Bangor. 
Accommodation: There are a number of hotels and guesthouses 
in Menai Bridge and Bangor, including the Eryl Môr Hotel and the 
Boatyard Inn opposite Garth Pier. If camping, your best bet is 
Treborth Hall Farm Caravan Site, about 700 metres south-west of 
the Menai Suspension Bridge (along the A487). 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Facing the Bulkeley Hotel, turn left and follow a road along 

the sea edge, then sharp right to a T-junction. Turn left, past 
the Liverpool Arms Hotel, and keep ahead along the A545 to 
the outskirts of Beaumaris. Turn right on to a minor road 
signed to Baron Hill Golf Club, then immediately bear left into 
Cae Mair Uchaf. A long, steep climb follows, the gradient 
finally easing after the road passes below an old railway 
bridge. Continue climbing, now more gently, as far as the 
golf club, where the road levels off. 

 
2 Shortly after passing round a right-hand bend, fork left up the 

driveway to Pen-y-parc. Where the house appears on the 
left, fork right on to a grassy path alongside a drystone wall. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menai_Strait
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaumaris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandegfan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carneddau
http://menaibridges.co.uk/history/menai-suspension-bridge/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangor,_Gwynedd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A5_road_(Great_Britain)
http://www.piers.org.uk/pierpages/NPSbangor.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-anglesey-east.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0Mjk=
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menai_Bridge
http://www.erylmorhotel.co.uk/
http://www.theboatyardinn.org.uk/
http://www.treborthleisure.co.uk/Camping.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A487_road
https://bulkeleyhotel.co.uk/index.php/home
http://www.liverpoolarms.co.uk/
http://www.baronhill.co.uk/
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Pass through a kissing gate and continue along a rough path 
between gorse bushes. Enter a field and bear left, joining a 
boardwalk in the corner to another kissing gate. Keep ahead, 
along the top of a wooded bank, until you emerge in a field. 
Waymark arrows lead across the field to a lane. 

 
3 Keep ahead along the lane into the village of Llandegfan. 

About 2.5 km after joining the road, follow it steeply downhill 
to the left and arrive at a junction with the A545. Cross the 
road and follow the pavement to the right. Shortly enter the 
town of Menai Bridge. 

 
4 Approaching the town centre, look out for a one-way street 

on the left (‘St George’s Road’ / ‘Ffordd Cynan’). Follow this 
down to the Menai Strait, curving right with the road to 
continue above the shore. A short distance ahead, keep 
straight on where the principal road swings uphill to the right. 
With Dylan's Restaurant ahead, curve right to reach a T-
junction by the Liverpool Arms. 

 
5 Turn left and follow a quiet urban road in the direction of the 

Menai Suspension Bridge. Where the road divides (shortly 
after toilets on the left), take the lower, left-hand fork and 
shortly pass a picnic area below the bridge. Follow the road 
under the bridge and start to climb. A path on the left 
provides a scenic detour away from the road before rejoining 
it higher up the hill. Ignore the next coast path sign to the left 
(unless you want to return to Holyhead!) and continue along 
the road. This passes round a right-hand bend and climbs to 
a junction with the A5 by the Anglesey Arms. 

 
6 Turn right, following a coast path sign for Gwynedd. Pass to 

the right of the roundabout and cross the suspension bridge 
(there are pavements to either side). Once across, follow the 
pavement left to reach a roundabout just past the Antelope 
Inn. Keep ahead along the A5 road signed to Bangor. 

 
7 At the next roundabout, cross the entrance to Bangor City 

Football Club and join a lane to the left of a small furniture 
store. With a gate ahead, turn left down a gravel track to 
reach a set of automated house gates. Go through a kissing 
gate on the right and follow a fenced path round the edge of 
fields. Enter Nantporth Nature Reserve and join a narrow, 

http://www.dylansrestaurant.co.uk/
http://www.liverpoolarms.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holyhead
http://www.anglesey-arms.co.uk/
http://www.all-inns.co.uk/pub/the-antelope-inn
http://www.all-inns.co.uk/pub/the-antelope-inn
http://www.bangorcityfc.com/
http://www.bangorcityfc.com/
http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/reserves/nantporth
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undulating woodland trail. This crosses the reserve’s steep 
wooded slopes (ignore any paths descending to the shore) 
and emerges in a field. Bear left and descend to a corner by 
a house and garden. 

 
8 There is now a choice of routes. If the tide allows, follow the 

stony shore northwards below wooded slopes. Skirt round 
the edge of a low concrete sea defence protecting an 
isolated house and continue along the shore to a boatyard. 
Just past the first sheds and moored boats, join a narrow, 
tree-shaded lane climbing diagonally right. At the top of the 
hill, turn left into the Garth area of Bangor. The section ends 
at Garth Pier, opposite the Eryl Môr Hotel and the Tap & 
Spile public house. 

 
Alternative high tide route into Garth 
On leaving the field by the house and garden, turn right up a 
narrow, tree-shaded lane. At a junction with a residential road, 
keep straight ahead up the hill into Gorad Road and then turn left 
at the next T-junction. Where the houses end on the left, join a 
tarmac path running along the top edge of a field. Rejoin the road 
at the end of the field and continue through coastal woodland to 
the edge of Garth. 
 
 
Highlights 
 
Beaumaris Castle 
Beaumaris was the last great castle to be commissioned by 
Edward I following his defeat of Gwynedd in 1282. Uniquely, the 
castle was built on flat, low-lying ground, creating no natural 
obstacles to its shape or form. The resulting castle – built as a 
series of walls within walls – is perfectly symmetrical, though it 
lacks the dominating presence of Caernafon, Harlech or Conwy. 
 
Menai Strait 
During the days of sail, the narrow ribbon of tidal water separating 
Anglesey from the Welsh mainland – the Menai Strait – was 
considered by many to be one of the most dangerous shipping 
channels in the world. The strait’s ferocious tidal currents, rocky, 
uneven seabed, and lack of room to manoeuvre led Lord Nelson to 
comment that ‘whoever could navigate a sailing ship through the 
Menai Strait could sail any sea in the world’. 

http://www.erylmorhotel.co.uk/
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Menai Suspension Bridge 
The Menai Suspension Bridge was the first of the two bridges to 
be built connecting Anglesey with the Welsh mainland and is a 
masterpiece of innovative design. When Thomas Telford’s bridge 
opened in 1826, it was the longest suspension bridge in the world 
and attracted praise from architects and engineers from across 
Europe. 
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7 Bangor to Bont Newydd (for Abergwyngregyn) 
 
From Bangor, our route follows the North Wales Path towards the 
Carneddau foothills (the trail diverges from the Wales Coast Path 
in Tal-y-bont). A contouring track takes us across the Carneddau’s 
northern slopes and provides elevated views along the Welsh 
coast. Turning inland, we pass the spectacular Aber Falls 
(Rhaeadr Fawr), then descend back towards the coast along the 
beautiful Aber Valley. We finish in the Bont Newydd car park, a 
short downhill stroll from Abergwyngregyn. 
 
Distance: 13 miles (21 km) 
Height gain: 484 metres 
Start: Garth Pier, Bangor (SH 584 731) 
Finish: Bont Newydd (Aber Valley) (SH 662 720) 
Map: OS Explorer OL17 Snowdon 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: At Garth Pier and Bont Newydd 
Refreshments: There is a coffee house and bar at the Aberfalls 
Lodge in Abergwyngregyn. 
Accommodation: Early on in the section, you will pass the 
Abbeyfield Hotel in Tal-y-bont, but most people will want to 
continue to the Aberfalls Lodge in Abergwyngregyn. Campers will 
need to follow the cyclepath alongside the A55 towards 
Llanfairfechan. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From Garth Pier, walk past a row of brick houses called 

Green Bank towards the Boatyard Inn. Just before the pub, 
turn left and follow cycle route signs through a new 
residential development. With the A5 road ahead, fork left 
through a traffic barrier and continue along a promenade. 
Join the A5 opposite the Lord Nelson pub and bear left along 
the accompanying pavement and cycle path. 

 
2 Where the main road starts to curve right and descend, 

follow a sign for the Wales Coast Path down a minor road to 
the left. After about 60 metres, take a side road forking left. 
Cross the Afon Cegin to the Old Port Office and turn right on 
to a tarmac cycleway. This follows the line of a former 
railway along a pleasant wooded valley. Ignore any paths to 

http://www.conwy.gov.uk/doc.asp?docid=1253&catid=1504
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carneddau
http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aber_Falls
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aber_Falls
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/n-nnr-coedydd-aber.php
http://www.abergwyngregyn.co.uk/
http://www.piers.org.uk/pierpages/NPSbangor.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-snowdon.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0NDQ=
http://www.aberfallslodge.co.uk/
http://www.aberfallslodge.co.uk/
http://www.abbeyfieldhotel.co.uk/
http://www.aberfallslodge.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A55_road
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=13416
http://www.theboatyardinn.org.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A5_road_(Great_Britain)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Cegin
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the left and right and continue along the main cycle track as 
far as the third bridge across the path (about 400 metres 
after the large railway bridge). 

 
3 Go under this bridge and follow a Wales Coast Path sign 

sharply to the right. The path takes you up to a lane. Turn 
right and follow the lane for about 200 metres, to where the 
Wales Coast Path is signed along a gravel path to the right. 
Follow this path to a road and roundabout and bear left (in 
2014, a long-promised business park here was still unbuilt). 
Continue up to a roundabout on the A5. 

 
4 Bear left, then cross to the pavement opposite. Join a 

residential road to the right of the A5, keeping ahead 
downhill at a T-junction. At the next T-junction, keep straight 
across and descend slate steps (slippery when wet) to a path 
alongside a railway line. Keep ahead on to a gravel track, 
then drop left by Penlan Mill Cottage to pass under the 
railway. Follow a lane past stone cottages to a T-junction 
outside the Celtest laboratory. 

 
5 Turn left and climb to a T-junction with a two-way road. Turn 

right here, crossing the Afon Ogwen, and take the road 
forking right into Tal-y-bont. At the top end of the village, turn 
right on to a residential road and shortly pass Bethlehem 
Chapel. Where the houses end, keep ahead on to a narrow 
lane and pass below the A55 dual carriageway. Pass Pentre 
Felin Farm and turn right on to a dead-end lane. 

 
6 At the end of the lane, go through a gate into the grounds of 

Tŷ Glan-yr-afon and bear left up a stony path to a field. 
Follow a clear path along the left-hand field edge, then keep 
ahead along the right-hand edge of four further fields. Turn 
left at a track, passing farm buildings and the historic court of 
Cochwillan. 

 
7 At a junction with a lane, turn right and climb steeply. After 

levelling off, the road descends briefly, passing a track on the 
left. Continue for a further 100 metres, then look for a signed 
path on the left (‘North Wales Path’) just before the road 
passes a cottage. 

 

http://www.celtest.com/index.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Ogwen
http://www.coflein.gov.uk/en/site/26298/details/COCHWILLAN/
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8 Follow a clear path through bracken to a kissing gate, then 
along the left-hand edge of a field. The path shortly becomes 
enclosed by bushes. Climb a metal ladder stile and cross a 
stream, the path continuing up through gorse bushes. Shortly 
after a  field opens out on the right, bear left down a track 
towards the farm of Pant-y-gwair. Do not go through the gate 
ahead, but follow the field edge to the right. Go through a 
kissing gate and continue along the left-hand edge of fields 
to a lane. 

 
9 Turn left and follow the lane downhill for around 300 metres. 

Just before a farm track on the left, take a path on the right 
and drop steeply down stone steps to a bridge over a 
stream. Keep ahead up the left-hand edge of a field to a 
grassy track below woods and turn right. The track curves 
left along the woodland edge, then climbs across a field – 
becoming more vague as it does so – to a a gate in the top 
corner. Go through the gate on to an enclosed track, which 
curves right and passes the farm of Plas-uchaf. Follow the 
farm road out to a lane and turn left. 

 
10 After about 800 metres, leave the lane through a gate on the 

right. Immediately bear left on to a good-quality vehicle track 
and climb gently across the hill towards the right-hand edge 
of a conifer plantation. Continue past a second plantation, 
then contour round the hill on a now grassy track, passing 
and repassing below a double row of electricity wires. The 
still clear track continues to curve round the hill until heading 
inland along the Aber Valley. Continue past a bench towards 
Rhaeadr Fawr, the impressive waterfall clearly visible ahead. 

 
11 Approaching the head of the valley, go through a gate and 

follow the track curving right. Join a narrower, waymarked 
path which bears left and continues towards the falls. This 
soon joins another grassy track and bears left again. Crest 
the top of an open grassy rise, then continue down into a dip. 
The path curves left, crosses a stream by stepping stones, 
and passes below a smaller, less impressive fall. A clear 
path continues below a steep escarpment to Rhaeadr Fawr. 

 
12 From the waterfall, follow the river downstream for a short 

distance, then cross to the opposite bank via a footbridge. 
Turn left and follow a well-graded gravel path down the 
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valley and past the Nant Rhaeadr Visitor Centre. Just before 
the main track crosses a river (the Afon Anafon), turn left and 
cross a footbridge over the Afon Rhaeadr Fawr. Turn right 
and follow the path down the river’s left-hand bank to a 
bridge and parking area at Bont Newydd. 

 
Detour into Abergwyngregyn 
For Abergwyngregyn, keep ahead on to the lane down the valley. 
If accommodation is unavailable in the village, there are frequent 
buses running along the north Wales coast between Llandudno 
and Bangor. These can be caught from the bottom of the village 
opposite the Aberfalls Lodge. 
 
 
Highlights 
 
Garth Pier 
Garth Pier in Bangor is one of the finest Victorian piers in Britain. 
At 460 metres in length, it is the second-longest pier in Wales and 
the ninth longest in the British Isles. Reaching out towards 
Anglesey, the end of the pier lies roughly halfway across the Menai 
Strait. 
 
Dyffryn Cegin 
The popular path along the Cegin Valley follows the line of a 
former narrow-gauge railway. In the late nineteenth century, this 
was used to transport slate from Penrhyn Quarry in Bethesda to 
the harbour of Porth Penrhyn at the mouth of the Cegin river. The 
valley today is predominantly wooded and provides an important 
habitat for a variety of bird, mammal and plant species. 
 
North Wales Path 
The North Wales Path is a partly coastal route stretching between 
Bangor and Prestatyn. In places, the trail follows the same route 
as the Wales Coast Path; the present section climbs into the 
foothills of the Carneddau range, offering elevated views along the 
north Wales coast between Puffin Island and the Great Orme. 
 
Aber Falls 
With a total height of some 37 metres, Aber Falls (or Rhaeadr 
Fawr in Welsh) is one of the most spectacular waterfalls in Wales. 
This dramatic plunge is the result of changes in the rocks 
underlying the river. Above the fall are hard igneous rocks, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandudno
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resistant to erosion, formed by volcanic activity millions of years 
ago. The waterfall has formed where the river meets softer 
mudstones, more prone to erosion. 
 
Aber Valley 
Although only a few square miles in size, the Aber Valley contains 
a wide range of different woodland habitats. Along the steep valley 
slopes grow woods of alder, hazel, birch and sessile oak, whose 
humid nature supports a variety of ferns, mosses and lichens. This 
rich habitat supports in turn numerous species of birds and 
mammals. Considered to be of national importance, the valley 
forms part of the Coedydd Aber National Nature Reserve. 
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8 Bont Newydd to Llanbedrycennin  
 
In terms of navigation, this is a very straightforward section. From 
Bont Newydd, we climb steeply on tarmac, then join the line of an 
old Roman road (now a stone track) across open moorland. 
Continuing past Bwlch y Ddeufaen, we join a quiet and scenic lane 
for a long descent into the Conwy Valley. Alternatively, we can opt 
for the high-level route across the tops of the Carneddau, rejoining 
the main route in Capel Curig. 
 
Distance: 8 miles (13 km) 
Height gain: 396 metres 
Start: Bont Newydd (Aber Valley) (SH 662 720) 
Finish: Olde Bull Inn, Llanbedrycennin (SH 760 695) 
Map: OS Explorer OL17 Snowdon 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: At Bontnewydd 
Refreshments: There are no shops en route, but meals and bar 
snacks are available from the Olde Bull Inn at the end of the 
section. 
Accommodation: Ro-wen Hostel is a short detour from the main 
route. Alternatively, you could continue past the Olde Bull into the 
the Conwy Valley, where you will find the Lodge Hotel and Tyn 
Terfyn Touring Carvan Park. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the car park at Bont Newydd, cross the bridge and 

begin a long and sometimes steep road climb to the open 
mountain below Foel Dduarth. Join a gravel track and 
immediately curve left. Still climbing, the track continues 
alongside a high stone wall to reach a level area below 
power cables. Follow the main track curving right and climb 
steadily, just to the right of electricity pylons. 

 
2 Shortly after the track levels off, you will reach a signed 

junction of tracks. The North Wales Path takes the track to 
the left, down towards Llanfairfechan on the coast, while the 
track on the right climbs to Drum and the main Carneddau 
ridge (see alternative route). The main route continues 
ahead, still following the line of pylons, and is signed to Ro-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bwlch-y-Ddeufaen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Conwy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carneddau
http://www.visitcapel.fsnet.co.uk/home.htm
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/n-nnr-coedydd-aber.php
http://www.bullconwy.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanbedr-y-Cennin
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-snowdon.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0NDY=
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/rowen
http://thelodgehotelconwy.co.uk/
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wen. Climb steadily to Bwlch y Ddeufaen, a pass on the old 
Roman road between Foel Lwyd and Drum. 

 
Alternative fine-weather route over the tops of the Carneddau 
In fine weather, lovers of high-level ridge walking will undoubtedly 
be tempted by a traverse of the Carneddau, an option which has 
the added advantage of taking you directly to Capel Curig. This 
option is not advised when the summits are in cloud, however, as 
navigation can be extremely tricky and weather condidtions 
treacherous. 
 
The main mountain ridge can be easily accessed by following the 
track to the right from the signed track junction. Climb to the 
summit of Drum and join the ridge path leading across Foel Fras, 
Carnedd Uchaf/Carnedd Gwenllian, Foel Grach and Carnedd 
Llewelyn. You will then need to bear south-east across a knife-
edge ridge to Pen yr Helgi Du (‘Head of the Black Hound’) and on 
towards another colourfully named summit, Pen Llithrig y Wrach 
(‘Slippery Peak of the Witch’). Descending down the latter’s 
southern slopes, you will be able to pick up the main route again at 
Maen Trichwmwd, a short distance to the south-west of Llyn 
Cowlyd. 
 
3 Continue ahead from Bwlch y Ddeufaen to reach a small 

parking area where the track joins a lane. Follow the lane 
down into the Conwy Valley for around 6 km (3 miles) to the 
Olde Bull Inn on the edge of Llanbedrycennin. This is a good 
place to arrange to be picked up, otherwise you will need to 
carry on down the hill to Tal-y-bont, where there is a hotel 
and campsite. 

 
Detour to Ro-wen Hostel 
For the youth hostel in Ro-wen, keep ahead on a right-hand bend 
about 1.2 km after joining the lane and follow an obliquely 
descending track for around 1.7 km. To rejoin the main route, 
either retrace your steps, or follow lanes via Ro-wen, where there 
is a shop, pub and hotel. 
 
 
Highlights 
 
The Carneddau 
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The Carneddau are the most northerly of Snowdonia’s mountain 
ranges. Together they comprise the largest contiguous area of 
high ground in Wales, with seven of the fifteen peaks known as the 
‘Welsh 3000s’ (summits over 3,000 feet or 914.4 metres in height) 
included in the range. 
 
Bwlch y Ddeufaen 
The mountain pass of Bwlch y Ddeufaen lies between the peaks of 
Tal y Fan and Drum in the Carneddau range of mountains. The 
name of the pass refers to two stones – prehistoric monoliths of 
unknown date – that mark its summit. In later centuries, a Roman 
road was built through the pass, connecting Caerhun (Canovium) 
in the Conwy Valley with Caernarfon (Segontium).  
 
Conwy Valley 
As you descend towards Llanbedrycennin, your eye will be drawn 
towards the broad, sheltered valley of the River Conwy. This 
green, fertile valley, flanked by thick forested slopes and high 
heathery moorland, presents a striking contrast to the wilder 
landscapes either side. The flat riverside meadows along the 
valley floor are carpeted with rich farmland, while picturesque 
villages dot the lower slopes above the floodplain. 
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9 Llanbedrycennin to Capel Curig  
 
From Llanbedrycennin, we climb away from the Conwy Valley and 
back into the Carneddau. A dead-end lane and track takes us up 
to Llyn Eigiau, where we join a moorland path to Llyn Cowlyd. A 
shoreside track leads to a pass below Pen Llithrig y Wrach, linking 
up with the alternative high-level route outlined in the previous 
section. Here we join a well-walked path down to the A5 and the 
village of Capel Curig. 
 
Distance: 11 miles (17 km) 
Height gain: 576 metres 
Start: Olde Bull Inn, Llanbedrycennin (SH 760 695) 
Finish: Pinnacle Stores, Capel Curig (SH 720 581) 
Map: OS Explorer OL17 Snowdon 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Capel Curig 
Refreshments: There are a number of cafes, restaurants and 
licensed bars in Capel Curig, along with a general store. For 
details, check out the ‘Visit Capel’ website.  
Accommodation: There’s a wide selection of accommodation in 
Capel Curig – see the ‘Visit Capel’ website for details. Of the 
campsites in the Capel Curig area, Bryn Tyrch Farm is most 
central. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the Olde Bull Inn in Llanbedrycennin, walk back up the 

hill for around 100 metres and take the next track on the left, 
just below a house called Pen-y-graig. After about 150 
metres, fork right by a house garage and climb steeply along 
a concrete track. This soon levels off, turning to gravel. At a 
right-hand bend, keep ahead on to a grassy path enclosed 
between hedges. 

 
2 Just after a metal field gate, where the path divides again, 

take the path descending into the wooded valley ahead, from 
where the noise of the Afon Dulyn should be clearly audible. 
Ignore a ladder stile on the left and continue descending to 
the right. Cross the river by a footbridge and follow the path 
left, climbing gently to reach a lane. 
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3 Turn right and climb steeply. Where the road divides after 
about a kilometre, take the right-hand fork, shortly passing 
the farm of Rowlyn Isa. The road continues across bleak 
moorland to a small parking area. Keep ahead on to a stony 
track and cross further moorland to a concrete dam below 
Llyn Eigiau (this has been deliberately breached to prevent a 
recurrence of the 1925 Dolgarrog dam disaster). 

 
4 With the dam ahead, turn left and cross a bridge over the 

reservoir’s outflow stream. Follow the track up the slope 
ahead, then turn left on to a greener track heading back 
down the valley. Continue down the track for around 800 
metres, until you reach a gateway and stile on the right. 

 
5 Cross the stile and climb along a grassy track. Pass to the 

left of an old ruin (marked ‘Eilio’ on OS Explorer) and curve 
right, in front of the building, to a ladder stile and gate. 
Beyond these, follow the path slightly left up the slope to 
another ladder stile. The path then bears right and climbs 
towards the line of a drystone wall. Near the top of the slope, 
pick up the line of the wall, then take the main stony path 
bearing away to the left. 

 
6 Shortly crest the brow of the hill and reach an obvious fork in 

the path. Take the grassy path descending to the right, at 
first parallel to the drystone wall and then alongside it. Go 
through a gap in the wall and descend alongside a fence to a 
stile. Cross this and continue past the right-hand side of a 
stone enclosure to a junction with a track. 

 
7 Turn right, in the direction of Llyn Cowlyd, then follow the 

main track downhill to the left towards the reservoir dam. 
Just before the dam, turn right on to a track (later a grassy 
path) following the reservoir's northern shore. At the end of 
the reservoir, continue ahead on a clear path and climb to a 
a level, open area with a stream to your left. Curve right, 
round a potentially boggy area, then swing left to a gate and 
footbridge. 

 
8 Cross the bridge and continue ahead along a level path with 

a fence to your left. Look out for a stone bridge over a leat on 
your right and descend diagonally left across the hill. The 
path appears to fork after a gate and ladder stile, but both 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolgarrog#Dam_Disaster
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routes rejoin lower down the hill. Swing left to cross a stream 
and continue in the direction of a house (Tal-y-waun). 

 
9 Pass to the left of the building and continue ahead down a 

grassy slope. There's a potentially boggy section and a high, 
stepped drop before the path finally reaches a ladder stile 
leading on to the A5. Cross over and carefully follow the 
narrow pavement to the left. The section ends in Capel Curig 
at the main road junction outside Pinnacle Stores. Toilets 
can be found just past the shop on the right. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Llyn Eigiau 
In November 1925, Llyn Eigiau’s dam was breached by heavy 
rains, sending a torrent of water and boulders sweeping down the 
valley. This in turn overloaded the smaller Coedty Reservoir 
downstream, causing millions of gallons of water to descend upon 
the unsuspecting village of Dolgarrog. In total, sixteen villagers lost 
their lives. The dam was never repaired, and its broken remains 
can still be seen today. 
 
Eilio 
The deserted hillside cottage of Eilio is a late relic of a time when 
farmers in Snowdonia practised an agricultural system called 
transhumance. This involved moving livestock to a lowland farm in 
the winter (the hendre) and an upland farm in the summer (the 
hafod). Keep your eyes peeled in the hills, and you will spot 
numerous abandoned farmsteads, often little more than piles of 
stone. 
 
Llyn Cowlyd 
The long, narrow lake of Llyn Cowlyd is the deepest in Wales, with 
a depth at its deepest point of some 70 metres. The lake is home 
to one of the rarest fish species in Britain, the Arctic charr. Found 
only in deep glacial lakes, this salmon-like fish is not native to Llyn 
Cowlyd but was introduced there following the construction of 
Dinorwig Power Station on the shores of Llyn Peris. 
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10 Capel Curig to Dolwyddelan  
 
Walkers may prefer to combine this short section with the section 
before or after, or extend it with an ascent of Moel Siabod. After a 
pleasant stroll through fields and woodland to Pont Cyfyng, the 
main route follows a clear moorland track to Dolwyddelan. The 
alternative route to Moel Siabod also starts from Pont Cyfyng, 
climbing along a moorland track to Llyn y Foel before a steep 
scramble up the mountain’s rocky south-east ridge. 
 
Distance: 6 miles (9 km) 
Height gain: 284 metres 
Start: Pinnacle Stores, Capel Curig (SH 720 581) 
Finish: Dolwyddelan (SH 734 524) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL17 Snowdon and OS Explorer OL18 
Harlech, Porthmadog & Bala 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Capel Curig and Dolwyddelan 
Refreshments: There’s a licensed cafe in Pont Cyfyng and a 
general store, pub (Y Gwydyr) and restaurant (Elen’s Castle) in 
Dolwyddelan.  
Accommodation: There is bed and breakfast available in 
Dolwyddelan from Y Gwydyr public house, Elen’s Castle Hotel, 
Bryn Tirion Farm and Elizabeth House. There is also a campsite 
and bunkhouse at Bryn Tirion and a bunkhouse at Elen’s Castle. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 With your back to Pinnacle Stores, cross the road and climb 

a ladder stile to the left of St Curig’s Church. Follow a stone 
path up through a field and to the left of Y Pincin (a rocky 
crag overlooking the village). After a short woodland stretch, 
ignore a ladder stile on the right, instead keeping ahead to 
another ladder stile. The path then climbs towards a wooden 
footbridge over a stream. 

 
2 Do not cross the bridge, but bear to the right across a grassy 

area (there is no obvious sign of a path at first) to pick up a 
stone-paved path alongside the stream. Cross two stone 
slab bridges in quick succession, then descend through 
conifers to the right of a cottage. 
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3 Emerge on the access track to Bryn Tyrch Uchaf and take 
the track continuing straight ahead towards a wooden chalet. 
Almost immediately, the track curves right. Fork left on to a 
grassy path passing above and to the left of the chalet, along 
the top of the garden. Cross a stile into a field and keep 
ahead towards a gap in a rough stone wall. 

 
4 Keep straight across the track ahead and follow markers 

down to a ladder stile in a dip. Descend through woodland on 
a path of slate chippings until the path levels off. Where the 
path of slate chippings forks downhill to the right, take the 
level grassy path continuing ahead. This passes to the right 
of an old stone shed and reaches a T-junction with a track. 

 
5 Turn left and climb. The track passes round a right-hand 

bend, then a left-hand bend. Take the next path on the right. 
This climbs to a gap in a stone wall then starts to descend 
steeply. At a junction with a track below a cottage, turn right 
and descend. The track curves right, passing Bryn Brythenau 
Barn and dropping into the Bryn Glô car park near a cafe. 

 
6 Cross the A5 and turn right along the pavement. Go past the 

Cyfyng Falls, then turn left at a lane and cross a bridge over 
the river. Follow the road past houses and down into a dip. 

 
High-level alternative route via Moel Siabod 
About 100 metres after crossing the Afon Llugwy, you will pass a 
house with shutters. Just beyond the house, take the track forking 
right (there should be a sign for Moel Siabod) and follow the 
waymarked path up past a farm and on to the open mountain. A 
clear track crosses the moor towards the derelict Rhos Quarry and 
the mountain tarn of Llyn y Foel beyond. Keep well to the right of 
the lake to avoid the worst of the marshy ground, then scramble up 
Siabod’s rocky eastern spur to the summit. 
 
To rejoin the main route, return down the rocky spur to Llyn y Foel 
and pick your way round the south shore of the lake. Follow the 
stream heading east from the lake towards a large block of 
forestry. Continue into the woods and join a forestry track heading 
roughly south-east. This curves left, in a north-easterly direction, to 
reach a T-junction with the main track between Capel Curig and 
Dolwyddelan. Turn right to rejoin the main route. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Llugwy
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7 On a left-hand bend, fork right up a gravel track marked as a 
footpath (‘Dolwyddelan’). Climb through woodland, then 
continue along a clear track across open moorland. Continue 
into a forestry plantation, keeping straight ahead at any 
junctions (you are rejoined by the alternative route at the 
third track on the right). 

 
8 Near the bottom edge of the forestry, where the main track 

continues ahead through a vehicle barrier, fork right on to a 
smaller gravel track. Where this drops sharply to the left, 
keep ahead to a gate and follow a track across a field. Pass 
to the left of a cottage and go through a kissing gate. Drop 
diagonally left across another field and join a lane on the 
edge of Dolwyddelan. Turn right and then drop steeply to the 
left. Emerge at a T-junction with the A470. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Capel Curig 
Situated in the heart of Snowdonia, Capel Curig is a Mecca for 
hikers and other outdoor enthusiasts. To help walkers, five circular 
waymarked routes around the village have been created. A guide 
to these can be purchased from Pinnacle Stores in the centre of 
the village. (O Fôn i Fynwy follows a section of the yellow walk in 
reverse.) 
 
Cyfyng Falls 
The lovely Cyfyng Falls lie on the Afon Llugwy, a major tributary of 
the River Conwy. Further downstream, near Betws-y-coed, are the 
even more spectacular Swallow Falls, one of the most popular 
natural attractions in the Snowdonia National Park. 
 
Moel Siabod 
The highest of the Moelwynion peaks, Moel Siabod offers 
exceptional views of the even higher summits to the north and 
west. The view of Snowdon is as good as you’ll get, for you can 
see the whole of the Horseshoe and all the major peaks. Glyder 
Fach’s bristly rocks and Tryfan’s distinctive buttresses add spice to 
the view across Nant Gwryd, while the rolling Carneddau fill the 
northern horizon. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A470_road
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11 Dolwyddelan to Beddgelert 
 
From Dolwyddelan, our route heads west, past Dolwyddelan 
Castle and along a historic trackway to Nant Gwynant. This climbs 
across open moorland to Bwlch y Rhediad, then follows a steep, 
winding descent to the shores of Llyn Gwynant. From here we 
follow the the beautiful mountain valley down to the picturesque 
village of Beddgelert. On the way, we pass the trailhead for the 
Watkin Path, one of the six ‘classic’ routes to the summit of 
Snowdon. 
 
Distance: 12 miles (19 km) 
Height gain: 476 metres 
Start: Dolwyddelan (SH 734 524) 
Finish: Beddgelert (SH 590 481) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL18 Harlech, Porthmadog & Bala and OS 
Explorer OL17 Snowdon 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Dolwyddelan, Pont Bethania and Beddgelert 
Refreshments: Caffi Gwynant is a licensed cafe near the start of 
the Watkin Path at Pont Bethania. There is also a cafe at the 
Sygun Copper Mine. In Beddgelert itself, there are three pubs (the 
Tanronnen, the Prince Llewelyn and the Saracen’s Head), a 
general store, a cafe and pizzeria, and a bistro-cum-chip shop. 
Accommodation: There’s a wide selection of hotels, campsites 
and guest houses in Beddgelert and the Nant Gwynant valley. See 
the Beddgelert Tourism website for further details. Near Llyn 
Gwynant is the Bryn Gwynant Hostel. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Facing the A470 in Dolwyddelan, turn right and follow the 

road out of the village. Where the pavement runs out, fork 
right on to a track signed as a footpath, immediately passing 
a newly renovated house. Follow the track up to a gate 
below Dolwyddelan Castle and take the main concrete track 
continuing straight up the hill ahead (the ticket office for the 
castle is signed downhill to the left). Behind the castle, at a 
three-way split in the track, continue ahead again and climb 
to a gate. The track levels off, then descends gently through 
a number of gates, eventually passing farm buildings to 
reach a junction with a lane. 
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2 Bear right and follow the lane through the scattered village of 

Blaenau Dolwyddelan. After a house called Tŷ Capel Dinas, 
take the lane forking right to Coed Mawr. On reaching the 
farm, look for a track bearing right; this should be signed to 
Nant Gwynant and climbs on to the open hill. After crossing a 
stream, make sure you stick to the main track, which curves 
right and then left. Climb steeply, the stream of Ceunant 
Ty’n-y-ddôl below on the right. 

 
3 The track eventually bears right and descends to a bridge 

over the river. Stone slabs take you across the wettest part 
of the valley, but the moorland path beyond the river can be 
potentially very muddy. Head straight up the hill towards the 
right-hand side of a small clump of trees, aiming for a marker 
post to the right of an old stone ruin. Turn left and follow a 
well-marked path across the mountain to Bwlch y Rhediad. 

 
4 Continue through a small rusty gate (in fine weather, 

Snowdon’s majestic summit is clearly visible ahead). A short 
distance beyond the gate, the land falls abruptly away into 
Nant Gwynant. Follow a steep, stony descent into the valley. 
The path, which can be slippery when wet, drops steeply 
through woodland, emerging eventually at a junction with the 
A498. 

 
5 Turn left, then immediately leave the road over a ladder stile 

on the right. Descend steeply across a rough field to a lane 
near Hafod Rhisgl. Turn left and continue to a T-junction with 
the A498 near the entrance to Llyn Gwynant Campsite. 
Follow the road to the right and join a pavement. Continue 
down the valley for around 2.5 km. Shortly after the 
pavement ends, Pont Bethania car park appears on your left. 

 
Alternative off-road route round the northern end of Llyn 
Gwynant 
If you wish to shorten the length of time spent on the A498, there is 
a possible off-road route via footpaths round the northern end of 
Llyn Gwynant. This rejoins the A498 a short distance below the 
outflow from the lake. However, be aware that the low-lying land 
along the valley bottom can get very wet after rain. 
 
Optional detour to the summit of Snowdon 
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Pont Bethania is the starting point for the Watkin Path, one of six 
‘classic’ routes to the summit of Snowdon. With an overall ascent 
of over a thousand metres, the path is considered to be one of the 
toughest routes up Snowdon, and it is recommended that you add 
an extra day to your schedule if planning to undertake the ascent. 
 
6 Continue along the main road past Caffi Gwynant, then turn 

left on to a lane crossing the Afon Glaslyn. At a sharp left-
hand bend, turn right on to a track to Llyndy Isaf. The track 
continues past the main house to a barn, where you need to 
keep ahead towards a gate and ladder stile. Follow a rough 
track to a bridge over a stream and join a waymarked path 
round the shores of Llyn Dinas. 

 
7 At the end of the lake, go through a kissing gate and 

continue ahead, ignoring a footbridge on the right. The 
condition of the path soon improves and provides easy level 
walking to a lane near the Sygun Copper Mine. Keep ahead 
along the lane and continue down the valley. You will shortly 
pass a gate leading into Cae Du Campsite. 

 
8 Where the lane turns sharp right, back to the main road, 

continue ahead on to a path along the river. Keep straight 
across a lane and shortly reach a footbridge on the right. 
Cross this to enter Beddgelert. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Dolwyddelan Castle 
Dolwyddelan Castle is believed to have been built by the native 
ruler of Gwynedd (and much of Wales), Llywelyn the Great (1173–
1240). Together with nearby Prysor and Dolbadarn, the castle 
formed a collection of strategically located mountain fortresses 
guarding main routes through Snowdonia. A second rectangular 
tower added by Edward I is now in ruins. 
 
Nant Gwynant 
Encircled by high mountains (including Snowdon to the north), 
Nant Gwynant is one of Wales’s most spectacular valleys. After 
centuries of hill farming, native oak woodland is beginning to 
reclothe the steep valley slopes, particularly along the shores of 
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Llyn Dinas and Llyn Gwynant. Look out as well for traces of the 
valley’s nineteenth-century copper boom. 
 
The Watkin Path 
Named after the Liberal MP Sir Edward Watkin, the Watkin Path is 
one of six ‘classic’ routes to the summit of Snowdon. It can also 
claim to be the prettiest. The lower sections of the path are 
particularly attractive and offer impressive views of the tumbling 
Cwm Llan waterfall. 
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12 Beddgelert to Penrhyndeudraeth  
 
From Beddgelert, we continue downstream along the Afon Glaslyn 
to Nantmor. This section of trail is known as the Fisherman’s Path 
and follows a narrow, rocky ledge through the dramatic 
Aberglaslyn Pass. We then join the line of a former coach road, 
along a tarmac lane initially and then a steeply climbing track to 
Croesor. There is more road walking along a gated lane, before we 
join a pleasant woodland trail connecting Rhyd with 
Penrhyndeudraeth. 
 
Distance: 10 miles (15 km) 
Height gain: 510 metres 
Start: Beddgelert (SH 590 481) 
Finish: Penrhyndeudraeth (SH 612 389) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL17 Snowdon and OS Explorer OL18 
Harlech, Porthmadog & Bala 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Beddgelert and at Cwm Bychan car park 
Refreshments: There are two pubs in Penrhyndeudraeth, the 
Griffin and the Royal Oak, a general store, a cafe, a delicatessen, 
an Indian restaurant (the Lemon Tree), a Chinese takeaway and a 
fish and chip shop. 
Accommodation: There are three guest houses in 
Penrhyndeudraeth: Wenallt, Cae Gwyn and Tŷ Cambrian. 
Camping is available on the eastern edge of the village, at Blaen 
Cefn Leisure Park. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Retrace your steps through Beddgelert and back over the 

footbridge across the Afon Glaslyn. Turn right and continue 
along the path down the river. After crossing the Welsh 
Highland Railway, the surface of the path becomes very 
rocky and uneven. Take particular care during wet weather, 
when the path can be extremely slippery. Metal handholds 
have been secured to the rock to assist walkers on the 
narrow, exposed section round Craig y Fwtres. 

 
2 At Pont Aberglaslyn, ignore the road ahead and turn left up a 

flight of stone steps. The path continues through woodland 
with a fence to the right and the road down below. Bear 

http://www.beddgelerttourism.com/
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nantmor
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/Hard-Leisure-Walks/Fishermans-Path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aberglaslyn_Pass
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhyd,_Gwynedd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penrhyndeudraeth
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-snowdon.html
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http://www.festrail.co.uk/
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slightly left above a cottage to continue following the main 
path, then go through a small wooden gate. Fork right, 
following a sign for Cwm Bychan car park. On reaching the 
car park, bear right and continue downhill towards the main 
road. 

 
3 Turn left and then shortly left again on to a lane signed to 

Nantmor. Climb to cross the railway and continue along an 
attractive undulating route through scattered woodland. 
You’ll eventually reach a T-junction by a long, old-fashioned 
bungalow. Keep straight across to a track opposite and 
climb diagonally right through woodland. 

 
4 Emerge on to open moorland, the summit of Cnicht clearly 

visible ahead. Follow the clear track (an old coach road) up 
to a bridge over the Afon Dylif. Beyond the river, the track 
climbs steeply to a gate (keep an eye out for an old 
milestone). It then levels off and joins a better track 
descending from Cnicht. Follow a tree-shaded descent down 
to a lane and continue ahead into Croesor. 

 
Optional detour to the summit of Cnicht 
Cnicht can be ascended by turning left on to a signed track just 
before the descent into Croesor. The path to the summit is mostly 
obvious, but requires some scrambling. The final steep section is 
best tackled by keeping slightly right of the ridge. 
 
5 Keep ahead through Croesor, then ahead again at 

crossroads on to a lane signed to Tan-y-bwlch. The lane 
continues through a gateway, then climbs steeply towards a 
band of conifers. Once through the trees, it starts to 
descend, providing good views towards the coast. Further 
down the hill, a more extensive conifer plantation appears to 
your left. 

 
6 Just before a house in a dip, take a footpath on the right and 

cross a field to a footbridge. Follow a clear path through 
woods, a stream close by to the right. Descend to a house 
(Ty'n-ddôl) and follow the access track gently uphill to a 
junction with the B4410. 

 
7 Turn left and follow the road as far as the village sign for 

Rhyd. Just before the sign, turn sharply right on to a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cnicht
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tan-y-Bwlch,_Maentwrog
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waymarked grassy path. This crosses moorland and rough 
pasture to a gate, then drops left to follow the edge of a 
forestry plantation. Continue past a marshy pond and enter 
the forest along a grassy path. Pass a stone ruin (Pen-yr-allt) 
and follow a clear woodland path to a junction with a forestry 
track. 

 
8 Keep ahead along the track towards a gate out of the forest 

(‘Rhiw Goch’). Pass a bench offering views across the 
Dwyryd estuary and continue gently downhill along a grassy 
path. Join a farm lane at Rhiw Goch and follow it down to a 
junction with the A4085 on the upper edge of 
Penrhyndeudraeth. 

 
9 Turn left, then immediately left again on to a tarmac path 

descending behind benches to an underpass below the 
Welsh Highland Railway. Drop down steps to a road and 
bear left. Keep ahead on to a wider road at the bottom of the 
hill, this eventually returning you to a junction with the A4085 
near the centre of the village. Turn left and follow the high 
street down to a crossroads opposite the Griffin Inn. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Beddgelert 
According to local tradition, the picturesque village of Beddgelert 
(‘Gelert’s grave’) is named after a legendary hound owned by 
Llywelyn the Great. There is no evidence for this, however, and it 
is more likely that the legend was encouraged by local hoteliers in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in order to encourage 
tourists to the area. 
 
Aberglaslyn Pass 
The Aberglaslyn Pass is a spectacular gorge formed by the 
Glaslyn river to the south of Beddgelert. A narrow, rocky trail 
known as the Fisherman’s Path hugs the edge of the river through 
the gorge; above the trail is the line of the Welsh Highland 
Railway, a steam-hauled, narrow-gauge railway connecting 
Caernarfon and Porthmadog. 
 
Old road, Croesor 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dwyryd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A4085_road
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The minor road and track connecting Nantmor with Croesor was 
once part of the main coach road between Dolgellau and 
Caernarfon (look out for the old milestone on the track north of 
Croesor). Following the construction of a sea wall across the 
mouth of the Glaslyn in 1811, a new road was built across the 
large area of flat, level land reclaimed from the sea. 
 
Cnicht 
In spite of its rather modest height (689 metres), Cnicht is one of 
the better-known mountains of Snowdonia. This is largely due to 
its distinctive profile, which when viewed from the south-west is 
said to resemble that of the Matterhorn. An earlier comparison was 
with a knight’s helmet – in fact, the name Cnicht is a borrowing 
from an early English word for ‘knight’. 
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13 Penrhyndeudraeth to Dinas Farm 
 
After crossing the new Pont Briwet bridge (due open in spring 
2015), we join the Ardudwy Way, a well-signed upland pathway 
linking Llandecwyn with Barmouth (the name Ardudwy refers to the 
historic region between the two estuaries). This section of the trail 
takes us past the atmospheric St Tecwyn’s Church and the 
spectacular Bronze Age cairn of Bryn Cader Faner. Later on, we 
can choose to detour to Harlech or continue to the campsite at 
Dinas Farm. 
 
Distance: 11 miles (17 km) 
Height gain: 640 metres 
Start: Penrhyndeudraeth (SH 612 389) 
Finish: Dinas Farm (SH 610 291) 
Map: OS Explorer OL18 Harlech, Porthmadog & Bala 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: None on route 
Refreshments: There are plenty of pubs, shops, cafes, 
restaurants and takeaways in Harlech, but nothing on the main 
route. 
Accommodation: The section ends at Dinas Farm, where there is 
a pleasant campsite. If you would rather sleep with a roof over 
your head, you can detour to Harlech, where there are number of 
hotels and guest houses, including Morlun, Castle Cottage, Byrdir 
House, Maelgwyn House and the Lion Hotel. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the crossroads in Penrhyndeudraeth, take the road 

downhill towards the railway station. Assuming the new Pont 
Briwet bridge to be open, turn left and cross the Dwyryd 
estuary. Continue past Llandecwyn Station and follow the 
road to a T-junction with the A496. 

 
Alternative route if bridge is still closed 
Railway services resumed across Pont Briwet in September 2014, 
but the road and accompanying cycle path were not expected to 
open until the following spring. If the bridge is still closed to 
pedestrians, you have the choice of catching a train across the 
estuary to Llandecwyn or of following the interim route for the 
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Wales Coast Path via Maentwrog (details available on website). 
Rejoin the main route at the western end of Llyn Tecwyn Uchaf. 
 
2 Cross straight over the A496 to continue up a minor road 

opposite. Follow the road up a steep, winding hill to a signed 
footpath immediately above a house. Follow the path past 
the house and continue along a clear grassy path with a wall 
to your left. After a short, gentle descent, the path follows a 
line of electricity pylons up the hill to a junction of tracks near 
Llyn Tecwyn Uchaf. 

 
3 Take the track to the right, which heads back under the 

electricity wires and along the line of a drystone wall. After a 
short climb, the track descends and curves right to join a 
lane by St Tecwyn’s Church. Continue downhill to a junction 
of lanes by Llyn Tecwyn Isaf. 

 
4 Turn sharply left and follow the lane along the lake shore. 

The lane soon swings left, away from the lake, and descends 
through woodland. Take the next lane on the right, then fork 
left through a gate (‘Caerwych’). Follow a zigzagging lane 
steeply uphill to Caerwych Riding Centre and farmhouse. 
Pass to the right of these and then to the left of a stone barn. 

 
5 Immediately after the barn, turn right and walk up a grassy 

slope along the left-hand side of a stone wall. Following 
signs for the Ardudwy Way, join a grassy, uphill track 
passing through a number of gates. At a fork, take the upper, 
left-hand track and continue to climb, a stream shortly 
appearing on your right. Ignore a bridge over the stream and 
continue to a second crossing point (the approach to this 
may be boggy). Continue up the opposite bank of the stream 
to a wet, marshy area on level ground. Follow waymarks to 
the left of this and up to a waymark post on higher ground. 

 
6 The path now climbs to the right. On reaching level ground, it 

bears left, contouring across the slope, then crosses the top 
of a boggy valley to a waymark post. For Bryn Cader Faner, 
keep ahead for a few paces, then bear left; the main route 
follows the line of a Bronze Age track to the right (‘Ardudwy 
Way’). The track passes close to a number of prehistoric 
stones, cairns and hut circles; away to the left can be seen 
the small lake of Llyn Eiddew Bach. As sea views open up 

http://www.walescoastpath.gov.uk/default.aspx?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maentwrog
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ahead, the path joins the line of a drystone wall. Shortly 
reach a junction with a stony track. 

 
7 Bear right and follow the stone track through two gates. 

Leaving the wall, continue across open moorland until the 
main track curves sharply right. At this point, keep ahead 
along a grassy path to a waymark post, then bear slightly left 
towards a ladder stile in a drystone wall. Cross this and 
follow the line of the wall left. After about 150 metres, pick up 
a grassy track climbing gently away from the wall. This levels 
off to meet a T-junction with a much clearer stone track. 

 
8 Turn right and follow the track through a number of gates 

and walls. After a little over 1.5 km, where the track turns 
sharply right, cross a waymarked ladder stile on the left 
(‘Ardudwy Way’). Bear right and pick up a faint path crossing 
the slope to a ladder stile. Cross this and bear left along a 
faint but definite path. Continue ahead through a collapsed 
section of wall, then drop slightly right to a ladder stile. Bear 
left across rough pasture, keeping to the right of marshy 
ground along the bottom edge of the field. Once past this, 
drop left to a ladder stile by a lovely stone cottage called 
Rhyd yr Eirin. 

 
9 Keep ahead along the cottage access track to reach a 

junction with a lane. Cross straight over the road to continue 
along a waymarked path to the right of a fence. This heads 
towards Ffridd Farm and is marked at regular intervals. 
Before reaching the house, cross a ladder stile to the left of a 
roofless stone ruin. From here, the path swings left, away 
from the farm, and descends awkwardly into a marshy dip 
(follow waymarkers to the left to avoid the wettest areas of 
ground). Curve right on the far side of the bog and climb to a 
small metal gate. Continue through this and descend 
towards a lake. The path passes between the lake and Dinas 
Farm’s main camping field. Continue ahead to meet a lane 
from the field. 

 
Optional detour to Harlech 
The Ardudwy Way website recommends dividing the route 
between Llandecwyn and Barmouth into three, with detours to the 
coast at Harlech and Tal-y-bont to access accommodation or 
public transport. To get to Harlech from this section, turn right at 

http://www.rhydyreirin.com/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talybont,_Barmouth
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the lane between Rhyd yr Eirin and Fridd Farm. Bear left at a 
junction, following a sign for Harlech and Llanbedr, and continue to 
a crossroads by a telephone box and chapel. Turn right here and 
descend steeply into Harlech. You will need to retrace your steps 
to rejoin the Ardudwy Way. 
 
 
Highlights 
 
St Tecwyn’s Church 
The present church of St Tecwyn’s is comparatively modern, 
having replaced a much older church in the nineteenth century. 
The churchyard in which it stands, however, has almost certainly 
been used as a burial site since the early Christian period. From its 
hilltop location, there are sweeping views over Snowdonia, 
Cardigan Bay and across the Dwyryd esturary towards 
Portmeirion. 
 
Ardudwy Way 
The Ardudwy Way is a waymarked upland trail between 
Llandecwyn and Barmouth. It takes its name from a historic 
administrative division between the Dwyryd and Mawddach 
estuaries and provides a varied mix of coastal and mountain 
views. 
 
Bryn Cader Faner 
Despite suffering damage in the past, Bryn Cader Faner remains 
one of the most impressive Bronze Age circular burial cairns in 
Wales or indeed elsewhere. South of the cairn, the Ardudwy Way 
continues along the line of a Bronze Age track, passing several 
prehistoric stones, cairns and settlement sites. 
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14 Dinas Farm to Barmouth 
 
We continue along the Ardudwy Way to Barmouth, our route taking 
us through Cwm Nantcol and up into the Rhinogydd foothills. We 
pass a holy well (Ffynnon Enddwyn), cross a historic bridge (Pont 
Ysgethin), and trace the paths of two former coach roads. There 
are fabulous views across the Mawddach estuary from Bwlch y 
Rhiwgyr, but it’s the final winding descent into Barmouth – the 
perfect combination of sea and mountain – that really takes the 
breath away. 
 
Distance: 14 miles (22 km) 
Height gain: 752 metres 
Start: Dinas Farm (SH 610 291) 
Finish: Barmouth (SH 611 157) 
Map: OS Explorer OL18 Harlech, Porthmadog & Bala 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Barmouth 
Refreshments: There are plenty of pubs, shops, cafes, 
restaurants and takeaways in Barmouth. Tal-y-bont contains a 
number of small shops, a couple of pub restaurants (including the 
Ysgethin Inn) and an Italian restaurant. 
Accommodation: There’s a wide selection of hotels and guest 
houses in Barmouth, particularly along Marine Parade. Camping is 
available at Hendre Mynach on the northern edge of town. If 
detouring to Tal-y-bont, you can choose between Marian’s Bed & 
Breakfast, Talybont Bed and Breakfast or one of the many 
campsites near the village – see ukcampsite.co.uk for details. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the campsite, follow the lane past Dinas Farm to a T-

junction at a corner. Keep ahead, passing a lane on the right 
signed to Harlech. Just past a house called Garth Engan, 
turn left along a track, crossing a bridge over the Afon Artro. 
Continue gently uphill across open common. Go round a left-
hand bend, then take the track forking right, past a letter box 
marked ‘Y Fron’. Climb up to the house, passing an access 
point into Coed Crafnant Nature Reserve. Just past the 
house, keep ahead through a gate on to a rough track. 
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2 Keep ahead through a gate where the track levels off, 
ignoring a path bearing uphill to the left. The track soon 
starts to descend. Keep straight ahead at a cross-track on to 
a grassy path. Bear right at the next gravel track and drop to 
a lane. 

 
3 Turn left. After about 500 metres, ignore a dead-end lane 

continuing ahead; instead carry on along the main lane, 
which passes round a sharp right-hand bend and is signed to 
Cwm Nantcol. Cross Afon Cwmnantcol and a cattle grid and 
pass the house of Penisarcwm. 

 
4 At the end of the wall, turn right at a waymark post and climb 

towards a ladder stile. Cross this and bear right to join a 
gravel track behind the farm. Climb through fields towards 
two barns: one old, one modern. Pass to the left of the old 
stone barn, then cross a field to the right towards a gap in a 
stone wall. Go through this and bear left. Cross a ladder stile 
into another field and climb straight ahead, parallel to the 
fence on the right. At the top of the field, go through a kissing 
gate in a wall (not the metal gate in the corner to the right). 

 
5 Join a lane and turn right, enjoying fine coastal views. The 

lane continues through a gate and passes an access point to 
Ffynnon Enddwyn. When the stone wall ends on the left, look 
out for an Ardudwy Way sign. Following the arrow, bear left, 
away from the road, and climb along a grassy track. This 
winds its way up to a gate and ladder stile in a corner 
between drystone walls. Cross the wall and continue along 
the parallel track to the right. This follows the wall uphill to 
the left, then across the slope to a T-junction with a clear 
track. 

 
6 Turn left and climb steadily across open moorland. After a 

little over 500 metres, the track joins the line of a drystone 
wall on the right. Where the wall ends (after another 600 
metres or so), continue through a gate in a fence and keep 
ahead on to a gravel track. Follow the track to the crest of a 
ridge (the ruins of Tynewydd can be seen up the slope to the 
left), then fork right on to a vague grassy path descending 
towards the Afon Ysgethin. The top section of the path has 
been much eroded, but becomes much clearer as it drops 
into the valley. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Cwmnantcol
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7 Cross the historic bridge of Pont Ysgethin and climb the 

valley slope ahead (large, flat paving stones provide a dry 
route across the marshy ground). At a marker post, leave the 
old stage coach route by turning right on to a level grassy 
path heading back down the valley. This begins to slowly 
curve right beyond Llyn Erddyn and joins a long descent 
down a wide grassy track. 

 
Optional detour to Tal-y-bont 
If you’ve chosen to finish your day’s walk in Tal-y-bont, continue 
down the track, recrossing the Afon Ysgethin at Pont Fadog. Just 
beyond the bridge, join a path on the left and follow this down 
through a wooded valley alongside the river. Emerge in Tal-y-bont 
by the Ysgethin Inn. To rejoin the main route, retrace your steps to 
Pont Fadog and back up the hill. Where the track forks, keep right. 
 
8 If continuing along the main route to Barmouth, do not 

descend all the way to Pont Fadog, but look for a track 
(another old coach road) heading sharply left back up the hill. 
A long, steady ascent leads up to Bwlch y Rhiwgyr, the path 
steepening as it climbs to a gate. Continue ahead through 
the pass along a stony path. At the top of the climb, go 
through a gate and pause to admire the splendid views 
across the Mawddach estuary. 

 
9 Take the grassy path forking downhill to the right. Descend 

to a gate, then bear right along a line of marker posts. Cross 
the slope to the right, then look out for a waymarker directing 
you slightly left through a gap in a drystone wall. Follow a 
grassy track to the right and, where this peters out, continue 
downhill to a waymarked gate. Go through this (just below is 
the stone circle of Cerrig Arthur) and descend alongside the 
wall to the next gate on the right. 

 
10 Go through the gate and climb steadily alongside a drystone 

wall for around 1.5 km. At the top of the climb, continue past 
a footpath to your left. Soon after this, the path curves right, 
away from the wall and through the pass of Bwlch y Llan. 
You are now back on the seaward side of the ridge. Follow a 
wall downhill to the left, then go through a gate on to a 
grassy track (‘Ardudwy Way’). This winds down the slope to 

http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=762
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a house called Gellfawr, tucked out of sight in a hollow of the 
hill. 

 
11 From the house, take the grassy track to the right. Just past 

a stone ruin, follow a waymarked path to the left, alongside a 
fence. Go through a small gate and bear right towards a 
gateway in a stone wall. Don’t continue through the wall, but 
follow a path ascending to the side of it. After a short climb, 
drop towards a gate. Again, don’t go through the gate, but 
cross a wall stile on the right a few paces before it. Descend 
to the left, then bear left again at a marked footpath junction. 
(Over to the right, you should be able to see a Welsh flag set 
into the rocks of Craig y Gigfran.) 

 
12 Continue through the ruins of Cell-fechan and on down the 

hill between drystone walls. The track zigzags right and then 
left, with the town of Barmouth now clearly visible below. Go 
round a sharp right-hand bend on to an enclosed path and 
continue ahead to a lane. Turn left and descend steeply 
towards St John’s Church. Curve right, left and then right 
again to reach a T-junction with the A496. Keep straight 
across into Station Road, following the road to the left in front 
of Barmouth Station. Turn right at a T-junction and cross the 
railway towards Barmouth’s seafront. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
The Rhinogydd 
The line of mountains to the east of the Ardudwy Way are the 
Rhinogydd. The northern parts of this range are notably rocky, 
making for very difficult walking conditions in places. A complete 
traverse of these wild, bleak hills is one of the most demanding 
walking challenges in the Snowdonia National Park. 
 
Carriage roads 
Before the opening of the modern road between Dolgellau and 
Barmouth in 1798, traffic between Dolgellau and Harlech had to 
cross the Rhinogydd either via the Llawlech ridge (550 metres 
above sea level) or via Bwlch y Rhiwgyr (450 metres above sea 
level). The more direct route descended steeply to a stone bridge 
(Pont Ysgethin), which still stands today. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_John%27s_Church,_Barmouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barmouth_railway_station
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Cerrig Arthur 
Cerrig Arthur is a Bronze Age stone circle tucked away on a small 
shelf in the corner of a field. The stones themselves – there are 
only three – are not particularly impressive, but the site is a great 
spot from which to contemplate the majesty of Cadair Idris on the 
far side of the Mawddach estuary. 
 
Manganese mines 
On your descent into Barmouth, you will pass a number of ruins 
associated with the mining of manganese. Manganese was 
extracted from rocks in the area from around 1823 until the First 
World War. The metal’s main applications were in the manufacture 
of bleach, glass and steel. 
 
Barmouth 
The first record of Barmouth as a port dates from the sixteenth 
century; at that time, it would have been a small and inaccessible 
coastal settlement. Following the arrival of the railway in the 
1860s, the town developed into a bustling seaside resort, with 
numerous high-rise guest houses being built to serve the needs of 
visitors. These large Victorian buildings continue to dominate the 
town today. 
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15 Barmouth to Kings Hostel 
 
We exit Barmouth via Barmouth Bridge – a wooden railway viaduct 
across the estuary of the Afon Mawddach – and join the popular 
Mawddach Trail. This takes us along the estuary to Arthog. 
Leaving the cycle path, we join a pleasant woodland path and 
climb steeply past waterfalls. Moorland paths take us past the 
Cregennen Lakes and offer spectacular views of Cadair Idris’s 
towering massif. A final wooded descent takes us to the door of 
Kings Hostel. 
 
Distance: 7 miles (11 km) 
Height gain: 344 metres 
Start: Barmouth (SH 611 157) 
Finish: Kings Hostel (SH 683 160) 
Map: OS Explorer OL23 Cadair Idris & Llyn Tegid 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Barmouth, Morfa Mawddach Station and just off the 
route at Llynnau Cregennen 
Refreshments: Kings Hostel operates a licensed restaurant 
during the evening. 
Accommodation: There are private rooms available at Kings 
Hostel as well as dormitory beds. Next door to the hostel is Hafod 
Dywyll Campsite. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 With the sea to your right, follow the promenade southwards 

towards Barmouth Harbour. Follow the road left and pass 
below the railway to a T-junction with the A496. Turn right for 
about 300 metres, then drop down a tarmac path towards a 
railway bridge over the Afon Mawddach. A parallel 
pedestrian and cycle path takes you across the estuary and 
on to the popular Mawddach Trail. 

 
2 Continue along the cycle path until you reach a small car 

park near Arthog. (Beyond this point, the path crosses a 
small tidal inlet.) Follow the access lane to the right for about 
150 metres. Join a path on the left and follow an 
embankment across fields towards a church. 

 

http://barmouth-wales.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barmouth_Bridge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Mawddach
http://www.mawddachtrail.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthog
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadair_Idris
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/kings
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-cadair-idris-bala-lake.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0Njc=
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morfa_Mawddach_railway_station
http://www.hafoddywyllcampsite.co.uk/home
http://www.hafoddywyllcampsite.co.uk/home
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3 Emerge on the A493 and turn left. After a few paces, 
carefully cross the road to a footpath sign opposite the 
church. Climb steeply on a woodland path to a junction with 
a track. Ignore a path on your immediate right; the correct 
path, also bearing right, is waymarked a short distance 
ahead. Continue to climb steeply through woodland, the 
Arthog Waterfalls now visible and audible below. The path 
eventually emerges on a track near a house. 

 
4 Keep ahead for a few paces, then cross an attractive clapper 

bridge on the left. Bear slightly left on to a gravel track and 
continue gently uphill into rough pasture. Keep ahead along 
the line of a drystone wall, passing a stone ruin. At a corner, 
bear left between walls and then right, through a gap. Cross 
a field towards a ladder stile and follow a well-marked path 
through rough pasture, eventually descending along the left-
hand side of a wall to meet the corner of a lane. 

 
5 Bear right and follow the lane uphill past Gefnir Farm to a 

signed footpath just north of Cregennen Lakes (continue 
ahead for toilets). Turn left on to the path, bearing right after 
a ladder stile to continue along the shore of the lake (the 
more adventurous may prefer to keep ahead after the stile 
and climb along the ridge of Pared y Cefn Hir). Ignore the 
next signed path to the right and continue ahead along a 
clear moorland trail. Before long, the path joins the line of a 
drystone wall to the right. Eventually, it curves left, joining the 
line of another wall. Bear right and drop to a small metal gate 
to the left of an old farmhouse (Ty’n Llidiart). 

 
6 Join a clear grassy track leading away from the house. 

Descend gently to a junction with a lane and keep ahead. 
You will shortly reach the ruins of Rehoboth Chapel by a left-
hand bend in the road. Keep ahead on to a woodland path 
and descend steeply. The path rejoins the lane a short 
distance above Kings Hostel. Continue down the hill, then 
turn right to pass the hostel entrance. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Barmouth Bridge 
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The opening of Barmouth Bridge to rail traffic in 1867 had a 
catastrophic effect on Barmouth’s traditional seafaring industries. 
Still going strong, the bridge has survived the closure of many rural 
railway lines and an infestation of shipworm in the 1980s. The best 
time to walk across is at half tide on a sunny day, when there is a 
dazzling contrast between the estuary’s blue sparkling waters and 
pristine golden sandbars. 
 
The Mawddach Trail 
The Mawddach Trail follows the line of a disused railway along the 
Mawddach estuary. Opened in the 1860s, the line connected the 
town of Dolgellau with the coastal line at Barmouth, but was a 
victim of the Beeching cuts a century later. Converted into a 
popular multi-use trail, the track provides some wonderful vistas 
across the estuary and plenty of opportunities to spot the birds that 
live and feed here. 
 
Llys Bradwen 
A beautiful old clapper bridge (a traditional type of bridge formed 
by large, flat slabs) crosses the stream above the Arthog 
Waterfalls. Just upstream stood a building in the Middle Ages 
known as Llys Bradwen (‘Bradwen’s court’). This was home in the 
early twelfth century to the Welsh noble Ednywain ab Bradwen 
(‘Ednywain son of Bradwen’), leader of one of the traditional fifteen 
tribes of Gwynedd. 
 
Llynnau Cregennen 
The name of these lakes – Llynnau Cregennen – has a gruesome 
origin, referring to a time when criminals convicted at Llys Bradwen 
would be hanged nearby (crog gangen = ‘hanging branch’). Now 
deserted, the lakes offer spectacular views of Cadair Idris and the 
Mawddach estuary as well as possessing a wild beauty of their 
own. 
 
Gwynfor Evans 
The farmhouse of Ty’n Llidiart served for many years as a 
mountain retreat for the Welsh politician and leader of Plaid Cymru 
Gwynfor Evans (1912–2005). A memorial stone to Gwynfor and 
his wife Rhiannon can be found behind the ruins of Rehoboth 
Chapel. 
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16 Kings Hostel to Abergynolwyn 
 
From Kings Hostel, we climb to the car park at Tŷ Nant and 
ascend the steep northern slopes of Cadair Idris along the well-
built Pony Path. At the top of Rhiw Gwredydd, we can continue 
straight ahead down the Minffordd Path to Llanfihangel-y-Pennant, 
or detour left for a final steep pull to the summit. Later, we pass the 
medieval stronghold of Castell y Bere and follow the emerald 
valley of the Afon Dysynni into Abergynolwyn. 
 
Distance: 9 miles (15 km) 
Height gain: 592 metres 
Start: Kings Hostel (SH 683 160) 
Finish: Abergynolwyn (SH 677 069) 
Map: OS Explorer OL23 Cadair Idris & Llyn Tegid 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In the Tŷ Nant car park, Llanfihangel-y-Pennant and 
Abergynolwyn 
Refreshments: There are no shops in Abergynolwyn, but there is 
a pub, the Railway Inn, and a small cafe (Caffi’r Ceunant) in the 
community centre. 
Accommodation: There is bed and breakfast at the Riverside 
Guest House in Abergynolwyn. Camping is available a few miles 
either side of the village at Llanllwyda Caravan Site and Cedris 
Farm. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From Kings Hostel, follow the lane towards Hafod Dywyll 

Campsite. Cross the Gwynant river and climb steeply to 
Hafod Dywyll Farm. Pass between farm buildings and join a 
gravel track curving above the farmhouse to the right. Where 
the main stony track swings sharp left, keep ahead on to a 
level grassy track marked ‘No Unauthorised Vehicles’. 

 
2 Where the track swings uphill to the left, keep ahead through 

a wooden gate marked with a blue arrow and the word 
‘Path’. Follow a woodland path through another gate and 
across a stream. Zigzag up to a grassy track and climb to the 
left. The track shortly curves right, alongside a drystone wall. 
Where directed, curve right again, away from the wall, and 
climb to a gate at the top of a steep grassy slope. Continuing 

http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/kings
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadair_Idris
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/Hard-Mountain-Walks/Pony-Path-Ty-Nant
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/Hard-Mountain-Walks/Minffordd-Path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfihangel-y-Pennant
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/castell-y-bere/?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dysynni
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abergynolwyn
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-cadair-idris-bala-lake.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0Njg=
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Hotel_Review-g2081328-d2070252-Reviews-Riverside_Guest_House-Abergynolwyn_Snowdonia_National_Park_North_Wales_Wales.html
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Hotel_Review-g2081328-d2070252-Reviews-Riverside_Guest_House-Abergynolwyn_Snowdonia_National_Park_North_Wales_Wales.html
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=9106
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=10844
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=10844
http://www.hafoddywyllcampsite.co.uk/home
http://www.hafoddywyllcampsite.co.uk/home
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ahead, follow the left-hand edge of fields to a farmhouse and 
join the vehicle access track. Reach a junction with a lane by 
a car park and toilets. 

 
3 Turn right at the lane, following a sign for Cadair Idris. Cross 

a stream, then turn left up the track leading to Tŷ Nant 
Bunkhouse. Where the track swings left towards the main 
building, keep ahead on to a path alongside a stream. The 
path continues through woodland, curving right in a grassy 
clearing. Shortly emerge from the trees and begin a steep, 
stepped climb across open moorland. You will eventually 
reach a gate and ladder stile on the mountain pass between 
Tyrrau Mawr and Cyfrwy. 

 
Optional detour up to the summit of Cadair Idris 
To bag the summit, cross the stile and turn left. The path follows a 
series of zigzags up a steep, rocky slope. When you reach the top 
of the cliffs overlooking Llyn y Gadair, follow the escarpment path 
to the right. Wind your way between some peculiarly shaped rocks 
and scramble up the slope ahead to the summit. Return the same 
way, keeping right where the path forks a few metres below the 
summit. 
 
4 On the main route, cross the stile and turn right. Cross 

another ladder stile almost immediately. Ignore the path 
continuing ahead along the ridge and bear left. Descend 
steadily, following a mainly grassy path running parallel to a 
valley on the left. The path curves right, levelling off and 
reaching a gate. Beyond the gate, curve right again and 
descend steeply into a valley, zigzagging down to a junction 
with a wider grassy track. Keep ahead towards the stone 
ruins of Hafoty Gwastadfryn. Join a gravel track and continue 
down the valley. 

 
5 At a sharp bend where the track climbs to the right, keep 

straight ahead down the hill along a grassy path. Join the line 
of a stone wall until the path curves right. Follow a stony, 
sunken track between high banks and zigzag down into a 
deep wooded valley. Cross a stream by a beautiful old 
clapper bridge and follow a grassy path ahead through 
scattered oak trees. Rejoin the gravel vehicle track left 
earlier. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrrau_Mawr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyfrwy
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6 Bear left and continue down the valley. Join a tarmac lane 
and follow it past a ruined cottage (the former home of Mary 
Jones). A little further down the valley, you will pass St 
Michael’s Church; across the lane are toilets and a car park. 
The lane continues up a short, steep rise, passing the 
medieval Welsh stronghold of Castell y Bere. 

 
7 About 100 metres after the castle entrance, take the next 

footpath on the left. This crosses a field diagonally to the 
right, in the direction of a kissing gate by a low embankment. 
Go through the gate and turn right on to a grassy track 
running along the base of a hill. Keep ahead after a gate on 
to a gravel track and pass the restored farmhouse of 
Caerberllan. Reach a junction with a lane and turn right. 

 
8 Shortly, follow the main lane round a left-hand bend (‘Bryn-

crug’ and ‘Llanegryn’). Cross the Afon Dysynni and turn left 
through a gate marked ‘Rhiwlas’ (or continue ahead for 
Llanllwyda Caravan Site). Follow a track up to a house and 
fork left. Continue along a grassy bridle track, which snakes 
across the slope of a steep, narrow valley above the Dysynni 
river. Abergynolwyn comes into view by a rocky outcrop 
where small iron rings, used for tethering cattle, have been 
embedded into the stone. 

 
9 As you approach the village, follow the path to the left of a 

house and down to a footbridge over a stream. Turn right 
and follow a gravel track past houses and a children's play 
area to a T-junction with the main village street. Turn left, 
passing the Railway Inn. The section ends by a small car 
park on the right, just below Caffi’r Ceunant. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
The Pony Path 
One of three main trails up Cadair Idris, the Pony Path acquired its 
name from a time when ponies were used to carry visiting tourists 
from Dolgellau to the summit. An older Welsh name for the path – 
Llwybr Pilin Pwn (‘pillion pack path’) – is also connected with 
ponies but refers to the loads they would carry on either side 
(pillion style) between Llanfihangel-y-Pennant and the market in 
Dolgellau. 

http://llanfihangel-y-pennant.org.uk/mary-jones.html
http://llanfihangel-y-pennant.org.uk/mary-jones.html
http://llanfihangel-y-pennant.org.uk/
http://llanfihangel-y-pennant.org.uk/
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Cadair Idris 
Cadair Idris’s summit is often draped in cloud, even on the finest of 
days. Local folklore attributes these mists to a mysterious figure 
called Y Brenin Llwyd (‘the grey king’), a supernatural entity said to 
prey on travellers foolhardy enough to cross the mountain slopes 
alone. Another tradition says that whoever falls asleep on the 
summit will  wake up as a madman or a poet! 
 
Mary Jones 
In 1800, at the age of fifteen, Mary Jones walked barefoot from 
Llanfihangel-y-Pennant to Bala – a distance of some 30 miles (48 
km) to buy a Bible from the Reverend Thomas Charles, who was 
preaching there at the time. Inspired by her devotion, the reverend 
went on to found the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1804. 
 
Castell y Bere 
Castell y Bere is perched on a rocky crag in the middle of a flat, 
wide river valley. The castle was most likely begun by Llywelyn the 
Great around 1221 and would have guarded the rich pastures on 
which Llywelyn’s cattle grazed. In 1283, it was taken over by the 
English king Edward I but abandoned only eleven years later 
following a Welsh uprising. 
 
Bird’s Rock 
Climbing high above Dyffryn Dysynni is the craggy peak of Craig yr 
Aderyn or Bird’s Rock. This steep rocky hill is named after the 
large number of birds that nest on the summit, which include the 
only British colony of cormorants to breed inland. 
 
Iron rings 
As you approach Abergynolwyn along the Dysynni’s emerald 
valley, keep a look out for a rocky outcrop where some small iron 
rings have been embedded into the rock. These were used by 
local farm women to tether cows while milking and feeding them. 
One of the rocks has even been chiselled out to make a feeding 
trough for the cattle. 
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17 Abergynolwyn to Machynlleth 
 
The beginning of this section, through beautiful deciduous 
woodland alongside the tumbling Nant Gwernol, is a delight. 
Unfortunately, the path deteriotates significantly beyond the former 
Bryn Eglwys Quarry, and some very wet and muddy patches are 
likely before we reach the beautiful old packhorse bridge of Pont 
Llaeron. There’s the option of a detour to the summit of Tarren y 
Gesail, but the main route descends directly through forestry into 
the Dyfi Valley and Machynlleth. 
 
Distance: 9 miles (14 km) 
Height gain: 534 metres 
Start: Abergynolwyn (SH 677 069) 
Finish: Machynlleth (SH 748 008) 
Map: OS Explorer OL23 Cadair Idris & Llyn Tegid 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Abergynolwyn and Machynlleth 
Refreshments: There are several pubs, restaurants and 
takeaways in Machynlleth, including the award-winning 
Hennighan’s Top Shop. The town also contains the last 
supermarket you’ll see before Llandovery! 
Accommodation:There are several hotels and guest houses in 
Machynlleth, including the Maenllwyd, Wynnstay and White Lion, 
but no campsites. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the centre of the village, take the lane climbing to the 

left of Caffi’r Ceunant. Continue past dead-end and 
‘Unsuitable for motor vehicle’ signs and climb steeply. At a 
footpath sign for Nant Gwernol Station, fork right on to a 
woodland path above the tumbling stream of Nant Gwernol. 
Keep left at a fork and continue to a footbridge crossing the 
stream on the right. Do not cross over, but take the path 
forking left up steps. Shortly join another path and continue 
ahead upstream. 

 
2 At the next footbridge on the right, it should be possible to 

fork left (‘Waterfall’) and climb past a waterfall to rejoin the 
lane from Abergynolwyn. However, in summer 2014 a 
section of the path had been destroyed by a landslip and 

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesGwyneddDyfiAbergynolwynNantGwernol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bryn_Eglwys
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarren_y_Gesail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarren_y_Gesail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Dovey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machynlleth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abergynolwyn
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-cadair-idris-bala-lake.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0NzA=
http://www.hennighans.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandovery
http://www.maenllwyd.co.uk/
http://www.wynnstay-hotel.com/
http://www.whitelionhotel.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nant_Gwernol_railway_station
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was closed. If this is still the case, cross the bridge on the 
right and turn left. The path immediately curves uphill 
alongside the Nant Moelfre. Climb to a footbridge on the left 
and cross the stream. Follow the path up to a forestry track 
and turn left. Almost immediately, take the lower, left-hand 
fork in the track and descend to cross a stream near some 
old quarry tips. Continue along the track as it curves left and 
climbs to rejoin the lane (now a gravel track) from 
Abergynolwyn. 

 
3 Where the two gravel tracks meet, look for a smaller, grassy 

track, waymarked with a blue arrow, on your immediate right. 
Join this track, which runs alongside a fence and passes 
through the remains of Bryn Eglwys Quarry. After a gate, 
follow a blue arrow on to a narrower path bearing uphill to 
the left and pass to the right of an old quarry pit. Just before 
the next gate, turn left over a stile and follow a path uphill 
through an area of cleared forestry. The path soon bears 
right, levelling off and improving. Continue to a stile leading 
out on to open common. 

 
4 Cross the stile and keep ahead along a clear grassy path, 

initially with a fence to your right. Higher up the hill, around 
the area marked ‘Fords’ on OS Explorer, the ground is likely 
to be extremely wet underfoot. About 400 metres after 
crossing the stile, bear slightly left up the slope to pick up the 
boundary of a conifer plantation. There's another boggy 
section, then a stile. Cross this and continue ahead towards 
a stream. Bear left to reach the beautiful old packhorse 
bridge of Pont Llaeron. 

 
5 Cross the bridge and keep ahead across another marshy 

area to join a faint grassy trail up through a conifer 
plantation. Turn left at a junction with a broad stone forestry 
track and continue to a turning area where the track ends. 
Keep ahead on to a grassy trail, which later draws closer to 
the forestry edge on the left. The path continues to climb until 
you reach a stile leading back out on to the open hill. Cross 
this and keep ahead, now with the forest boundary to your 
right. 

 
Optional detour to the summit of Tarren y Gesail 
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After leaving the forest, look out for a clear path climbing steeply 
along the left-hand side of a fence. A tough slog up a grassy slope 
leads up to the summit of Tarren y Gesail. There are fine views 
from this grassy dome of Cadair Idris, the sea to the west and the 
neighbouring peak of Tarrenhendre to the south-west. 
 
6 Follow the forest edge down to the right and cross a stile 

leading back into the trees. Descend along a path to a stony 
clearing. Keep straight across the clearing and continue 
downhill along a grassy track. Just before another stony 
clearing, fork right on to a waymarked path. Descend to a 
junction with a forestry track and turn right. The waymarked 
path cuts across corners in the zigzagging track, but fallen 
trees can make it difficult to follow. If the path is blocked, 
continue down the track, curving right where the path is 
waymarked ahead. Rejoin the waymarked route, then ignore 
another section of waymarked path to the left. At a junction 
of forestry tracks, turn left, shortly reaching an abandoned 
farmhouse (Pantyspydded). 

 
7 Just before the house, take a smaller, waymarked track on 

the right. Keep ahead across an open grassy area where the 
forest was felled some time ago. At a junction of paths, keep 
ahead again towards a stone wall and enter another area of 
forest. The narrow path soon joins a wider, deeply-rutted 
vehicle track. This climbs gently, then descends left to a 
junction of tracks. Turn left, then immediately right on to a 
smaller track (identifiable by a footpath post pointing away 
from the track to the left). 

 
8 After about 500 metres, the track leaves the forest and 

descends across open country. Join a lane and descend 
steeply to a junction with the A493. Turn left and proceed 
carefully (no pavement) to a junction with the A487 by the 
Dyfi Bridge. Exercise further care when crossing the bridge, 
then join a shared pavement and cycle path on the right. 
Follow the road into the centre of Machynlleth. At the clock 
tower, turn left on to Heol Maengwyn, where the section 
ends outside the Owain Glyndŵr Centre. 

 
 
Highlights 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadair_Idris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarrenhendre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A487_road
http://www.canolfanglyndwr.org/index.php
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Abergynolwyn 
It was the Bryn Eglwys slate quarry that was responsible for the 
growth of Abergynolwyn in the mid-nineteenth century. During 
peak output in the 1870s, the quarry employed almost 300 people, 
most of whom were housed – together with their families – in the 
solid terraced cottages still dominating the village today. 
 
Wooden sculpture 
A wooden sculpture outside Caffi’r Ceunant depicts two river 
nymphs. These represent the rivers Gwernol and Dysynni, which 
meet in Abergynolwyn and once formed a small whirlpool at their 
confluence. 
 
Nant Gwernol 
Coed Nant Gwernol is a strip of predominantly native woodland 
occupying one side of a narrow, steep-sloping valley known locally 
as Ceunant Coch (‘red gorge’). Flowing through this dramatic 
wooded gorge is Nant Gwernol itself, a tumbling upland stream 
containing numerous rocky pools and waterfalls. 
 
Pont Llaeron 
Prior to the opening of the Tal-y-llyn Railway in 1866, the Pont 
Llaeron bridge was part of an important transport artery connecting 
Bryn Eglwys Quarry with the port of Aberdyfi. At that time, quarried 
slate would have been carried over the mountain by packhorse, 
crossing the bridge on the way. After reaching the coast, the slate 
would be loaded on to ships for export. 
 
The Dyfi Valley 
The rich green pastures of the Dyfi Valley form a natural 
geographical boundary between the mountains of Snowdonia and 
the softer, rounder hills of mid-Wales. In medieval times, the river 
also formed the southern boundary of Gwynedd, the last of the 
independent principalities in Wales to fall to the English crown. 
Even today the river is perceived by many to form an unofficial 
boundary between north and south Wales. 
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18 Machynlleth to Ponterwyd 
 
We leave Machynlleth along Glyndŵr’s Way – one of Wales’s 
three National Trails – and head south into the the softer, rounder 
hills of mid-Wales. High moorland tracks lead through wild, 
desolate country and on to a tarmac lane near the site of one of 
Owain Glyndŵr’s most famous victories. There’s the option of a 
detour to Pumlumon – in good weather, one of Wales’s finest 
viewpoints – or we can continue south along the quiet mountain 
road to Ponterwyd. 
 
Distance: 18 miles (29 km) 
Height gain: 916 metres 
Start: Machynlleth (SH 748 008) 
Finish: George Borrow Hotel, Ponterwyd (SN 746 805) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL23 Cadair Idris & Llyn Tegid, OS Explorer 
215 Newtown & Machynlleth and OS Explorer 213 Aberystwyth & 
Cwm Rheidol 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Machynlleth 
Refreshments: There’s a well-supplied garage shop in Ponterwyd 
as well as the George Borrow Hotel. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available at the George 
Borrow Hotel in Ponterwyd, as well as Ffynnon Cadno Guest 
House a short distance to the west. The nearest campsites are 
some distance away, on the outskirts of Devil’s Bridge (see next 
section for details). 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Enter a park opposite the Owain Glyndŵr Centre in 

Machynlleth (‘Glyndŵr's Way’) and follow a tarmac path up to 
the Georgian mansion of Y Plas. Bear left in front of the 
building and follow a tarmac path between a children's play 
area and an Owain Glyndŵr memorial. Keep ahead to the 
park gates and turn immediately left through a kissing gate 
(‘Roman Steps – Town Trail’). Climb along a sunken lane to 
a kissing gate, after which the path becomes more open. 
Cross a track in front of cottages and keep ahead up a lane. 

 
2 As the lane starts to descend, fork left on to a gravel farm 

track. Take the right fork where the track splits, towards the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machynlleth
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/glyndwrs-way
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Owain_Glynd%C5%B5r
http://www.canolfanglyndwr.org/wales-hyddgen.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plynlimon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponterwyd
http://www.thegeorgeborrowhotel.co.uk/
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-cadair-idris-bala-lake.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-newtown-machynlleth.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-newtown-machynlleth.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-aberystwyth-cwm-rheidol.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-aberystwyth-cwm-rheidol.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0NzU=
http://www.ffynnoncadno.co.uk/
http://www.ffynnoncadno.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil's_Bridge,_Ceredigion
http://www.canolfanglyndwr.org/index.php
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house of Bryn Glas. Pass in front of the building and 
continue straight up the track to reach a gate on to open 
common. Go through this and climb along a grassy, well-
marked track, views opening out to the left over Machynlleth. 
Climb for a while longer after a gate, then descend gently 
towards forestry. 

 
3 Enter the woods and continue along a stony track. This 

bears right, shortly crossing an area where the trees have 
been felled. Keep following the track to the edge of the 
former forest, then bear right, across rough pasture. The 
path curves left, round the side of a hill, and descends 
steeply into a valley. 

 
4 At the bottom of the slope, with a fence ahead, turn right on 

to a grassy track. Climb steeply to a junction with a gravel 
track. Keep ahead for a few paces, then turn left on to a 
gravel forestry track. Cross a field and enter another small 
patch of forestry. After a short climb through trees, the track 
continues across open fields, becoming grassier and less 
defined as it does so. 

 
5 After joining the line of a fence on the right, the track 

continues ahead along a clear terrace snaking across the 
steep slope of a valley. (Looking ahead into the distance, you 
will be able to see one of the highest waterfalls in Wales, 
Pistyll y Llyn, tumbling over the headwall of the valley into 
Cwm Rhaeadr.) Not long after forestry appears on your left, 
you will reach a crossroads of tracks. Continue ahead 
between fences (‘Glyndŵr’s Way’) to a field gate leading into 
forestry. 

 
6 Climb steeply, shortly entering another area where the 

forestry has been cleared. Ignore a waymarked fork to the 
left (‘Glyndŵr’s Way’) and continue ahead along the main 
stony track. This curves right and climbs steeply to a gate at 
the top edge of the former forest. 

 
7 Keep ahead along a clear, mainly grassy track across open 

moorland. After about 1.2 km, reach a junction with a gravel 
track at the corner of a small forestry plantation and turn left. 
After a further 1.7 km, where the track curves left and drops 
towards a forestry plantation, look out for a vague path 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pistyll_y_Llyn
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forking right. Continue along the crest of the ridge, the edge 
of the forest below on the right. 

 
Alternative route to Hyddgen via forestry tracks 
In poor visibility, the line of the grassy bridleway to Hyddgen can 
be easy to lose. If worried about crossing open moorland in these 
conditions, follow the gravel track into the forestry and descend to 
a junction at the bottom of the valley. Turn right and then right 
again. Follow the track out of the forest and across open moorland. 
You will rejoin the track from Hyddgen after about 600 metres. 
 
8 At the corner of a fence, don’t keep ahead towards a field 

gate, but instead bear left, gradually approaching a fence on 
the right. Follow the fence down to another field gate. Go 
through this and follow the fence to the right. Before long, 
drop left into a dip and climb towards a clear path winding its 
way across the slopes of Bryn Moel (the higher ground to the 
left). Keep ahead to a gate in a fence and then bear slightly 
left downhill towards the corrugated roofs of Hyddgen, an 
abandoned farm (now a livestock shelter) in the valley below. 

 
9 Pass to the right of the buildings and then bear left to cross a 

rough wooden bridge over the infant Afon Hyddgen. Keep 
ahead up the gravel access track to a T-junction and turn 
right. A stony track leads down the Hyddgen valley, 
eventually reaching a ford where another river, the Hengwm, 
flows in from the east. 

 
10 If the river is in spate, or you prefer to keep your feet dry, 

follow the riverbank upstream for about 150 metres to a 
footbridge. Cross the bridge and join a grassy path bearing 
right to rejoin the main track. Continue ahead on to a tarmac 
lane above the Maesnant Outdoors Pursuit Centre. 

 
Optional detour to the summit of Pumlumon 
If you would like to bag mid-Wales’s highest peak, turn left on 
reaching the tarmac lane and climb steeply alongside the 
Maesnant stream. Follow the stream across a track and up to its 
source. Bear right across further steep ground to reach the trig 
point on the summit. Return the same way, but turn left on 
reaching the track crossed earlier. This rejoins the lane a little 
further along, below the craggy slopes of Bryn y Beddau. 
 

http://pumlumon.org.uk/map/map.php?page=pla_2&lang=eng
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11 The lane continues along the eastern shores of Nant-y-moch 
Reservoir, then climbs to a T-junction. Turn left and follow 
this quiet mountain road down the Rheidol valley for around 
5.5 km. 

 
12 On the edge of Ponterwyd, where the main lane turns 

sharply left, keep ahead on to a smaller road. Descend to 
Capel Ponterwyd at the bottom of the hill and bear right to 
cross an old bridge over the Afon Rheidol. Follow a lane to 
the left and immediately arrive at a T-junction with the A44. 
Turn right – there is no pavement, so take care – and follow 
the road past a garage and shop to the George Borrow Hotel 
on the western edge of the village. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Machynlleth 
Machynlleth’s most obvious landmark is its extravagant clock 
tower, built in 1873 to celebrate the coming of age of the fifth 
Marquess of Londonderry’s eldest son. On Heol Maengwyn is a 
fifteenth-century building reputed to be the site of Owain Glyndŵr’s 
short-lived parliament of 1404. The building is now a heritage 
centre dedicated to interpreting the history of Glyndŵr’s rebellion. 
 
Y Plas 
Y Plas is a grade II listed, predominantly Georgian house that for 
many years was the Welsh residence of the marquesses of 
Londonderry. In 1948, the seventh Marquess of Londonderry gifted 
the house and estate to the people of Machynlleth. The grounds 
are now a public park, while the house is used as a community 
and conference centre. 
 
Glyndŵr’s Way 
Glyndŵr’s Way is dedicated to Welsh rebel and self-proclaimed 
Prince of Wales Owain Glyndŵr and follows a long arc through 
mid-Wales between Knighton and Welshpool. The western apex of  
this arc is in Machynlleth, where Glyndŵr is said to have 
established a short-lived parliament in 1404. 
 
Pumlumon 
Pumlumon may not be the highest of Wales’s peaks, but there is 
probably no other summit in Wales from which so much of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nant-y-moch_Reservoir
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nant-y-moch_Reservoir
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Rheidol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A44_road
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country is visible. On a fine day, views stretch from Snowdonia to 
the Brecon Beacons and along the full curve of Cardigan Bay, from 
Ynys Enlli (Bardsey Island) in the north to St David’s Head in the 
south. 
 
Cambrian Mountains 
The Cambrian Mountains is the name generally used to describe 
the large upland area between Machynlleth and Llandovery. 
Surprisingly, the area has no special status; a proposal to create a 
Cambrian Mountains National Park in 1973 was rejected by the 
Secretary of State for Wales. The Cambrian Mountains Society 
campaigns for greater statutory protection, including the creation of 
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). 
 
Nant-y-moch Reservoir 
Nant-y-moch Reservoir was constructed in 1961, drowning a farm, 
chapel and several old shepherds’ huts; water from the reservoir 
feeds a hydroelectric power station to the south. In 1401, the 
eastern slopes of the valley witnessed a major victory in Owain 
Glyndŵr’s campaign to free Wales from English rule. The dead 
from the battle are said to be buried beneath the rocks of Bryn y 
Beddau (‘hill of the graves’). 
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19 Ponterwyd to Devil’s Bridge 
 
After crossing rough moorland to Ystumtuen, we plunge steeply 
down into the Afon Rheidol’s deep wooded gorge. This is an area 
of spectacular scenery, and there are great views across the valley 
towards the famous Mynach Falls. Climbing out of the gorge, we 
follow the Vale of Rheidol Railway through attractive woodland to 
Devil’s Bridge. A private path (fee payable) provides access to the 
Mynach gorge and a closer look at the falls glimpsed earlier. 
 
Distance: 6 miles (9 km) 
Height gain: 420 metres 
Start: George Borrow Hotel, Ponterwyd (SN 746 805) 
Finish: Y Caban, Devil’s Bridge (SN 738 769) 
Map: OS Explorer 213 Aberystwyth & Cwm Rheidol 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Devil’s Bridge 
Refreshments: All-day breakfasts and other snacks are available 
at the end of the section in Y Caban. The Hafod Hotel, near the 
Mynach Falls, has a bar and tea room. There is also a tea room 
and a small shop at Woodlands Caravan Park. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available at the Hafod 
Hotel. There are two campsites nearby: Woodlands Caravan Park 
and Erwbarfe Farm. Woodlands is the more central, but there’s the 
option in Erwbarfe of glamping in purpose-built wigwams. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Just past the George Borrow Hotel, turn left on to a gravel 

track and follow it to the farm of Bryn Bras. Turn left in the 
farmyard, passing between the house and barns, and follow 
a short section of muddy track to a field. Bearing right, cross 
wet, marshy ground in the direction of a stile. Cross this and 
bear left on to a clear, waymarked path climbing left across 
the hillside. 

 
2 Follow the regular waymark arrows round the hill. The path is 

poorly defined for a while near the top of the climb, but keep 
ahead and you will soon pick up a clear path again, now 
heading gently downhill. After dropping into a dip, climb 
towards a stile up the slope to the right. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ystumtuen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Rheidol
http://www.devilsbridgefalls.co.uk/
http://www.rheidolrailway.co.uk/index.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil's_Bridge,_Ceredigion
http://www.thegeorgeborrowhotel.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponterwyd
http://www.ycaban.co.uk/
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-aberystwyth-cwm-rheidol.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0ODc=
http://thehafodhotel.wordpress.com/
http://www.woodlandsdevilsbridge.co.uk/
http://www.erwbarfe.co.uk/cms/about/
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3 Cross the stile. There’s a marshy ditch immediately ahead, 
but you can avoid this by handrailing the fence uphill to the 
right. Follow the fence to the left, then round to the right, 
shortly reaching a signed cross-path. 

 
Optional detour into the Rheidol Gorge 
For a glimpse of the spectacular Rheidol Gorge, turn left at the 
signed cross-path (‘Parsons Bridge’) and drop to a gate and stile. 
Cross over and descend slightly left towards a marker post. Zigzag 
steeply down a gorse-covered slope, crossing a stile and 
continuing downhill towards barns. Pass between a pond and the 
barns to reach another stile, then drop steeply through woodland 
to a metal gate. After entering Coed Rheidol National Nature 
Reserve, pass a stile on the right and follow the path bearing 
downhill to the left towards Parson’s Bridge. Rejoin the main route 
by returning the same way or by turning left over the stile passed 
earlier and following the waymarked path to Llwyn Teifi Uchaf and 
Penrhiw. 
 
4 Cross the stile on the right (‘Ystumtuen’) and keep ahead up 

a grassy slope. Climb to the left of a fence, then cross a stile 
to continue downhill to its right. Keep ahead towards a small 
lake (ignore a waymarked path forking right) and cross the 
next stile on the left. Continue down towards the lake, once 
again with the fence to your right. 

 
5 Cross a stile to the left of the lake. Keep ahead (there is no 

clear path), aiming just to the right of higher ground. Beyond 
this small hillock you should be able to see a waymark post 
ahead. Join a clear grassy track and descend to a gate 
leading on to a lane. Turn left, continuing straight past a 
dead-end lane on your immediate left. 

 
6 As you enter Ystumtuen, take the lane on the left 

(‘Unsuitable for motors’). Walk through the village and out to 
the end of the lane at Penrhiw farm. Continue past the farm 
on to a track. Where the track forks, keep straight through a 
gate into a field and join a grassy track along the left-hand 
edge of fields. To your left is a deep ravine formed by the 
Afon Tuen. Where the track peters out, continue downhill 
along the left edge of fields to a stile and gate leading into 
Coed Rheidol National Nature Reserve. 

 

http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/sw-nnr-rheidol.php
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Optional short cut between Penrhiw and Cwmrheidol 
For a quicker though less interesting route, take the signed 
bridleway to the right where the track forks after Penrhiw farm. 
Descend steeply into the Rheidol valley, rejoining the main route 
on a sharp right-hand bend. 
 
7 Follow a narrow but clear woodland trail down into the 

Rheidol valley (the path is very steep in places). Across the 
valley you will be able to see the famous Mynach Falls below 
Devil’s Bridge. The path finally curves right, along a level, 
grassy terrace, then descends gently to run alongside a field 
on the left. Follow the path to a gravel track (where you are 
rejoined by the alternative, shorter route from Penrhiw) and 
bear left. Descend to a lane in Cwmrheidol and continue 
ahead. 

 
8 About 600 metres after joining the lane, turn left at a footpath 

sign for the Vale of Rheidol Railway. Cross the Afon Rheidol 
by footbridge and follow the path uphill to the left. Re-enter 
Coed Rheidol National Nature Reserve over a stile and take 
the lower, left-hand path ahead (not the path signed to the 
railway on the right). After a level stretch above the river, the 
path curves uphill to the right through conifers. Climb steeply 
to the railway line, crossing the track and bearing left. 
Continue to a footbridge over a stream and climb to a field. 

 
9 Following a waymark arrow, bear left and pick up a clear 

path along a line of trees above the railway. Climb steeply 
after a small wooden gate and follow waymarks up to an 
open field. Turn up the right-hand edge of the field towards 
houses. Pass to the right of the buildings and go through a 
gate on to the main road (the A4120). Turn left and follow the 
road into Devil’s Bridge. The section ends by Y Caban, a 
licensed tea room opposite the Vale of Rheidol Station. 

 
Optional detour into Devil’s Bridge 
To visit the famous waterfalls (and for accommodation), continue 
along the road into Devil’s Bridge. There is an admission charge to 
follow the paths into the gorge; see website for details. 
 
 
Highlights 
 

http://www.devilsbridgefalls.co.uk/index.php?page=101
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Rheidol Gorge 
Between Ponterwyd and Devil’s Bridge, the Rheidol is squeezed 
through a narrow, rocky ravine culminating in the Gyfarllwyd Falls, 
‘a valley within a valley’ formed as a result of headward erosion 
during the last ice age. Unfortunately, the deep gorge is almost 
entirely inaccessible to walkers, though the crossing of Parson’s 
Bridge near Ysbyty Cynfyn provides a brief but memorable glimpse 
of this extraordinary landscape. 
 
Coed Rheidol 
Clothed in ancient oak woodland, the slopes of Cwm Rheidol are a 
designated national nature reserve (Coed Rheidol). The moist, 
shady conditions provide an ideal environment for mosses, 
liverworts and lichens, which carpet the steep rocky slopes near 
the bottom of the gorge. These in turn support a varied ecosystem, 
with nearly eighty species of birds having been recorded in the 
woodland. 
 
Vale of Rheidol Railway 
Winding across the wooded slopes between Aberystwyth and 
Devil’s Bridge is the Vale of Rheidol Railway. This narrow-gauge 
steam line was opened in 1902, principally to serve the logging 
and mining industries in the valley. By the time it opened, however, 
the lead-mining industry was in a steep decline, and it was tourism 
that became the more important source of income for the railway. 
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20 Devil’s Bridge to Pontrhyd-y-groes 
 
The promoted trail between Devil’s Bridge and Pontrhyd-y-groes 
follows a wet, convoluted route along the Mynach valley. Opting for 
drier, more direct tracks, we head straight over the hill to the Hafod 
Estate, where we combine a number of the restored walks created 
by Thomas Johnes (1748–1816). Nestled in the wooded hills of the 
Ystwyth valley, this is a truly magical spot. Picking up the 
promoted trail, we continue down the valley into Pontrhyd-y-groes. 
 
Distance: 7 miles (12 km) 
Height gain: 348 metres 
Start: Y Caban, Devil’s Bridge (SN 738 769) 
Finish: The Miners Arms, Pontrhyd-y-groes (SN 739 725) 
Map: OS Explorer 213 Aberystwyth & Cwm Rheidol 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Devil’s Bridge 
Refreshments: Food and drink are available from the Miners 
Arms in Pontrhyd-y-groes. A small shop, the Miners Stores, can be 
found next door. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available at the Miners 
Arms in Pontrhyd-y-groes. The nearest campsite is in 
Pontrhydfendigaid – see next section for details. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Opposite the Vale of Rheidol Station, take the lane alongside 

Y Caban. (The distance on the sign – ‘Pontrhydygroes 11m’ 
– refers to the longer, waymarked trail between the two 
villages.) Just before a car park and toilet block, fork right up 
a gravel track. Where this forks, take the smaller track to the 
right, alongside a fence and field. 

 
2 Cross a stile into the field and turn left up the hill, initially with 

the field boundary to your left. Keep ahead up the field 
towards a waymark post, which should just about be visible 
to the right of a band of Scots pines. Follow the edge of the 
trees uphill to the left and turn right on to a grassy bridle 
track. Go through a gate and continue between houses to a 
junction with the B4343. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil%27s_Bridge,_Ceredigion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pont-rhyd-y-groes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Mynach
http://www.hafod.org/homepage.html
http://www.hafod.org/homepage.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Johnes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Ystwyth
http://www.ycaban.co.uk/
http://www.minersarms.net/index.htm
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-aberystwyth-cwm-rheidol.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0ODg=
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3 Turn left, past Ysgol Mynach, and continue up the road to a 
bridleway sign on the left opposite Coed y Bobl (‘The Arch 
2m’). Follow a track up to a gate and out on to open hill. 
Climb gently, initially with a fence to your left (ignore a track 
forking right). Continue through a number of gates, 
eventually entering a forestry plantation. On leaving the 
woods, the track joins a better gravel track running above 
and parallel to the B4574. At a junction with another gravel 
track, bear left. 

 
4 Just before reaching a gate on to the road, you will reach an 

information board for the Pwllpeiran Trail. Join the trail by 
turning right on to a grassy track and climb to the right of 
woods. (Continuing ahead to the road will take you to the 
Arch Picnic Site and an old masonry arch built by Thomas 
Johnes of Hafod.) At the top corner of the woods, leave the 
main track by dropping sharp left at a second information 
board to a gate and stile. 

 
5 Cross the stile and follow the track downhill into a dip, still 

with woods to your left. Curve right and keep straight across 
a gravel forestry track. Climb out of the dip to another 
forestry corner and turn sharp left. Continuing between 
fences, the track climbs to a great view across the Ystwyth 
valley, with the grassy summit of Domen Milwyn clearly 
visible. Bear slightly right and descend past a bench along a 
clear, winding track. At a grassy fork, bear right (blue arrow) 
and continue downhill to a junction with a clearer track 
running along the edge of woods. Turn left and follow the 
track down to a junction with a road. 

 
6 Turn right, shortly reaching a junction with a B road. Keep 

ahead, following signs for Pontrhyd-y-groes and Hafod, and 
continue to a forestry car park just past Hafod Church (ignore 
a tarmac lane forking left before this). Turn left into the car 
park and walk towards an information board. Leaflets can be 
picked up here (£2 charge) containing details of five restored 
walks on the estate. 

 
7 Join the Lady’s Walk (marked by blue arrows), which starts 

to the immediate right of the information board. The 
beginning of the route is also shared with the Bedford 
Monument Walk and the Ystwyth Gorge Walk (marked by 

http://www.ysgolmynach.org.uk/en
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/visiting-woods/wood/5445/coed-y-bobl/
http://www.pumlumon.org.uk/map/map.php?page=pla_9&lang=eng
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesCeredigionNoForestYstwythForestTheArchPicnicSite
http://www.hafod.org/church.php
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yellow and green arrows respectively). Drop to a fork in the 
path by the church entrance and take the lower, left-hand 
path (green and blue arrows). Follow the path down to a 
forestry track and keep straight across. At the next fork, take 
the lower, right-hand path (blue arrow) towards the Peiran 
Falls. 

 
8 Turn right and follow the tumbling Nant Peiran downstream 

to its confluence with the Ystwyth (keep straight across a 
track on the way). Continue down the river, passing a 
waymarked fork up to Mrs Johnes’s Garden on the right. 
Keep straight across another track (there’s a bridge to the 
left) and continue to a table and benches on an inside bend 
of the river. 

 
9 Turn right to continue downstream. The trees soon open out 

and the path passes through some lovely riverside 
meadows. Eventually, climb away from the river to a junction 
with a forestry track and bear left. Straight after a cattle grid, 
ignore the continuation of the Lady’s Walk (blue arrow) 
through a rock cutting on the right. Instead, continue ahead 
along the main track, following the red arrows of the 
Gentleman’s Walk. Turn sharp left at the next track, then 
keep ahead down a grassy path to the Alpine Bridge. A short 
distance to the right are the remains of an old cylindrical ice 
house. 

 
10 Cross to the opposite bank of the Ystwyth and follow a red 

arrow to the right. The path runs close to the river through 
woodland. Where the Gentleman’s Walk (red arrow) turns 
uphill to the left, continue ahead down the valley. The path 
stays close to the river but after leaving the Hafod Estate 
may be muddy or overgrown. 

 
11 After a stile, the path climbs away from the river along a 

boardwalk. It then contours across the valley slope to reach 
a footbridge over a stream. Cross the bridge towards a 
house and bear right. The right of way passes in front of the 
building, then down steps on the right to a stile into a field. 
Follow a clear path down past a stone ruin and emerge on a 
road by a bridge over the Ystwyth. Turn left and walk up 
through the village of Pontrhyd-y-groes to the Miners Arms. 

 

http://www.hafod.org/johnes.php
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Highlights 
 
Devil’s Bridge 
Surrounding Devil’s Bridge is some of the most spectacular 
scenery in mid-Wales. The biggest draw is the Mynach river, which 
plunges some 90 metres down five great rocky steps into the 
Rheidol Valley. Crossing the deep, narrow ravine are three bridges 
(c. 1188, 1753, 1901), unusually built one on top of the other. The 
oldest bridge was supposedly built by the Devil himself, though the 
monks of Strata Florida are more likely candidates. 
 
The Arch 
The old masonry arch at the high point of the road between Devil’s 
Bridge and Cwmystwyth was built by Thomas Johnes of Hafod in 
1810 to commemorate George III’s golden jubilee. Until November 
2006, the arch spanned the road, with vehicles passing 
underneath it. Following damage by a truck, the road was diverted 
to one side. 
 
Hafod Church 
Hafod Church was commisioned by the owner of the Hafod Estate, 
Thomas Johnes, in 1803. It is a beautiful Gothic building, though 
unfortunately the original interior furnishings were badly damaged 
by fire in 1932. Work to restore the church included salvaging and 
refitting fragments of the sixteenth-century Flemish stained-glass 
window. 
 
The Hafod Estate 
The Hafod Estate is one of the finest examples in Europe of the 
application of picturesque principles to a landscape. Its owner, 
Thomas Johnes (1748–1816), laid out his grounds in keeping with 
aesthetic ideals popularized by William Gilpin; he also created 
several circular walks on the estate, each including a succession 
of picturesque viewpoints. His work made a Hafod an essential 
destination for early tourists in Wales. 
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21 Pontrhyd-y-groes to Pontrhydfendigaid 
 
From Pontrhyd-y-groes, our route follows the waymarked Borth to 
Pontrhydfendigaid Linear Trail. There is an initial steep climb from 
the village, then we follow upland paths and tracks across mainly 
open moorland to Ffair-rhos. There are good views towards both 
coast and mountains, as well as a taste of the area’s former mining 
industry. In Ffair-rhos, we leave the promoted trail to avoid a 
circuitous loop and descend directly through fields to 
Pontrhydfendigaid. 
 
Distance: 6 miles (10 km) 
Height gain: 342 metres 
Start: The Miners Arms, Pontrhyd-y-groes (SN 739 725) 
Finish: Pontrhydfendigaid (SN 730 666) 
Maps: OS Explorer 213 Aberystwyth & Cwm Rheidol and OS 
Explorer 187 Llandovery 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: None on route 
Refreshments: There are two pubs in Pontrhydfendigaid, the Red 
Lion and the Black Lion, as well as a small general store. The Teifi 
Inn is a small traditional pub just to the north of the village in Ffair-
rhos. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available in 
Pontrhydfendigaid at the Red Lion and the Black Lion and from the 
Talwrnybont guest house. On the outskirts of the village is a small 
campsite, Nantyrhelyg. A two-berth caravan, ‘Trixie’, is also 
available to hire on-site. In Ffair-rhos, just north of the village, is 
another small, basic campsite, Penrhiw. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Continue up the road from the Miners Arms. Just past a red 

telephone box, turn left up a steep lane (‘Pontrhydfendigaid 
8m’). As you approach a converted chapel, turn right up a 
concrete path with a handrail. Emerge on another lane and 
turn left. 

 
2 At a sharp right-hand bend, bear left on to a dead-end lane. 

Go round a sharp right-hand bend, then a sharp left-hand 
bend. Straight after the latter, take a footpath on the right and 
climb along the left-hand edge of a field. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pont-rhyd-y-groes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borth
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https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-llandovery.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0OTE=
http://redlionhotel-bont.co.uk/
http://redlionhotel-bont.co.uk/
http://www.blacklionhotel.co.uk/
http://www.bnbselect.com/bnb/40352
http://www.nantyrhelyg.co.uk/
http://www.campingandcaravanningclub.co.uk/campsites/uk/ceredigion/ystradmeurig/penrhiw
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3 Meet a track to the right of a house. Turn right on to the 

track, then immediately bear left along a grassy bank rising 
above it. Climb to the left and continue past a stile on the 
right. Eventually, reach another stile leading on to a lane. 
Cross the stile and turn left. 

 
4 Continue along the lane for over 500 metres, until you reach 

a second signed bridleway on the right (if you go too far, you 
will pass the entrance to a farm, Hafodgau Isaf, on the left). 
Joining the bridleway, climb along the right-hand edge of a 
field. The path follows the field boundary left to a ruin, then 
uphill again to the right. Follow the fence left to a wooden 
gate. 

 
5 Go through the gate and continue uphill along a grassy track, 

now with a fence to your left. As the track curves right, it 
levels off for a while. Go through a gateway and continue 
alongside a fence, with lower, marshy ground below to the 
right. Climb again, bearing right at the top of the hill to pick 
up a gravel track. Once again, there should be a fence to 
your left. 

 
6 Just before reaching a metal gate across the track, turn left 

through a wooden gate on to open moorland. Bear right 
towards a marker post and follow the arrow downhill, a fence 
to your right. Cross a stile on the right and follow a clear 
grassy track downhill towards a conifer plantation. Pass to 
the right of the trees and above and behind a house. 

 
7 Turn left on to a gravel track and walk past the front of the 

house. Curve right towards a metal barn, then turn left on to 
a grassy track running along the left-hand edge of a field. 
Keep ahead across the middle of a second field to reach a 
metal gate. Go through this and immediately drop down a 
bank on the right to meet a gravel track. 

 
8 Turn right and follow the track for about a kilometre. On a 

sharp right-hand bend where it turns to tarmac, keep ahead 
through a gate on to a rough track. After a second gate, 
cross a stream and continue for a short distance along a 
stone track. Where this bears left and climbs towards the 
remains of the Esgair Mwyn lead mine, keep ahead 

http://www.plwm.org.uk/index.php?q=mine/esgair-mwyn-mine
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alongside a fence on the right towards a lone sycamore tree 
by the ruins of a cottage. 

 
9 In front of the ruin, turn left alongside a low field 

embankment. After about 70 metres, follow the embankment 
uphill to the right. At the top of the hill, keep ahead through a 
metal gate and straight ahead across a track. Descend 
across open hill, shortly meeting the track again as it curves 
back across the slope. Cross the track for a second time and 
continue downhill so as to pick up a fence on the right. At the 
bottom of the valley, bear left across a stream to rejoin the 
track on the outside bend of a corner. (After wet weather, 
you are better off following the track into the valley, though 
be aware that this is not a right of way.) 

 
10 Keep ahead along the track to a fork on a right-hand bend. 

Take the upper, left-hand track and climb diagonally right. At 
the top of the slope, keep ahead through a gate on to an 
enclosed track between hedges. Follow this to the corner of 
a lane in Ffair-rhos. 

 
11 Leaving the Borth to Pontrhydfendigaid Linear Trail, turn right 

and follow a narrow lane between houses. The road shortly 
curves left to a T-junction with the main village road. Turn 
right and continue to a second T-junction, this time with the 
B4343, by the Teifi Inn. 

 
12 Turn left and shortly pass the small campsite of Penrhiw. 

Just past two houses – Bwlchgwynt and Minawel – on the 
right, cross a stile into a small field on the left. Turn right 
towards another stile and cross into a large, rough field. Bear 
slightly left down the field and look for an unmarked gateway 
in the bottom hedge. Go through this and continue down 
another field, bearing slightly right to reach a metal field gate. 
Continue through the gate, following the fence downhill 
towards a large yellow building (the village primary school). 
Go through a gate to the left of the school and drop through 
a gravel parking area to a junction with a lane. 

 
13 Turn left and immediately cross a cattle grid. Where the lane 

bears left, keep ahead along a grassy sunken track and drop 
to a footbridge. Keep ahead to a stile on the right. Cross this 
and join a gravel track in the direction of a static caravan. 
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Before reaching the caravan, drop to the right and follow a 
stream down through an enclosure to a stile. Cross this into 
Nantyrhelyg Camping and continue down through the field to 
a lane. 

 
14 Go through a gate into a housing estate. Keep ahead into a 

cul-de-sac and follow a tarmac path between houses to a 
lane. Turn right and follow the road past a former toilet block 
to a junction with Pontrhydfendigaid’s main street. Turn left 
and follow the road into the centre of the village. The section 
ends by the next road on the left (signed to the Black Lion). 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Esgair Mwyn Mine 
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, lead mining was a 
profitable industry in inland Ceredigion, and the large spoil heap at 
Esgair Mwyn is one of the most striking examples of this former 
activity. The most profitable period for Esgair Mwyn was in the 
mid-eighteenth century, when it was the subject of a violent 
altercation and subsequent lawsuit over control of its royalties. 
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22 Pontrhydfendigaid to Rhandir-mwyn 
 
This is the longest section of the walk and also one of the most 
remote. Fortunately, much of the walking is on surfaced tracks and 
minor roads. Leaving Pontrhydfendigaid, we head past Strata 
Florida and up into the vast Tywi Forest. A quiet mountain lane 
takes us down to Soar y Mynydd, where we join a bridleway 
across the hill to the Doethie valley. We finish with a lovely valley 
walk along the Doethie and Tywi rivers. 
 
Distance: 21 miles (34 km) 
Height gain: 790 metres 
Start: Pontrhydfendigaid (SN 730 666) 
Finish: Rhandirmwyn Campsite (SN 777 435) 
Map: OS Explorer 187 Llandovery 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: Seasonal toilets in car park for Strata Florida Abbey 
Refreshments: There are two pubs in Rhandir-mwyn: the Towy 
Bridge Inn (passed en route) and the Royal Oak Inn (in the centre 
of the village). There are also tea rooms and a general store. 
Accommodation: The section conveniently ends at a lovely 
riverside campsite. Bed and breakfast is available at the Royal 
Oak Inn and Brynawel guest house. There is also a basic campsite 
with minimal facilities at Gallt-y-bere farm (SN 772 459). 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From Pontrhydfendigaid, follow the lane past the Black Lion 

and out of the village. Ignore a stile by a cattle grid and 
continue to a second stile on the right. Cross this and follow 
a waymarked path through riverside meadows until roughly 
level with Strata Florida Abbey. 

 
2 Bear right and cross the Afon Teifi by a footbridge. Continue 

to a stile on to a road and turn right, immediately reaching a 
junction. Turn left and pass between the abbey and a car 
park. The road bears left in front of Great Abbey Farm, then 
right, and continues uphill into the Tywi Forest. 

 
Alternative route via Garn Gron 
Between Strata Florida and Nant-y-maen, it is possible to follow an 
alternative route across wild, open moorland to the west of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontrhydfendigaid
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/strata-florida-abbey/?lang=en
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/strata-florida-abbey/?lang=en
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/recreation.nsf/LUWebDocsByKey/WalesPowysTywiForest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soar_y_mynydd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Towy
http://www.campingandcaravanningclub.co.uk/campsites/uk/carmarthenshire/llandovery/rhandirmwyn
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-llandovery.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk0OTI=
http://www.rhandir-mwyn.org/
http://www.rhandir-mwyn.org/#/towy-bridge-inn/4549830941
http://www.rhandir-mwyn.org/#/towy-bridge-inn/4549830941
http://www.theroyaloakinn.co.uk/Site/welcome.html
http://www.rhandir-mwyn.org/#/brynawel-bed-breakfast/4573730926
http://www.blacklionhotel.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Teifi
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Tywi Forest. This is a much tougher undertaking than the route 
described and not recommended in poor visibility or wet 
conditions. A description of the route as far as the large cairn at 
SN 744 595 can be found here. From the cairn (walk instruction 5), 
keep ahead along the clear bridle track to Nant-y-maen. The main 
route is rejoined about 300 metres to the south of the farm. 
 
3 At the end of the lane, continue straight ahead on to the 

smaller, stonier track to the left of a forestry road. Climb 
steadily, eventually rejoining the main forestry track. Cross 
straight over and continue with the larger track now to your 
left. Ignore a track forking right and keep straight on. 

 
4 Eventually, the stony byway crosses a cattle grid on to open 

moorland. Continue climbing with the forestry edge to your 
left. Parts of the track are likely to be waterlogged, but most 
of these puddles can be bypassed fairly easily. At the top of 
the hill, cross a cattle grid back into the forest. 

 
5 Keep ahead on to a forest road. A short distance ahead, fork 

left where indicated to continue along the stony byway. This 
passes to the right of a pond and emerges at a T-junction 
with another forestry road. Turn right. This time, where the 
byway forks left, ignore the arrow and continue along the 
main track. Initially, this runs parallel with the old road, but 
soon begins to curve right. 

 
6 Where the track dips into the valley of the Tywi Fechan, 

ignore a smaller track on the left and keep straight ahead. A 
short distance beyond the stream, the track forks. Take the 
right-hand track (effectively straight on) and climb steadily. At 
the top of the hill is a small lake, after which the track forks 
again. Once more, take the right-hand track and continue to 
a small mast at the edge of the forest. 

 
7 Continue along the main track, which curves downhill across 

open moorland to a junction with the access track to Nant-y-
maen. Turn left (rejoining the alternative route over Garn 
Gron) and follow the track down to a T-junction with a lane 
(the red telephone box here is no longer in use). Turn left for 
a short distance, then right, on to a lane signed to Soar y 
Mynydd and Llyn Brianne. Follow this quiet mountain road 
down the Camddwr valley for over 5 km (3 miles). 

http://www.visitmidwales.co.uk/Ystrad-Meurig-Strata-Florida-to-Tregaron-Walk/details/?dms=3&feature=2&venue=1013474
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llyn_Brianne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camddwr
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8 Where the road splits three ways, take the lane descending 

right. Cross the Camddwr river to reach the isolated chapel 
of Soar y Mynydd. Follow the main gravel track past the 
chapel and through a traffic barrier. The track now starts to 
climb diagonally across the hill. Where the track levels off, 
ignore a bridleway on the right (this is almost always wet) 
and continue to a fork. Take the track continuing ahead then 
curving uphill to the right. 

 
9 At Nant Llwyd farm, turn right and then left to pass through 

the buildings and continue up the hillside. Follow the gravel 
track to the top of the pass, where it suddenly disappears. 
Keep ahead through the pass – there’s a fence to your right 
– and shorty pick up a clear grassy bridleway. The path 
winds steeply downhill into the Doethie valley. 

 
Optional detour to Pen y Gurnos 
From the top of the pass, you may wish to follow the ridge south to 
the trig point on Pen y Gurnos. There is no path as such, but the 
summit can easily be reached in good visibility. To continue with 
the main route, return the same way. 
 
10 Near the bottom of the slope, there is an indiscrepancy 

between the paths on the ground and those on the map. 
Bear right to cross a small stream, then descend alongside it. 
At a junction, turn left and follow a clear path down the 
valley. There are a few wet patches that never quite dry up, 
but overall this section of the walk is an absolute delight. 

 
11 As the valley opens up, the path curves left across fields. 

Drop to a gravel track and bear left. At Troed-rhiw-ruddwen, 
keep ahead past the farm buildings and house and drop right 
to join a lane. Cross a wooden bridge to continue down the 
opposite bank of the river and shortly pass the noisy 
confluence of the Doethie and Tywi rivers. Turn sharp left in 
front of Gallt-y-bere farm, crossing the Tywi alongside a new 
bridge. Climb to a T-junction with the main valley road and 
turn right (the basic campsite run by Gallt-y-bere farm is on 
your immediate right). 

 
12 Just past the next house on the right (Broncwrt), fork right on 

to a smaller lane and cross the river towards the Towy 
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Bridge Inn. Turn left, following a road sign for Cil-y-cwm. The 
first footpath on the left is now closed due to erosion, so 
continue to a stile just past a cottage on the right called 
Brynhyfryd. Cross this and descend steeply through 
woodland to the riverbank. 

 
13 Bear right and follow the river downstream along a rough but 

well-walked path. At a track, keep ahead towards a road 
bridge. Turn left over the bridge, then immediately cross a 
stile on the right leading into Rhandirmwyn Campsite. For the 
Royal Oak Inn or to visit the village shop, keep straight 
ahead up the road. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Strata Florida 
Founded in 1164, the former Cistercian abbey of Strata Florida 
developed into one of the great buildings of medieval Wales. No 
fewer than eleven Welsh princes are reputed to be buried in its 
grounds, as well as the greatest of Welsh poets, Dafydd ap 
Gwilym (fl. 14th c.). 
 
Soar y Mynydd 
The plain, whitewashed chapel of Soar y Mynydd is almost 
certainly the most remote place of worship in Wales. Built in the 
1820s, it served a scattered community of farmers and passing 
drovers. 
 
Doethie 
The Doethie river flows through one of the most beautiful valleys in 
mid-Wales. The single-track bridleway running along the valley is 
popular with mountain bikers as well as walkers. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cilycwm
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23 Rhandir-mwyn to Llandovery 
 
This short section can easily be combined with the next section to 
Llanddeusant. After an initial riverside walk, our route takes us 
along a mixture of byways and quiet country lanes. These pass 
through attractive rolling hills and later provide good views towards 
the Black Mountain. A long road descent leads into Llandovery, an 
interesting little town worth exploring further, and also a good place 
to stock up on supplies before entering the Brecon Beacons. 
 
Distance: 7 miles (12 km) 
Height gain: 224 metres 
Start: Rhandirmwyn Campsite (SN 777 435) 
Finish: Llandovery (SN 768 343) 
Map: OS Explorer 187 Llandovery 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In centre of Llandovery 
Refreshments: There are plenty of pubs, restaurants, cafes and 
takeaways in Llandovery. Pubs include the Castle Hotel, the Kings 
Head and the Bluebell Inn. The West End Cafe on Broad Street is 
also highly recommended. 
Accommodation: The Level Crossing is a hostel, bistro and bar 
popular with walkers and travellers on a budget. More traditional 
bed and breakfast is available at the Castle Hotel, the New White 
Lion, the Drovers, Penygawse Tea Rooms and the Kings Head. 
Campers can pitch up within easy walking distance of the town 
centre at Llandovery Caravan & Camping Park. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Follow the riverside path through Rhandirmwyn Campsite 

and along wooded banks. After crossing a footbridge, you 
will reach a fork in the path. Turn left, away from the river, 
and cross a stile into a field. Bear slightly right across the 
field towards a metal field gate leading on to a stony track. 
Turn right and climb to a track junction in front of Gwernpwll 
farm. 

 
2 Turn right and follow a winding concrete track between farm 

buildings. Once past the farm, continue on to an enclosed 
track between hedges. Cross a small stream and keep 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanddeusant,_Carmarthenshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Mountain_(range)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandovery
http://www.breconbeacons.org/
http://www.campingandcaravanningclub.co.uk/campsites/uk/carmarthenshire/llandovery/rhandirmwyn
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-llandovery.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1NDk=
http://castle-hotel-llandovery.co.uk/
http://www.kingsheadcoachinginn.co.uk/
http://www.kingsheadcoachinginn.co.uk/
http://www.llandoverybluebell.co.uk/
http://www.westendcafe.co.uk/index.php
http://www.thelevelcrossing.co.uk/index.php
http://www.newwhitelion.com/
http://www.newwhitelion.com/
http://www.droversllandovery.co.uk/
http://www.penygawse.co.uk/
http://www.llandovery-caravan-camping-park.co.uk/
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ahead through a gate into a field. Follow the right-hand edge 
of the field towards woodland. 

 
3 Enter the wood and bear right. Do not cross a stile ahead, 

but turn immediately left and climb along a rough woodland 
track to a junction with a road. Cross straight over and 
continue up a lane opposite signed to Llanerchindda. Climb 
to a sharp left-hand bend and keep straight ahead through a 
gate on to a byway (waymarked with a red arrow). Shortly, 
fork right through a gate and continue to Pendrainllwyn. 

 
4 Pass between the house and barn and keep ahead on to a 

lane. On a right-hand bend a short distance ahead, fork left 
on to a smaller lane. Where the public road ends, keep 
ahead through the gate on the right. Follow a steadily 
climbing track, shortly passing a track forking more steeply to 
the right. After a second gate, the track levels off, eventually 
dropping to the corner of a lane near a metal barn. 

 
5 Bear right and follow a quiet country lane for around 5 km (3 

miles). You will eventually descend to a T-junction with the 
A483. Turn right and proceed carefully for about 150 metres 
(there is no verge or pavement) to a left-hand bend. Bear 
right here up a narrow lane towards St Mary’s Church 
(Llanfair-ar-y-bryn). 

 
6 Continue past the church and drop back down to the A483 

on the edge of Llandovery. Turn right and follow the main 
road as far as Ysgol Rhys Prichard. Straight after the school, 
turn left on to a tarmac path alongside the school wall. 
Emerge on to a road and keep ahead towards Llandovery 
town centre. The section ends at a T-junction by the craft 
centre and clock tower. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
St Mary’s Church 
St Mary’s is the old parish church of Llanfair-ar-y-bryn and stands 
on the north-eastern edge of Llandovery. Buried in the churchyard 
is William Williams (1717–91), a poet, hymnist and religious author 
better known by the sobriquet of Pantycelyn. Widely regarded as 
Wales’s greatest hymn writer, Pantycelyn’s work includes a 

http://www.cambrianway.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A483_road
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanfair-ar-y-bryn
http://www.ysgolrhysprichard.org.uk/
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minority of hymns in English. The words to ‘Guide Me, O Thou 
Great Jehovah’ (‘Bread of Heaven’) are famous throughout the 
English-speaking world. 
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24 Llandovery to Llanddeusant 
 
This is another short section, easily tagged on to the previous one. 
Much of it follows quiet minor roads, but there are good views and 
very little traffic. We leave Llandovery past the town’s castle and 
initially follow well-maintained paths and tracks through woods and 
fields. Emerging on a minor road at Myrtle Hill, we continue up 
through Myddfai and on to a narrow, undulating lane leading to 
Llanddeusant Hostel. 
 
Distance: 9 miles (14 km) 
Height gain: 482 metres 
Start: Llandovery (SN 768 343) 
Finish: Llanddeusant Hostel (SN 777 245) 
Map: OS Explorer OL12 Brecon Beacons National Park (Western 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In centre of Llandovery 
Refreshments: Myddfai Cafe in the village’s community hall and 
visitor centre offers a range of snacks and drinks. There is no shop 
at Llanddeusant Hostel, but a small selection of basic supplies 
may be available to purchase. About 2 km east of the village is a 
farm cafe linked to Blaenau Farm Campsite. 
Accommodation: Llanddeusant Hostel is a youth hostel with 
designated camping areas. Nearby are the Black Mountain 
Caravan and Camping Park and Blaenau Farm Campsite. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the craft centre in the centre of Llandovery, cross the 

main road into Castle Street, a narrow alleyway just to the 
right of Whitehall Free House. Emerge below Llandovery 
Castle – where there is a striking memorial to Llywelyn ap 
Gruffydd Fychan – and turn left on to a track. Where the 
track bears left into housing, keep ahead along a riverside 
path. Climb steps to a road and turn right. 

 
2 After a left-hand bend, turn right on to a concrete drive 

leading to Bronallt farm. Follow the track past the front of the 
house and out into a field. Climb towards a gate and stile 
leading into woodland. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandovery
http://www.castlewales.com/llandov.html
http://www.myddfai.org/
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/llanddeusant
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1NTI=
http://www.myddfai.org/myddfai-cafe/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=13677
http://www.blackmountainholidays.co.uk/
http://www.blackmountainholidays.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llywelyn_ap_Gruffydd_Fychan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llywelyn_ap_Gruffydd_Fychan
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3 Enter the woods and climb along a clear path to a stile at the 
top woodland edge. Cross into a field and climb diagonally 
right to a kissing gate in the far corner. Maintain direction 
through a second field, another kissing gate becoming visible 
as you crest the brow of the hill. Go through this and pass to 
the right of a pond. Bear left to a further kissing gate. 

 
4 Keep ahead to join a track from the barns on the left. Cross a 

stile on the crest of the hill. Where the track bears left, fork 
right on to a grassy track descending between gorse bushes. 
Maintain direction across an open field to meet a track by a 
stile and gate. 

 
5 Turn right, through the gate, and continue into woodland. 

Ignore a track on the left and descend to cross a stream. 
Climb briefly to meet a better gravel track and bear right. 
Shortly, turn left on to a gently ascending track to Cefn 
Rhuddan. 

 
6 Just before the house, turn left and follow a diverted path 

around the perimeter of the property. When level with the 
house on your right, turn left through a gate and continue 
along a track. The track shortly curves right and crosses a 
field towards a gate into woodland. Do not go through the 
gate, but head towards a stile a few paces away to the left. 

 
7 Cross the stile and bear right to follow a woodland path. Exit 

the woods by a stile and gate and continue along the left-
hand edge of a field towards Pantygaseg farm. Before 
reaching the farm, cross a stile on the left. Continue towards 
Pantygaseg, shortly crossing a stile into the farmyard. Keep 
ahead along a gravel track between barns and the house. 

 
8 At a junction with another track, turn left for a few paces. 

Cross a stile on the right and drop down a steep bank to a 
stile and footbridge over a stream. Keep ahead up a field 
towards a bungalow close to the top right-hand corner. Bear 
right on to a gravel track through woodland. 

 
9 Almost immediately, as the track curves right, fork left on to 

an ascending woodland path. Emerge in a field and keep 
ahead along its left-hand edge. Continue along the left-hand 
edge of a second field, then curve right towards a house. 
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Pass through two kissing gates in quick succession and join 
an enclosed path leading down to a track. Keep ahead to 
emerge at the junction of two lanes. 

 
10 Take the road heading straight ahead up the hill towards 

Myddfai. Enter the village and continue past the visitor 
centre. At a T-junction, turn right (‘Llanddeusant’) and follow 
a quiet, undulating lane for over 5 km (3 miles) to a 
crossroads by the former Red Kite Cafe. 

 
11 Keep straight ahead on to the lane opposite (‘Youth Hostel’) 

and descend steeply into the wooded valley of the Afon 
Llechach. After crossing the river, there is an equally steep 
climb back out of the valley, up to the hilltop hamlet of 
Llanddeusant. The section ends by the youth hostel in the 
former Red Lion Inn. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Llandovery 
The pretty market town of Llandovery was for many centuries an 
important drovers’ town. Three droving routes met in the town, 
which acted as an important assembly point for the drovers on 
their way to England. Over 30,000 cattle and other livestock were 
driven from Wales to London each year, many of these passing 
through Llandovery. 
 
Llywelyn ap Gruffydd Fychan 
Outside the walls of Llandovery Castle is a striking memorial to 
Llywelyn ap Gruffydd Fychan, a local landowner executed in 
Llandovery in 1401 for supporting Owain Glyndŵr’s Welsh 
rebellion. The memorial – a sixteen-foot-tall stainless steel statue – 
depicts a knight in an intriguingly empty helmet, cloak and armour. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanddeusant,_Carmarthenshire
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25 Llanddeusant to Craig-y-nos Country Park (Glyntawe) 
 
Joining the Beacons Way, we are soon climbing steeply towards 
the Bannau Sir Gaer (Carmarthen Fans). A fabulous ridge walk, 
high above Llyn y Fan Fach, leads to Fan Brycheiniog, the highest 
point of the walk so far (an alternative, lower level route is also 
outlined). A steep path takes us down to Llyn y Fan Fawr and a 
path below Fan Hir. We follow a long, steady descent below the 
ridge into the Tawe valley. 
 
Distance: 11 miles (17 km) 
Height gain: 742 metres 
Start: Llanddeusant Hostel (SN 777 245) 
Finish: Craig-y-nos Country Park, Glyntawe (SN 840 155) 
Map: OS Explorer OL12 Brecon Beacons National Park (Western 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: At Craig-y-nos Country Park 
Refreshments: Food and drink are available during opening hours 
from the Gwyn Arms in Glyntawe. There are daytime cafes at the 
National Showcaves Centre for Wales (Dan-yr-ogof) and Craig-y-
nos Country Park. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available at Craig-y-nos 
Castle, while there is a well-equipped campsite at the National 
Showcaves Centre for Wales. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the junction of lanes in Llanddeusant, turn left on to the 

road signed to Llyn y Fan and descend gently. After a little 
over a kilometre, where the road levels off at the far end of a 
grassy lay-by, look out for a path on the right (there was a 
sign missing here in summer 2014). The path drops to a 
metal field gate with a Beacons Way marker. Continue down 
to a stone ruin and follow a rough, stony path passing to the 
right of it. The path curves left, behind the ruin, and drops 
towards the Afon Sawdde. Follow the left-hand edge of a 
small field above the river, then curve right towards a 
footbridge. 

 
Alternative low-level route via Llyn y Fan Fach 

http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llyn_y_Fan_Fach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_Brycheiniog
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llyn_y_Fan_Fawr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_Hir
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Tawe
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/llanddeusant
http://www.breconbeacons.org/craig-y-nos-country-park
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1NTM=
http://whatpub.com/pubs/NEB/055/gwyn-arms-glyntawe
http://www.showcaves.co.uk/index.html
http://www.craigynoscastle.com/accommodation.htm
http://www.craigynoscastle.com/accommodation.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Sawdde
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If the tops are obscured by low cloud, it is recommended that you 
follow an alternative route along the base of the escarpment. For 
this option, follow the lane from Llanddeusant up to Blaenau Farm, 
then continue along the riverside track to Llyn y Fan Fach. From 
the lake, follow a contouring feeder canal roughly north-east 
across the hill to its ‘source’ in the Afon Sychlwch. A path along the 
right bank of the river leads up to the base of the escarpment, 
which can then be followed round Fan Foel’s distinctive ‘snout’ to 
Llyn y Fan Fawr. There are paths either side of the lake, both 
leading to a moraine dam at its southern end where the main route 
is rejoined. 
 
2 Cross the bridge and bear slightly right. The path crosses a 

rough field alongside a small stream to a stile in the corner. 
Emerge at the entrance to a farm and turn left. Follow the 
farm track away from the buildings to a bridge crossing the 
river on your left. Do not cross the bridge, but keep ahead 
through a gate on to a rough track that continues alongside 
the river. Before long, the track bears right and climbs away 
from the river through woodland. Higher up the slope, cross 
a stream on your left and climb to a wooden gate leading on 
to the open hill. 

 
3 Climb steeply ahead, the narrow valley of the Garwnant 

stream to your right (the easiest route is slightly further away 
from the valley than the OS Explorer map indicates). Above 
the stream’s headwaters, bear slightly left, still climbing 
steeply until you pick up the obvious escarpment path above 
Llyn y Fan Fach. (If the weather is deteriorating, there is a 
clear path down to the lake that can be used to join the 
alternative low-level route outlined above.) 

 
4 Climb more steadily across the Bannau Sir Gaer. After a 

small drop, another steady climb follows over Picws Du 
before the path drops steeply into Bwlch Blaen Twrch. There 
is then a steep pull, stepped in places, to a stone circle on 
the summit of Fan Foel. Curve right from here, climbing 
gently past a cairn to a trig point marking the summit of Fan 
Brycheiniog. 

 
5 Descend into Bwlch Giedd, then drop left down a steep path 

to Llyn y Fan Fawr. Just before reaching the shore, turn right 
along the base of the Fan Hir escarpment. There is no one 

http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=13677
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Picws_Du
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clear path at first, but climb gently along the base of the 
escarpment until the land levels off and you should be able 
to see a long ridge of glacial moraine ahead. Aim for this and 
join a clear path along its crest. At the end of the ridge, drop 
steeply to join the left bank of a stream. 

 
6 The path descends to a ford above a waterfall. If water levels 

are high, cross here and follow the stream down the opposite 
bank. Otherwise, continue along the left bank (there are fine 
views of waterfalls) to a lower crossing point above a gorge. 
This can be more difficult to cross when the river is in spate. 

 
7 On the far bank, join a rough path across the slope towards 

the line of a wall/fence. Follow the edge of the common down 
to a high bank above the river. Do not go through a small 
metal gate ahead, but bear right on to a rough path 
alongside a wall. 

 
8 With a large concrete sheep pen ahead, turn left over a stile 

(‘Beacons Way’). Bear right, then left through a gateway. 
Descend along a grassy track between fences to the River 
Tawe and turn right. Cross the river at a footbridge and 
shortly emerge in a car park for the former Tafarn y Garreg 
pub. 

 
9 Cross the main road ahead (the A4067) and turn right along 

the pavement. At the next lay-by on the left, go through a 
kissing gate into the grounds of St John the Baptist’s Church 
(or continue down the main road for the Gwyn Arms and Dan 
yr Ogof campsite). Follow the tarmac path round the left-
hand side of the church to a kissing gate. Keep straight 
across a lane behind the church to another kissing gate and 
enter a field. Cross two fields – initially walking to the left of a 
low earth bank – towards Callwen. On meeting a track, bear 
right to a junction with the village road. 

 
10 Turn left and briefly descend. As you climb out of the dip, 

turn right at a footpath sign and pass through a kissing gate. 
Follow the right-hand edge of a field to a kissing gate in the 
corner. In the next field, keep ahead along the top of a 
steeply sloping bank close to the left-hand field edge. 
Another kissing gate leads into a third field. Keep straight 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A4067_road
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across the field towards a final kissing gate leading on to an 
enclosed grassy bridleway. 

 
11 Turn right and follow the bridleway gently downhill for about 

700 metres. For Craig-y-nos Country Park and Craig-y-nos 
Castle, look out for a gate on the right a short distance after 
passing through a gate across the bridleway. Go through the 
gate and walk towards a ford across the Tawe river. Do not 
cross, but turn left and follow the riverside path downstream 
to the next footbridge on the right. Cross this and turn right – 
you will shortly emerge by a lake. Bear left towards a pagoda 
and turn left into the country park car park. There are toilets 
and a visitor centre at the top of the car park, while Craig-y-
nos Castle is a short distance down the main road to the left. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
The Beacons Way 
The Beacons Way is the official trail of the Brecon Beacons 
National Park Authority and follows a meandering course across 
the length of the national park. The route of O Fôn i Fynwy 
coincides with that of the Beacons Way for some 70 miles (113 
km) between Llanddeusant and Hatterall Hill. 
 
Llyn y Fan Fach 
Llyn y Fan Fach is associated with the story of a beautiful fairy 
woman who emerged from the lake and agreed to marry a local 
farmer. There was one condition: if he should strike her three 
times, she would return to the lake and he would never see her 
again. Inevitably, the three blows were struck, but not before a 
son, Rhiwallon Feddyg, was born. According to legend, it was 
Rhiwallon who went on to found the line of amateur doctors known 
as ‘Meddygon Myddfai’ (‘the physicians of Myddfai’). 
 
The Black Mountain 
The Black Mountain is the westernmost range of mountains in the 
Brecon Beacons National Park. It is the wildest, most remote 
region of the park and includes a sizable area of upland more than 
3 miles (5 km) from the nearest road. Paths across the moorland 
are faint and difficult to follow, with only the well-worn routes to 
Llyn y Fan Fach and Fan Brycheiniog being clear on the ground. 
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26 Craig-y-nos Country Park to Storey Arms 
 
Rejoining the Beacons Way, we climb into Ogof Ffynnon Ddu 
National Nature Reserve, a grassy upland concealing one of the 
most extensive cave systems in Europe. Our route then continues 
across tufty moorland to meet up with the former Roman road of 
Sarn Helen. After a stretch along this historic track – now a stony 
byway – we ascend Fan Llia and cross bleak, open moorland to 
Storey Arms. An alternative route, bypassing Fan Llia, is also 
outlined. 
 
Distance: 15 miles (23 km) 
Height gain: 800 metres 
Start: Craig-y-nos Country Park, Glyntawe (SN 840 155) 
Finish: Storey Arms (SN 982 203) 
Map: OS Explorer OL12 Brecon Beacons National Park (Western 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: At Craig-y-nos Country Park and in the Pont ar Daf car 
park to the south of the Storey Arms Centre 
Refreshments: There is nothing available en route, but during 
summer months there is usually a burger and snack van in the car 
park opposite the Storey Arms Centre. 
Accommodation: There is no accommodation available along this 
section, but Llwyn-y-celyn Hostel can be easily accessed via Craig 
Cerrig Gleisiad National Nature Reserve (see text for details). 
Except on Sundays, it is also possible to catch a bus from Storey 
Arms to the Tai’r Bull Country Inn in Libanus or to Brecon, a 
bustling town with a range of hotels and guest houses. For cheap 
and cheerful, the Markets Tavern Hotel, adjacent to the bus 
station, is particularly recommended. Campers should head for 
Priory Mill Farm on the northern edge of town. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the visitor centre at Craig-y-nos Country Park, drop 

down the car park and turn left towards the lake. Turn 
immediately right (you are retracing your previous day’s 
steps), then curve right again to follow a river down to a 
bridge. Cross over and follow the River Tawe upstream to 
the left. Just before a footbridge on the left, turn right at a 

http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-ogof-ffynnonddu.php
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-ogof-ffynnonddu.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarn_Helen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_Llia
http://www.breconbeacons.org/craig-y-nos-country-park
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1NTY=
http://www.storeyarms.com/content.asp
http://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/llwyn-y-celyn
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-craig-cerrig.php
http://www.first-nature.com/waleswildlife/e-nnr-craig-cerrig.php
http://www.tairbull.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libanus,_Powys
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brecon
https://www.facebook.com/TheMarketsTavernHotelBrecon
http://www.priorymillfarm.co.uk/campsite.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Tawe
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Beacons Way sign and climb for a few paces to a junction 
with an enclosed bridleway. 

 
2 You have now rejoined the main route. Turn right and follow 

the bridleway to a house. Keep ahead on to a track past the 
house and join a lane in front of Rhongyr Uchaf House. 
Shortly, on a right-hand bend, bear left through a metal field 
gate. Climb along a rough path to a gate and enter Allt 
Rhongyr Nature Reserve. Keep ahead up the hill to reach a 
junction with a lane. 

 
3 Keep ahead up the lane, still climbing. At the top of the hill, 

near a quarry entrance on the left, join a wide gravel track 
curving right and running on a level across the slope. Follow 
the track to a row of terraced cottages now forming the 
headquarters of the South Wales Caving Club. 

 
4 Just before the cottages, fork left through a gate on to the 

open hill. Follow a clear ascending path that gradually curves 
left (ignore a path forking right and ascending more steeply). 
Keep ahead towards a ‘step-thru gate’ into Ogof Ffynnon 
Ddu National Nature Reserve. Still climbing, bear to the right 
and cross the line of a dismantled tramway. Keep straight 
ahead up the hill, eventually drawing alongside a fenced 
area of limestone pavement on the left. After negotiating a 
number of ‘step-thru gates’, descend to a kissing gate set 
into a drystone wall. 

 
5 Go through the gate (you have now left the nature reserve) 

and follow a clear, gently descending path across open 
moorland. Nearly 3 km after leaving the nature reserve, you 
will pass a stone ruin in a dip. Continue ahead from here to a 
junction with a stone track and turn right (‘Sarn Helen’). The 
track leads to a junction of tracks by the corner of a former 
forestry plantation, now cleared. 

 
6 Turn left through a metal farm gate (there are signs for Sarn 

Helen in both directions) and follow the track down to a ford 
across the Nedd Fechan river. Cross the river using a 
footbridge to the right of the ford and continue up the track 
ahead. There is a steep climb as far as the Roman grave of 
Maen Madoc, after which the track levels off. Continue 

http://www.brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk/allt-rhongyr.html
http://www.brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk/allt-rhongyr.html
http://www.swcc.org.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nedd_Fechan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maen_Madoc
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through a forestry plantation and descend gently to a junction 
with a lane. 

 
7 Follow the lane to the right for about 400 metres, then drop 

left along the access track to the Blaen Llia car park. Do not 
turn into the car park, but cross a footbridge to the left of a 
ford. Turn immediately left on to a gravel path, which shortly 
curves right. 

 
Bad weather route 
In poor visibility, the route across Fan Llia towards Craig Cerrig 
Gleisiad can be difficult to determine. In these conditions, it is 
better to turn left along the lane and follow the Afon Llia upstream 
to where a stony track (the continuation of Sarn Helen) forks off to 
the right. Follow this track across the watershed and downhill to 
where a fence climbs steeply up the slope to your right. Handrail 
the fence uphill past sheep pens and along the escarpment of 
Craig Cwm-du, eventually rejoining the main route near Craig 
Cerrig Gleisiad. 
 
8 Go through the first kissing gate on the left, then start 

bearing half right up the south-western slopes of Fan Llia. 
There is no one clear path initially and you will need to 
negotiate some potentially marshy ground and a number of 
streamlets. Join a more obvious path higher up the hill and 
climb diagonally left. The route is not always clear, but as 
long as you keep climbing you will eventually emerge on the 
crest of the ridge. Climb along this to a cairn at the southern 
end of Fan Llia. 

 
9 From the cairn, easy ridge walking leads across the summit 

of Fan Llia and on to Fan Dringarth. The path then drops to 
an area of open, level moorland. Continue northwards until 
you reach a point just before the ridge starts to descend in 
front of you, and look for a clear path bearing right. After 
dipping slightly to pass above the headwaters of Nant y 
Gaseg, the path climbs steadily, becoming less defined as it 
crosses wetter ground. Keep climbing ahead until you reach 
a rough cairn, then bear half left to pick up the line of a 
fence. (The alternative, poor weather route rejoins the main 
route here.) If you’ve hit the fence in the right place, you 
should reach a gate and two stiles in a corner after about 
200 metres. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_Cerrig-gleisiad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_Cerrig-gleisiad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Llia
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Alternative route to Llwyn-y-celyn Hostel via Craig Cerrig 
Gleisiad and Fan Frynych National Nature Reserve 
This is the shorter, recommended route to the hostel, via the 
impressive glacial cirque below Craig Cerrig Gleisiad. From the 
fence corner, cross the stile and gate on the left and follow a stony 
track as far as a kissing gate in the fence on the right. Go through 
the gate and descend diagonally left to a cone-shaped cairn. Turn 
sharply right here and descend steeply, following regular 
waymarks down to a wooden gate in a drystone wall. Continue 
down a gravel path to a lay-by off the A470. Cross over with care 
and follow a permissive path through deciduous woodland to the 
hostel. 
 
To rejoin the main route, go down a permissive path towards the 
Afon Tarell and follow the river upstream to a footbridge. Cross 
over and climb steeply up a field to a junction with a broad track 
(part of the Taff Trail). Turn right and follow the track steadily uphill 
until you emerge on the A470 by the Storey Arms Centre. 
 
10 Do not cross the fence, but turn right and follow it uphill 

towards the summit of Craig Cerrig Gleisiad. At the top of the 
climb, follow the fence to the left and begin to descend. 
Shortly, look out for a Beacons Way marker directing you 
away from the fence, diagonally right across the slope. 
Initially, there is no one obvious route, but as the ground 
steepens, you will notice a clear path contouring along a 
narrow ledge high above the A470. Follow this winding trail 
across the steep, rocky slopes of Craig y Fro until level with 
the Storey Arms Centre (a prominent building on the 
opposite side of the A470). Drop left to a kissing gate on the 
left-hand side of a car park. To catch a bus to Brecon, turn 
right and walk across the car park to a bus stop at its far end. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Craig-y-nos Country Park 
The 40 acres of Craig-y-nos Country Park were once part of an 
extended Victorian garden belonging to Craig-y-nos Castle. 
Between 1878 and 1919, this grand house was home to the world-
famous opera singer Adelina Patti. The grounds were later 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A470_road
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Tarell
http://www.tafftrail.org.uk/
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acquired by the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority and 
turned into a country park. 
 
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu National Nature Reserve 
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu National Nature Reserve is an area of grassy 
upland concealing one of the most extensive cave systems in 
Europe. In the past, parts of the reserve and surrounding area 
were a hive of industrial activity; a row of former terraced housing 
now acts as headquarters for the South Wales Caving Club. 
 
Maen Madoc 
Maen Madoc (‘Madoc’s stone’) is a large standing stone alongside 
the former Roman road of Sarn Helen. This would have connected 
the Roman fortresses of Nidum (Neath) and Cicucium (Y Gaer 
near Brecon). Unusually, the stone bears a Latin inscription 
commemorating am unknown Roman called Dervacus. 
 
Craig Cerrig Gleisiad National Nature Reserve 
Just of the main trail is the impressive natural amphitheatre of 
Craig Cerrig Gleisiad: a glacial cirque framed by dramatic, ice-
carved crags and littered with moraine and other Ice Age debris. A 
precipitous north-facing headwall still creates a microclimate cold 
enough to make Craig Cerrig Gleisiad the southernmost location in 
Britain for a number of rare arctic-alpine plants. 
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27 Storey Arms to Llangynidr 
 
We begin the section with the classic traverse of the Central 
Beacons: Corn Du, Pen y Fan and Fan y Big (there is also the 
option of including Cribyn). After a steep descent and a stretch on 
the Taff Trail, we climb again and follow a lovely ridge towards Tor 
y Foel. The main route skirts the base of the hill and is followed by 
a long descent through fields to the Monmouthshire and Brecon 
Canal in Llangynidr. 
 
Distance: 14 miles (23 km) 
Height gain: 812 metres 
Start: Storey Arms (SN 982 203) 
Finish: Coach & Horses Tavern, Llangynidr (SO 145 199) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL12 Brecon Beacons National Park (Western 
Area) and OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park 
(Eastern Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In the Pont ar Daf car park, a few hundred metres south of 
the Storey Arms Centre 
Refreshments: In summer, there is usually a burger and snack 
van in both the Storey Arms and Pont ar Daf car parks at the start 
of the section. At the end of the section, food and drink are 
available from the Coach & Horses Tavern in Llangynidr. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available at the end of the 
section from the Coach & Horses. Elsewhere in the village is the 
Red Lion, or you may prefer to walk on to the Star Bunkhouse in 
Bwlch. There are no campsites nearby. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the Storey Arms car park, cross the road towards the 

Storey Arms Centre and follow the pavement to the right. Go 
through a gate and continue along a path running between a 
forestry plantation and the main road. Emerge in the Pont ar 
Daf car park and follow the tarmac past a toilet block to a 
gate leading on to the hill. 

 
Alternative route up Pen y Fan from alongside the Storey 
Arms Centre 
The ascent from Pont ar Daf can be extremely busy on summer 
weekends. A quieter path, starting alongside the Storey Arms 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corn_Du
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_y_Fan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_y_Big
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cribyn_(mountain)
http://www.tafftrail.org.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tor_y_Foel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tor_y_Foel
http://www.mbact.org.uk/canals.php
http://www.mbact.org.uk/canals.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangynidr
http://www.coachandhorses.org/
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1NzY=
http://www.storeyarms.com/content.asp
http://www.starbunkhouse.com/index.htm
http://www.starbunkhouse.com/index.htm
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Centre, can be followed across open mountain as far as the Craig 
Cwm Llwch escarpment (the line of the path is marked by black 
dashes on OS Explorer). To rejoin the main route, turn right and 
follow the escarpment edge steeply uphill to the summit of Corn 
Du. 
 
2 Go through the gate and follow a stone-pitched path up to 

Bwlch Duwynt. Fork left from the saddle and climb to the 
summit of Corn Du (there’s a clear path below and to the 
right of the summit if you prefer to bypass it). Descend into a 
saddle to the east of Corn Du and continue up to the flat-
topped summit of Pen y Fan. 

 
3 Descend steeply from the south-eastern end of the summit. 

Just before the bottom of the slope, fork right to bypass 
Cribyn. The path skirts round the southern slopes of the 
mountain to meet a track at Bwlch ar y Fan. (Alternatively, 
you can follow the clear path over the summit of Cribyn.) 

 
4 Cross straight over the track and climb steeply to the summit 

of Fan y Big. From the ‘diving board’ (a projecting stone 
slab), turn sharp right along the escarpment of Craig 
Cwmoergwm. After a gentle descent, the path climbs on to a 
level plateau, passing just to the left of a small pond. 

 
5 Just past the pond, fork right on to a smaller path bearing 

roughly south-east. Continue past a cairn across a 
landscape of stone pavements and peat hags. At a large 
jumble of stones, the path starts to curve left, turning towards 
the north-east. Meet a junction with the escarpment path 
along Graig Fan Las, close to where a stream tumbles over 
the high cliffs into the Caerfanell river below. 

 
Alternative escarpment edge route via Bwlch y Ddwyallt 
In poor visibility, it is easy to lose the correct path across the 
pavements and peat hags of Gwaun Cerrig Llwydion. In these 
conditions, you may prefer to continue along the escarpment edge, 
turning sharp right at Bwlch y Ddwyallt to join the Graig Fan Las 
escarpment. Rejoin the main route at the small stream mentioned 
in the main route directions. 
 
6 Turn right and follow the escarpment edge to the start of a 

steep descent. Lower down, the path joins the line of a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caerfanell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bwlch_y_Ddwyallt
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stream and passes a number of attractive waterfalls. Emerge 
on a track at the entrance to the Blaen-y-glyn car park and 
turn right. 

 
7 The track shortly reaches a junction with a minor road. Turn 

right, then immediately left on to a gravel track (part of the 
Taff Trail). Descend gently through forestry for over 4 km. 
When roughly level with the start of Tal-y-bont Reservoir, 
fork right on to a stony track and climb to a forest road. Keep 
straight across on to a rougher, narrower track and continue 
climbing. Cross a grassy track at the top edge of the forest, 
keeping ahead for a few paces more to reach a junction with 
a good gravel track opposite a low bench (Pen Rhiw-calch). 

 
8 Turn left and follow the gently ascending track along a ridge 

between Glyn Collwn and Dyffryn Crawnon. Where the track 
divides, fork right (‘Beacons Way’) and continue climbing. 
After levelling off, the track meets a tarmac lane below the 
grassy slopes of Tor y Foel. 

 
Optional high-level route via Tor y Foel 
The Beacons Way follows the farm road to Bwlch-y-waun, but you 
may prefer to keep straight across the lane and climb a steep 
grassy slope to the summit of Tor y Foel. Pass a small cairn at the 
top and continue along an obvious path to the east. Drop through a 
narrow section of common to a stile and metal gate, then descend 
along a sunken bridleway to a lane. Cross straight over to a farm 
access road to rejoin the main route. 
 
9 Turn right through a gate (‘Bwlch-y-waun’) and follow the 

lane down to a farm. Continue between farm buildings and 
out on to a track. The track – which may be wet in places – 
follows a level course across steep slopes for about 700 
metres. Where directed, bear right and follow an oblique 
descent along a sunken path. After a stone barn, keep ahead 
along the top edge of a field and continue downhill to a 
junction with a lane. 

 
10 Follow the road to the left for about 300 metres. Just before 

the next house on the right, turn right on to a farm access 
road. Bear left in the farmyard and cross a grassy area to a 
Beacons Way marker on a metal gate. Go through the gate 
and turn right towards the next metal gate. Follow the left-

http://talybontreservoir.co.uk/
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hand edge of two fields down to a stile above a large 
farmhouse. 

 
11 Cross an access road to the leftward of two gates and follow 

the right-hand edge of a field to a stile. Drop down the next 
field to a stile on the left, then head straight across the 
middle of a field, past a telegraph pole. Cross a stile into 
woods and follow the path ahead. Descend to cross a 
footbridge over the Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal and 
turn right along the towpath. For the Coach & Horses Tavern, 
leave the towpath just before the next bridge (numbered 133) 
and follow a road to the right, back over the canal. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Storey Arms 
Now an outdoor activities centre, the Storey Arms was originally 
built as a coaching inn on the high point of the mountain road 
between Merthyr Tydfil and Brecon. Tired horses at the top of the 
climb would be replaced with fresh teams from the inn’s stables, 
while travellers and drivers would be offered refreshments. 
 
Pen y Fan 
At 886 metres above sea level, Pen y Fan is the highest peak in 
the Brecon Beacons National Park – and also the most popular. 
Easily accessible from a large lay-by on the A470, the summit 
attracts hordes of visitors every summer, particularly on fine 
weekends. 
 
Tal-y-bont Reservoir 
Tal-y-bont Reservoir was built in 1927 to supply water to the then 
industrial town of Newport. Seventeen dwellings, including several 
farms, were lost to the reservoir’s waters, effectively depopulating 
the valley. Together with nearby Llan-gors Lake, the reservoir 
today is an important habitat for wintering waterbirds.  
 
Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal 
Today the preserve of leisure craft and walkers, the peaceful 
waters of the Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal were once part of 
a busy transport network linking rural and industrial Wales. By the 
mid-nineteenth century, tram roads and railways were spreading 
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rapidly, leading to an inevitable decline in the amount of 
commercial traffic on the waterway. 
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28 Llangynidr to Cwm Du 
 
This is a short section easily combined with the next section to 
Crickhowell. After leaving Llangynidr, we climb out of the Usk 
Valley to Bwlch, then continue upwards on to the open common of 
Cefn Moel. There are excellent views from here of Llan-gors Lake, 
the largest natural body of water in southern Wales. Descending 
off the common, we follow a track and lane down a lovely green 
valley to the village of Cwm Du. 
 
Distance: 7 miles (10 km) 
Height gain: 326 metres 
Start: Coach & Horses Tavern, Llangynidr (SO 145 199) 
Finish: Farmers Arms, Cwm Du (SO 179 237) 
Map: OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park (Eastern 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Mynydd Ddu Tea Rooms in Cwm Du (20p charge)  
Refreshments: There are small general stores in both Llangynidr 
and Bwlch. The latter village also contains a pub, the New Inn. At 
the end of the section in Cwm Du are the Farmers Arms and the 
Mynydd Ddu Tea Rooms. 
Accommodation: Bed and breakfast is available in Cwm Du from 
the Farmers Arms and the Studio. There is also a pleasant 
campsite nearby. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the Coach & Horses, retrace your steps to the canal 

towpath and turn left (eastwards). Immediately after the third 
bridge over the canal (numbered 131), leave the towpath to 
your left. Turn right and follow a road down to the historic 
Llangynidr Bridge over the River Usk. (Walnut Tree Stores is 
a short distance up Coed yr Ynys on the left.) 

 
2 Cross the bridge and climb along the B4560 until just before 

a T-junction with the A40. Bear left on to the access track to 
Cornerways, then cross a stile to the left of the house. Keep 
ahead up a field to a small gate between a hedge on the left 
and a fence on the right, then continue up a second field to a 
gate and stile in the top right-hand corner. Cross the stile and 
follow the top edge of a field to a stile in the far corner. Turn 

http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangynidr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Usk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Usk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bwlch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangorse_Lake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cwmdu,_Powys
http://www.coachandhorses.org/
http://www.the-farmers-arms.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=53
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1ODU=
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/where-to-eat/mynydd-ddu-tea-rooms/
http://www.morethanabed.co.uk/
http://www.campingbreconbeacons.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A40_road
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left over this and follow an enclosed path along the edge of a 
garden to a lane. 

 
3 Turn right and follow the lane to a junction with the A40 in 

Bwlch. (The New Inn is on your immediate right, while Gate 
Shop, a small general store, is about 150 metres up the road 
to your left.) Turn right and follow the main road down to the 
Star Bunkhouse. Immediately after the building, turn left on 
to a lane signed to Penuel Chapel. Climb past the left-hand 
side of the chapel and on to a path between drystone walls. 
Emerge on a lane in front of a large house called Bellevue. 

 
4 Turn right, then shortly left up a track between hedges. Pass 

a house at the top of the track, keeping ahead through a gate 
on to a stony path. This climbs steeply, initially to the left of a 
wall. After the common opens out, continue to climb steeply 
along a more pleasant grassy trail, the common boundary 
close by on your left. 

 
5 Just before a cairn, the path begins to level off. Continue 

ahead along a grassy ridgeway track, still with the common 
boundary to your left. After a little over 2 km, the track 
reaches a cairn in a slight dip below Mynydd Llan-gors (a 
good clue that you’re in the right place is the boundary fence, 
which turns sharply away to the left at this point). Take the 
path signed to the right (‘Beacons Way’) and shortly begin a 
steep descent towards the farm of Blaen-y-cwm-uchaf. When 
level with the farm buildings, turn left at a bridleway post and 
leave the common through a gate. 

 
6 Drop down a bank and turn right along the farm access track. 

Continue past the house of Blaen-y-cwm-isaf and on to a 
lane. Descend along the valley for a further 1.6 km, then turn 
left at a footpath sign through a small metal gate into a field 
(this is on a slight right-hand bend just after a shady descent 
below trees). 

 
7 Keep ahead along the left-hand edge of a field to a stile. 

Cross this and bear right towards a gate on to a lane. Turn 
left along the lane, crossing the Rhiangoll river and climbing 
gently to a junction with the A479 in Cwm Du. Across the 
road is the Farmers Arms, while the Mynydd Ddu [sic] Tea 
Rooms are a short distance down the road to the right. For 

http://www.starbunkhouse.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mynydd_Llangorse
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhiangoll
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Cwmdu Campsite, keep straight ahead up the lane opposite 
and take the next road on the right, opposite the church. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Llangynidr Bridge 
The narrow arch bridge at Llangynidr is one of the oldest and 
prettiest of the many historic bridges crossing the River Usk. 
Comprising six segmental stone arches, the bridge was built 
towards the end of the sixteenth century and is particularly 
impressive due to its setting and height above the river. 
 
Bwlch 
The village of Bwlch is perched high up on a pass between 
Crickhowell and Brecon and possesses commanding views over 
the surrounding countryside. The name of the village describes its 
location perfectly, being the Welsh for ‘pass’. 
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29 Cwm Du to Crickhowell 
 
This short section can be easily combined with the previous one or 
linked to the next section by bypassing Crickhowell (see alternative 
route). Once on to the lower slopes of the Black Mountains, our 
route follows a mainly contouring path along the base of the 
common, the highlight being the beautiful valley of Cwm-gu. After 
more attractive mid-level walking, Beacons Way markers lead us 
off the common and down to the lovely little town of Crickhowell. 
 
Distance: 6 miles (10 km) 
Height gain: 402 metres 
Start: Farmers Arms, Cwm Du (SO 179 237) 
Finish: The White Hart Inn, Crickhowell (SO 214 190) 
Map: OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park (Eastern 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In centre of Crickhowell  
Refreshments: There are plenty of shops in Crickhowell, as well 
as a number of pubs, restaurants and cafes. These include the 
Britannia Inn, the Bear Hotel, the Courtroom Cafe and Le Gallois. 
Accommodation: There are numerous inns, hotels and guest 
houses offering bed and breakfast in Crickhowell – see Visit 
Crickhowell for details. Walkers on a budget can opt for the 
bunkhouse at the Britannia Inn or pitch their tent at the Riverside 
Caravan and Camping Park. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the crossroads in Cwm Du, take the lane climbing past 

the church and out of the village. Continue to a level section 
of road by a house called Pen-cae-crwn. Turn right and climb 
steeply. Follow the lane round a sharp right-hand bend 
(ignore the track to the left), after which the gradient lessens. 
Where the tarmac lane ends, ignore a track on the right to 
Llewenau Draw and keep ahead towards Llewenau. 

 
2 A short distance ahead, reach a marker post after a low 

stone barn. Following the arrow, turn right up a grassy bank 
to a stile into a field. Keep ahead along the right-hand edge 
of the field to a stile on to the mountain. Continue ahead, 
then follow the common boundary to the right. The path 

http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/about-crickhowell/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Mountains,_Wales
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://www.the-farmers-arms.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=53
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cwmdu,_Powys
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk1OTQ=
http://www.britanniainncrickhowell.co.uk/home
http://www.bearhotel.co.uk/dine-with-us
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/where-to-eat/court-room-cafe/
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/where-to-eat/le-gallois/
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/where-to-stay/
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/where-to-stay/
http://www.riversidecaravanscrickhowell.co.uk/
http://www.riversidecaravanscrickhowell.co.uk/
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snakes across the slope before dropping into a dip to cross a 
stream. 

 
3 Just beyond the stream, fork left (‘Beacons Way’) and climb 

away from the common boundary. The waymarked path 
curves across the slope of the hill, bearing left to pick up the 
common boundary again above a conifer plantation. Keep 
ahead where the common boundary drops away to the right, 
picking it up again as you pass round the beautiful valley of 
Cwm-gu. 

 
4 Follow the path round the head of the valley and back down 

the other side to a house. Just before the building, fork left 
(‘Beacons Way’) on to a narrower path. Climb steadily to a 
junction and turn left, away from the house. Climb more 
steeply now, towards a stone wall, and then bear left, up a 
more gentle slope, picking up the common boundary again 
further along the hill. After climbing for some time along the 
base of the common, the path drops to the right and reaches 
a waymarked junction – you should be able to see Crug 
Hywel (Table Mountain) over to the left. 

 
5 Take the path heading sharply right. The descending path 

soon curves left and drops steeply to a bottom corner of the 
common. Still descending, follow the common edge to the 
right and continue downhill along a well-marked path. At a 
waymarked junction of paths, head downhill to the right, 
passing to the left of a stone ruin. Shortly cross a stile on to a 
concrete access track. 

 
Alternative route bypassing Crickhowell 
If you do not require any of Crickhowell’s facilities, you can save a 
lot of time and additional climbing by bearing left at the waymarked 
junction (instead of sharp right) and cutting across the slope to pick 
up the common boundary on the far side. Staying close to the 
common edge, continue to a stone sheepfold in a corner and rejoin 
the Beacons Way on its way up from Crickhowell. 
 
6 Join the track and follow it down to Gwernvale Farm. Bear 

right in the farmyard and pass through a gate on to a lane. 
Follow the lane down to a junction with the A40 on the 
western edge of Crickhowell – just to the right is the White 
Hart Inn (currently closed). For pubs, shops and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Hywel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Hywel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A40_road
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accommodation, turn left and follow the main road into the 
centre of town. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Carnhuanawc 
Buried to the rear of St Michael’s Church in Cwm Du is the 
Reverend Thomas Price (1787–1848), a historian, linguist and 
major Welsh literary figure better known by his bardic name of 
Carnhuanawc. A passionate Welsh patriot, Carnhuanawc spent his 
life campaigning on behalf of the Welsh language. His many 
achievements included establishing a Welsh-medium school in 
Cwm Du, writing a popular history of Wales and helping Lady 
Charlotte Guest translate the Mabinogion. 
 
Tretower Castle 
There are good views from the Beacons Way of Tretower Court 
and Castle. Most clearly visible is the imposing circular tower (c. 
early 13th c.). Sometime in the early fourteenth century, a fortified 
manor house – Tretower Court – was built adjacent to the earlier 
castle, replacing it as the main focus of residence. 
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30 Crickhowell to Llanthony 
 
This varied section is not to be underestimated, involving more 
than a thousand metres of height gain from beginning to end. We 
start with an ascent of Crug Hywel or Table Mountain, a distinctive 
flat-topped hill overlooking Crickhowell. After descending into the 
Grwyne Fechan valley, we continue over Crug Mawr to Patrisio, 
then begin another climb across the ridge to Llanthony. Historical 
highlights include St Ishow’s Church and the ruined splendour of 
Llanthony Priory. 
 
Distance: 13 miles (20 km) 
Height gain: 1,034 metres 
Start: The White Hart Inn, Crickhowell (SO 214 190) 
Finish: Llanthony Priory (SO 288 278) 
Map: OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park (Eastern 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In centre of Crickhowell and outside Llanthony Priory 
Refreshments: There are a number of food shops near the start 
of the section in Crickhowell. Food and drink are available in 
Llanthony from Llanthony Treats, the Llanthony Priory Hotel and 
the Half Moon Hotel. 
Accommodation: Traditional bed and breakfast is available in 
Llanthony from the Half Moon Hotel and the Llanthony Priory 
Hotel. Those on a budget can camp at Llanthony Treats or opt for 
the bunkhouse. There is another basic campsite outside Llanthony 
Priory. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the White Hart Inn, retrace your steps up the steeply 

ascending lane as far as a fork. Bear right (the road 
immediately crosses the Cumbeth Brook), then turn left over 
a stile into a yard containing a barn and stables. Leave the 
yard and continue uphill along the left-hand edge of fields. 

 
2 At the end of the third field, keep ahead on to a sunken path 

through woodland. Where directed, bear left through a gate, 
immediately crossing a stream. The path continues up the 
right-hand edge of a field, then briefly joins the line of a 
stream (potentially tricky after heavy rain). Keeping ahead, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Hywel
http://www.visitcrickhowell.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crug_Mawr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partrishow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanthony
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/llanthonypriory/?lang=en
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk2MTM=
http://www.llanthonytreats.co.uk/
http://www.llanthonyprioryhotel.co.uk/
http://halfmoon-llanthony.co.uk/
http://www.coolcamping.co.uk/campsites/uk/wales/monmouth/monmouthshire/135-llanthony-priory
http://www.coolcamping.co.uk/campsites/uk/wales/monmouth/monmouthshire/135-llanthony-priory
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pass between substantial stone walls and emerge in an old 
sheepfold at the bottom edge of the common. 

 
3 Bear right through the stone enclosure, then climb ahead 

with the common boundary to your right. Follow a clear path 
along the bottom edge of the common to the distinctive 
mound of Crug Hywel (Table Mountain). 

 
4 After admiring the views, retrace your steps down the hill’s 

steep northern slopes and keep ahead on to the wide grassy 
path leading to Pen Cerrig-calch. Do not climb the slope 
ahead, but take the first grassy path on the right and contour 
across the hill. Later, the path descends diagonally right in a 
roughly north-easterly direction. Stick to the main path, which 
curves right and then left before passing to the left of a 
drystone wall. Keep ahead, then turn sharp right on to a clear 
grassy path (the common boundary will now be on your left). 
Descend to a metal field gate leading off the common and 
follow an enclosed path down to a lane. 

 
5 Turn left and follow the lane up to the next footpath on the 

right (just past the access track to Ffawydd on the left). Turn 
right over a stile into a field. Follow the right-hand edge of the 
field downhill, then bear left towards the bottommost corner, 
where you’ll find a stile. Do not cross the stile, but bear left 
through a gap in the hedge and follow a path downhill 
through bracken. Ignore an uphill fork to the left, then turn 
sharp right, straight down the slope. Join a woodland path 
dropping steeply to the Grwyne Fechan river, which can be 
heard below. 

 
6 Cross a footbridge over the river into a field and turn left, 

across the bottom of the field. Do not cross a stile ahead, but 
turn sharply right on to a diagonally climbing path. Cross a 
stile and keep ahead past a house to a stile into a field. Keep 
climbing diagonally across the slope. Go through another 
field to a lane and turn right. 

 
7 About 100 metres after the access track to Draen, fork left on 

to a permitted bridleway (‘Beacons Way’). Climb to the left, 
then keep straight ahead at a cross-path. The path curves 
left, then reaches a fork. Take the right-hand path and climb 
to a gate on to open common. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pen_Cerrig-calch
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
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8 Turn right, then immediately sharp left, and follow the 

common boundary uphill as far as a sharp right turn. Keep 
straight ahead for a short distance, then bear right. The path 
briefly rejoins the common edge, then bears left below the 
higher ground of Blaen-yr-henbant. Continue along the main 
path above Cwm Milaid to a Beacons Way marker at the 
head of the valley. Turn right, in the direction of the arrow, 
and climb a short, steep slope to the summit of Crug Mawr. 

 
9 Keep straight ahead from the summit (‘Beacons Way’). After 

passing a pond, the path starts to descend more steeply. 
Bear left near the bottom of the common, keeping a fence to 
your right. Fork right to continue along the fence and 
descend to a drystone wall. Turn right and pass through two 
gates on to an enclosed track. Keep straight ahead on to a 
lane and soon after begin to descend steeply. 

 
10 At a sign for St Ishow’s Church, turn left through a metal gate 

and descend between gravestones (you can also enter the 
graveyard further down the lane via the lychgate). Turn left 
past the church (which is kept open for visitors) and continue 
through a kissing gate into a field. Keep straight ahead to a 
wall corner above a farmhouse and turn sharp right, following 
the wall downhill to a wooden gate. 

 
11 Turn left between farm buildings. At the end of the house, 

bear left through a rusty farm gate into a field and follow 
waymarkers for the Beacons Way through a series of fields. 
Pass to the left of a stone ruin, then bear left on to a rough 
track and drop to a lane. 

 
12 Keep straight across on to a narrow lane opposite 

(‘Tabernacle Chapel’) and cross the Grwyne Fawr river. Pass 
the chapel and follow the lane round a left-hand bend. Climb 
diagonally across the hill, keeping right where the lane 
divides (‘Upper House’). On reaching Upper House, go 
through a gate and turn immediately right (‘Way to Hill’) on to 
a stone track past farm buildings. Follow the track to the left 
and climb on to open common. Keep a drystone wall to your 
right until you reach a small carved stone – Carreg y Dial 
(Revenge Stone) – on the crest of the ridge. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grwyne_Fawr
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13 Turn left and climb gently along the ridge. Follow an 
enclosed section of track between a wall and forestry, then 
keep ahead where the common opens out on to a clear 
grassy track. Take the wider, left-hand track at a fork and 
continue climbing along the crest of the ridge. Bear right in 
front of a well-built cairn (Garn Wen), then left, back along 
the line of the ridge. The track rises again, then drops gently 
into a shallow dip. Reach a pile of stones at the bottom of the 
steep ascent to Bâl Mawr. 

 
14 Leaving the ridge, turn right (‘Beacons Way’) and follow a 

clear path down into Cwm Bwchel. Once you enter the 
valley, the path becomes steep and stony. At a cross-path, 
keep ahead (‘Cwm Bwchel’) to a stile and Beacons Way 
marker (ignore signs for Llanthony to the left and right). 

 
15 The path soon emerges in field above Cwm Bwchel farm. 

Drop down the field, passing to the left of the farm. Continue 
down through fields, a stream to your right. Eventually, reach 
a stile where the path bears right to another stile and a 
footbridge over the stream. Follow a gravel path through 
woods, then continue on to a grassy path, the stream now on 
your left. Where directed, turn left and cross a footbridge 
over the Afon Honddu. Pass Llanthony Treats and follow a 
gravel track up to a road. Turn left, then immediately right, up 
the access road to Llanthony Priory. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Crickhowell 
Crickhowell is a small town of mainly Georgian buildings nestling 
beneath the flanks of Pen Cerrig-calch. If time allows, it is worth 
wandering down past the Norman castle to the attractive stone 
bridge spanning the River Usk. An interesting route back is via the 
fourteenth-century church of St Edmund. 
 
Crug Hywel (Table Mountain) 
The summit of Crug Hywel or Table Mountain is encircled by the 
ditch and ramparts of an Iron Age hill fort, still clearly visible on the 
ground. Although built by a pre-Roman Celtic tribe, the fort is 
associated in local legend with a later Welsh king called Hywel, 
whose name has attached itself to the hill’s Welsh name, Crug 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Honddu_(Powys)
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Hywel (‘Hywel’s Mound’), and, by extension, to the town of 
Crickhowell as well. 
 
The Black Mountains 
The Black Mountains form a distinct geographic region, separated 
from other upland areas within the Brecon Beacons National Park 
by the broad valley of the River Usk. Interlocking ridges and deep 
river valleys create a wonderfully varied landscape offering walkers 
new and beautiful vistas round almost every corner. 
 
St Ishow’s Church 
St Ishow’s Church, Patrisio is one of the hidden treasures of the 
Black Mountains. Tucked away in the remote Grwyne Fawr valley, 
the church has retained many of its medieval features, including a 
number of mural paintings, a screen and rood loft from the late 
fifteenth century and a pre-Norman font. 
 
Carreg y Dial (Revenge Stone) 
Carreg y Dial or the Revenge Stone is a small carved stone 
standing on the ridge between the Grwyne Fawr and Honddu 
valleys. It is often claimed that the stone marks the spot where a 
Norman lord, Richard Fitz Gilbert de Clare, was ambushed and 
killed by a Welsh force in 1136; more sceptical commentators have 
suggested that the stone is actually a medieval pilgrims’ cross. 
 
Tŷ’n-y-llwyn and Tŷ Mawr 
Tŷ’n-y-llwyn and Tŷ Mawr are two striking examples of the many 
historic farmhouses that can be found in the Black Mountains. Both 
houses date from the seventeenth century but incorporate 
elements of earlier dwellings going back to at least 1500. The 
three-storey barn pictured belongs to Tŷ Mawr and is built into the 
side of a steep bank. 
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31 Llanthony to Llangatwg Lingoed 
 
There are stunning views from above Llanthony Priory as we climb 
towards Offa’s Dyke Path on Hatterall Hill. From the top, we join a 
lovely ridgetop track along the line of the Wales–England border, 
eventually descending off the mountain into the scattered village of 
Pandy. We then say goodbye to the mountains – though there are 
good views of Ysgyryd Fawr to the right – and strike out across the 
green, fertile fields of northern Gwent. 
 
Distance: 9 miles (14 km) 
Height gain: 420 metres 
Start: Llanthony Priory (SO 288 278) 
Finish: St Cadoc’s Church, Llangatwg Lingoed (SO 361 201) 
Map: OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park (Eastern 
Area) 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: Outside Llanthony Priory 
Refreshments: Food and drink are available from the Rising Sun 
in Pandy and the Hunters Moon Inn in Llangatwg Lingoed. 
Accommodation: There is a basic campsite at Treveddw [sic] 
Farm in Pandy; a more organized site (as well as B&B) can be 
found nearby at the Rising Sun. Bed and breakfast is also 
available in Pandy from the Lancaster Arms Guest House, and in 
Llangatwg Lingoed from the Old Rectory Guest House and the 
Hunters Moon Inn. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 Approaching Llanthony Priory, turn left through a gate on to a 

gravel track. Follow this gently uphill to the right along the 
edge of a field. Go through a gateway and immediately turn 
right, leaving the track to follow a grassy path along the 
perimeter wall of the priory. Once past the priory, go through 
a small gate into a further field and bear left up the hill 
towards a metal field gate leading into woodland. 

 
2 Go through the gate and follow a rough track steeply uphill. 

At the top of the woods, ignore the large metal field gate 
ahead, instead bearing left to a smaller waymarked wooden 
gate. Climb along the right-hand edge of a field, continuing 

http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/llanthonypriory/?lang=en
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hatterrall_Hill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandy,_Monmouthshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ysgyryd_Fawr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_St_Cadoc,_Llangattock_Lingoed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangattock_Lingoed
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk2MjQ=
http://www.therisingsunpandy.com/index.html
http://www.hunters-moon-inn.co.uk/index.html
http://www.lancaster-arms.supanet.com/
http://www.oldrectorystayinwales.co.uk/home
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past a stile on the right. At the top of the field, go through a 
small wooden gate on to Hatterrall Hill. 

 
3 Turn right and follow a clear gravel path, lined with ash trees, 

along the base of the common. After about 250 metres, the 
path bears left and begins to climb diagonally across the 
slope of the hill (the gravel surface soon comes to an end). 
As the common opens up to the left, keep ahead with a 
drystone wall to your right. Just before the top of the ridge, 
reach a junction with Offa’s Dyke Path – a great place to 
admire the striking contrast between the green fields of 
Herefordshire and the seemingly endless mountain ridges to 
the west. 

 
4 Turn right on to the clear ridgetop path and climb gently 

across the summit of Hatterrall Hill. After passing a signed 
turn-off to Cwm-iou on the right, drop to the left along a 
gravel path and continue gently downhill along a narrowing 
ridge. Where the path forks, keep left to go past a trig point. 

 
5 The path steepens as it drops from the trig point. Fork left 

(the path is indicated by a National Trail acorn symbol) and 
descend to the left of an old stone wall. Where the gradient 
eases (there are the embankments of an Iron Age hill fort 
ahead), join a farm track on the right and continue downhill to 
a gate off the common. (You are still on the Beacons Way, 
but have briefly parted company with Offa’s Dyke Path.) 

 
6 Continue on to a lane between hedges and descend to a 

crossroads. Keep straight ahead past a house and follow the 
lane round a left-hand bend (you have now rejoined Offa’s 
Dyke Path but left the Beacons Way). Shortly after passing a 
barn conversion and a transmitter, fork left (‘Offa’s Dyke’) to 
a gate and stile leading into a field. Descend to the bottom 
corner of the field and rejoin the lane. Turn left and continue 
gently downhill to a T-junction. 

 
7 Cross the road ahead to a stile and follow the right-hand 

edge of a field to a small metal gate. After the gate, the path 
drops to cross a main line railway, then continues downhill to 
a footbridge over the Afon Honddu. Emerge in a field and 
follow its left-hand edge to a road by the Lancaster Arms 
Guest House. Bear right to reach a T-junction with the A465. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cwmyoy
http://www.breconbeaconsparksociety.org/national-park/the-beacons-way/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afon_Honddu_(Powys)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A465_road
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8 Cross the road, keeping ahead along a path to the right of 

houses. Continue along the right-hand edge of a field to a 
gate. Go through this and climb to the right of a small copse. 
Bear slightly left from the copse, up to a gate at the top of the 
field. Follow the left-hand edge of the next field until it starts 
to curve right, then go through a gate on the left into another 
field. Bear diagonally right across the field to a gate and 
footbridge. Now bear diagonally left, past a line of trees, then 
slightly right towards a small wooden gate. Keep ahead over 
a rise to another gate and footbridge, then bear left and climb 
to a junction with a lane. 

 
9 Turn left along the road, then right on to a smaller lane. On a 

right-hand bend a short distance ahead, fork left on to the 
access track to Llanerch. Keep ahead through a gate to the 
right of the farm and drop through fields to a junction with a 
lane. 

 
10 Follow the lane to the left for about 50 metres. Just before 

the road starts to rise out of a dip, turn right through a small 
wooden gate into a field. Follow the the right-hand edge of 
the field to its far end and enter a second field. Bear left past 
an abandoned house and continue along the upper, left-hand 
edge of the field. At a marker post, bear left again, then 
immediately back to the right, so as to pass to the left of an 
area of gorse. Pass through a gateway ahead and drop 
steeply through a field towards Full Brook. Bear left near the 
bottom of the field to reach a footbridge. 

 
11 Cross the bridge and climb diagonally right through two 

fields. At the top of the second field, turn right and follow the 
edge of the field to a small wooden gate. Go through the 
gate and continue along the right-hand edge of two more 
fields. After the final field, the path becomes enclosed and 
shortly emerges on a lane in Llangatwg Lingoed. Turn left 
and follow the road up into the village as far as St Cadoc’s 
Church. By now, you will have already passed the Old 
Rectory Guest House; the Hunters Moon Inn is just past the 
church. 

 
 
Highlights 

http://villagealivetrust.org.uk/en/what-to-see/churches/st-cadocs-church
http://villagealivetrust.org.uk/en/what-to-see/churches/st-cadocs-church
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Llanthony Priory 
Llanthony Priory was founded around 1100 by a Norman 
nobleman, Willliam de Lacy, who stumbled upon a small chapel 
while hunting and decided to settle there as a hermit. Work began 
on the present building around 1180. The elements have taken 
their inevitable toll in the centuries since, and the five central 
arches and great west window have sadly been lost. 
 
Hatterall Hill 
Hatterrall Hill is an area of heather moorland straddling the Wales–
England border. Over 3,000 years ago, early agriculturalists 
cleared the ridge of trees, and traces of these prehistoric farmers 
are scattered across the hillside in the form of cairns, enclosures 
and other archaeological features. The hill is home to significant 
populations of raven and merlin and also contains one of the most 
southerly populations of red grouse in Britain. 
 
The Lofty Sky 
The gable end of a barn on Hatterall Hill has been painted with 
lines from Edward Thomas’s poem ‘The Lofty Sky’: ‘Today I want 
the sky, | The tops of the high hills | Above the last man’s house … 
| Past all trees, past furze | And thorn, where naught deters | The 
desire of the eye | For sky, nothing but sky.’ 
 
Ysgyryd Fawr 
Ysgyryd Fawr (known locally as ‘The Skirrid’) is a mountain 
steeped in legend and folklore. The mountain’s distinctive shape – 
the result of landslips during the last ice age – is popularly 
attributed to either an earthquake at the time of Jesus’s crucifixion 
or the keel of Noah’s ark scraping across the mountaintop. Secret 
Catholic services were once held in a small stone chapel on the 
summit.
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32 Llangatwg Lingoed to Monmouth 
 
We stick with Offa’s Dyke Path throughout this section, which 
passes through pleasant farmland along the Troddi valley. There 
are no remains of the dyke to be seen (the border in Offa’s day 
followed the Wye Valley through present-day Herefordshire), but 
the walk passes a number of attractive villages and churches, as 
well as the impressive Norman fortress of White Castle. 
Approaching Monmouth, we enter an area of mixed woodland 
known as the Hendre Woods. 
 
Distance: 15 miles (23 km) 
Height gain: 358 metres 
Start: Llangatwg Lingoed (SO 361 201) 
Finish: Agincourt Square, Monmouth (SO 507 128) 
Maps: OS Explorer OL13 Brecon Beacons National Park (Eastern 
Area) and OS Explorer OL14 Wye Valley & Forest of Dean 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Monmouth (by Monnow Bridge and on Agincourt 
Street) 
Refreshments: Food and drink is available from the Hogs Head 
pub near Llantilio Crossenny. Monmouth itself contains a wide 
selection of pubs, cafes, restuarants and takeaways – see the 
town’s Tripadvisor page for details – as well as a number of 
supermarkets. 
Accommodation: West of Monmouth, you will pass the Rickyard 
Bunkhouse, the Hendre Farmhouse and Old Hendre Farm. 
Monmouth itself contains two campsites – Monmouth Caravan 
Park and the Monnow Bridge Caravan Site – as well as a wide 
selection of inns and guest houses. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From Llangatwg Lingoed, take the path signed through the 

churchyard (‘Monmouth 14m’) and descend along its right-
hand edge. Continue on to an enclosed path to a field and 
descend diagonally right towards a house near the bottom 
corner. Follow an enclosed path to a lane by the farm and 
turn left. 

 
2 Keep ahead on to another lane by Old Court. Just after a 

right-hand bend, look out for a waymark post on the left. 

http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Trothy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offa_of_Mercia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wye_Valley
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/whitecastle/?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monmouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llangattock_Lingoed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agincourt_Square,_Monmouth
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-brecon-beacons-national-park-1535.html
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-wye-valley-forest-of-dean.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk3Mjk=
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monnow_Bridge
http://www.hogsheadpub.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llantilio_Crossenny
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurants-g552009-Monmouth_Monmouthshire_Southern_Wales_Wales.html#EATERY_OVERVIEW_BOX
http://www.rickyardbunkhouse.co.uk/
http://www.rickyardbunkhouse.co.uk/
http://www.thehendrefarmhouse.co.uk/
http://www.oldhendrefarm.com/
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=7874
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=7874
http://www.ukcampsite.co.uk/sites/details.asp?revid=3440
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Hotels-g552009-c2-Monmouth_Monmouthshire_Southern_Wales_Wales-Hotels.html
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Cross a field to a footbridge (this is just to the left of a stony 
track), then climb ahead towards a gate to the right of an 
abandoned farm (Little Pool Hall). Keep ahead on to a rutted 
track, initially across an open field and then between hedges. 

 
3 At some old barns (marked ‘Coldbrook’ on OS Explorer), turn 

left and walk along the left-hand edge of a field to a gate at 
its far end. Enter a second field and bear right, across the 
middle of the field, towards a telegraph pole. Once past the 
pole, aim for a wooden gate to the right of a metal field gate. 
Vehicle tracks lead across a third field to a gate on to the 
B4521. 

 
4 Follow the road to the right, shortly curving left and passing a 

dead-end lane on the right. Just past this point, cross the 
road and join a clearly defined path across two fields. Bear 
left near the end of the second field, aiming for a footbridge 
to the right of a small metal gate. 

 
5 Continue across a small river (the Troddi) and follow a clear 

path up through two fields to a metal field gate. Do not cross 
over, but turn left along the top edge of the field. Climb to a 
small wooden gate in the top corner of the field. Go through 
this and continue along the left-hand edge of the next field 
towards Duke’s Barn. Before reaching the house, enter a 
field on the left. Pass the house and immediately enter 
another field. Turning to the left, climb along the left-hand 
edge of the field towards White Castle. 

 
6 Follow an enclosed path to the left of the castle and out on to 

a lane. Keep ahead on to another lane at White Castle 
Cottage. Just past Upper Whitecastle Farm, the road curves 
left and starts to descend, keep ahead on to a gravel track. 
After an initial climb, the track descends steeply between 
hedges to a T-junction with a lane. 

 
7 Turn left, shortly passing the access lane to the Hogs Head 

pub. Almost immediately afterwards, leave the lane up a 
track on the left. Just before farm buildings, turn right through 
a metal field gate into a field. Keep ahead along the left-hand 
boundary to a gate in the corner. Continue on a well-defined 
path, crossing several fields towards the Church of St Teilo 
(the tall spire is clearly visible). Eventually emerge on the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_St_Teilo,_Llantilio_Crossenny
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B4233 and cross to a kissing gate (or turn left for a short 
distance to visit Hen Gwrt). Continue through two further 
fields to reach a road in Llantilio Crossenny. 

 
8 Turn left for about 100 metres. Immediately after crossing a 

stream, you can either continue ahead to visit the Church of 
St Teilo or turn right and follow a waymarked path along the 
right-hand edge of a field (the latter is the main route). Cross 
a footbridge on the right and continue along a path to the 
right of a stream. Emerge on a lane and bear left. 

 
9 After about 1.3 km, keep ahead at Penrhos Farm on to a 

lane signed to Pen-rhos. After a further 200 metres, and just 
before the road starts to climb more steeply, bear left through 
a small metal gate into an orchard. Pass between rows of 
trees, then enter a field. Climb along the left-hand edge, then 
enter a second, larger field. Bearing slightly right, cross the 
middle of the field, looking for a gate ahead as you pass over 
a small rise. Go through this into a third field and climb again 
towards a gate to the right of a farm. Pass between the 
house and paddocks, then continue along the left-hand edge 
of a field. Follow the hedge as it curves right, then continue 
along the left-hand edge of a further field to reach a lane. 

 
10 Follow the lane left for a little over 500 metres. After a short, 

steep climb, you will reach a left-hand bend just past Pen-
pwll-y-calch Farm. At this point, bear slightly right into a field 
and follow its left-hand edge downhill. Continue down the 
middle of a second field, then pick up its right-hand edge. 
Head for a gateway in the bottom corner of the field and turn 
sharply left along the edge of a third field. Keep following 
waymarks to a track in front of a house. After crossing this, 
bear left and shortly emerge by St Michael’s Church in 
Llanfihangel Ystum Llewern. Bear left down a gravel path to 
a road and turn right. 

 
11 After about 50 metres, as the road starts to climb round a 

right-hand bend, keep ahead on to a track. As you approach 
a gate in a slight dip before a farm, bear left into a field and 
follow the marked path bearing left towards the Afon Troddi. 
Continue through a long meadow along the banks of the 
river. Bear slightly right to a gate at the end of the field, then 

http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/hengwrtmoatedsite/?skip=1&lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llanvihangel-Ystern-Llewern
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continue ahead, still with the river to your left, but now further 
away. 

 
12 Before the end of the field, look out for a waymark arrow 

directing you to the right, diagonally up the slope. Go through 
a gate at the top of the field, near the far end, and cut across 
the corner of a field. Continue along the left-hand edge of a 
field, then straight across the middle of the next. In the 
subsequent field, head for the far right-hand corner and 
emerge on a road. Turn left down the hill, shortly crossing 
the Afon Troddi. 

 
13 Just before the road starts to climb steeply, turn right on to 

one of two alternative paths. The official Offa’s Dyke Path 
route runs along the left-hand edge of a field, but there is 
also a permissive path – for wet conditions – in the field to 
the immediate left. Both paths rejoin at the end of a long field 
above the Troddi, a short distance from the site of the former 
Grace Dieu Abbey, all remnants of which have now 
vanished. Cross a rutted and potentially muddy area to a 
footbridge, then follow a clear path though four more fields, 
eventually climbing to a junction with a lane by a house 
called Beech Grove. 

 
14 Turn right and follow the road past Rickyard Bunkhouse, the 

Hendre Farmhouse and Old Hendre Farm. After a sharp left-
hand bend, the road rises slightly as it passes the Cider Mill. 
At the next right-hand bend, keep straight ahead on to a 
gravel track. After a few hundred metres, the track enters 
woods and begins to climb steadily. At a T-junction with 
another track, keep straight across on to a smaller gravel 
path continuing up the hill. 

 
15 Reach a clearing at the top of the climb, where there is a 

bench and signpost: ‘Monmouth 3m’. Descend through more 
densely packed woodland, keeping straight across at a 
junction with a track. Not far beyond this, the stony trail 
emerges in a field. Continue along the field’s bottom, right-
hand edge to a footbridge at its far end. Pass through 
another band of woodland, then follow the left-hand edge of 
two fields. Join the lane from Bailey Pitt Farm and bear left. 

 

http://cistercian-way.newport.ac.uk/place.asp?PlaceID=356
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16 At a T-junction in a housing estate, turn right and follow the 
road up to a mini-roundabout. Again turn right and shortly 
cross to join the pavement on the left-hand side of the road. 
At the next mini-roundabout, bear slightly left, following signs 
for Monmouth town centre and the bus station. Pass 
Monnow Bridge Caravan Site, then turn left at the next 
roundabout to cross the historic Monnow Bridge. Keep 
ahead up Monmouth’s main shopping street to Agincourt 
Square. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Llangatwg Lingoed 
Llangatwg Lingoed has a long history stretching back to the early 
Christian period in Wales. The present St Cadoc’s Church dates 
from the thirteenth century and would have replaced an earlier pre-
Norman place of worship. Another building with thirteenth-century 
features is the Hunters Moon Inn, though this was entirely rebuilt in 
the early nineteenth century. 
 
Offa’s Dyke Path 
A designated national trail, Offa’s Dyke Path traces the line of the 
great eighth-century dyke built by King Offa of Mercia to mark the 
western boundary of his kingdom. Unfortunately, there is no sign of 
the dyke along the section of trail between Llanthony and 
Monmouth; during the eighth century, the border between Welsh 
and English actually lay many miles to the east, through what is 
now Herefordshire. 
 
White Castle 
White Castle is the largest and best preserved of the so-called 
‘Three Castles’. Like those at Skenfrith and Grosmont, White 
Castle probably began life as a crude earth and timber fortress 
before being later rebuilt in stone. Further fortifications were added 
during the 1260s, transforming the castle into an uncompromising 
military fortress that continues to impress, even in its partially 
ruined state of today. 
 
Hen Gwrt 
This pleasant moated site was most likely occupied in the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries by a manor house owned by 
the bishops of Llandaf. Later on, the site was acquired by the 
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Herberts of Rhaglan, who built a hunting lodge to go with the new 
deer park they had formed nearby. The lodge was most probably 
destroyed during the English Civil War, and the moat is now the 
only site feature still visible. 
 
The Church of St Teilo, Llantilio Crossenny 
As a former manor of the bishops of Llandaf, Llantilio Crossenny 
possesses an exceptionally grand parish church for a village of its 
size. The interior has been described as ‘outstanding’ by the Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales 
and includes a green man carving set into the church wall. 
 
Monnow Bridge 
Monnow Bridge is the only medieval fortified river bridge in Britain 
with a gate tower still in place. The bridge was completed around 
1270 and the gatehouse added a few decades later. The bridge 
and tower would have formed the middle of three lines of defence 
guarding the approach from Wales, there also being an inner town 
wall and an outer ditch (the Clawdd Du) protecting the suburb of 
Overmonnow. 
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33 Monmouth to Tintern 
 
Leaving Monmouth, we enter the Wye Valley AONB, an area of 
dramatic beauty straddling the Wales–England border. The 
recommended route follows Offa’s Dyke Path over Kymin Hill, but 
there’s also a more direct, level route to Redbrook along the banks 
of the River Wye (part of the Wye Valley Walk). The main route 
then joins the Wye Valley Walk and follows a meandering course 
across steep wooded slopes, returning to the riverbank near 
Tintern. 
 
Distance: 13 miles (21 km) 
Height gain: 574 metres 
Start: Agincourt Square, Monmouth (SO 507 128) 
Finish: Tintern Abbey (SO 532 000) 
Map: OS Explorer OL14 Wye Valley & Forest of Dean 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: In Monmouth and outside Tintern Abbey 
Refreshments: The Boat Inn in Pen-allt is a lovely riverside pub 
just south of Monmouth. Closer to Tintern is the Brockweir Inn and 
the Old Station tea room. There’s a wide selection of pubs and 
cafes in Tintern itself – see the village website for details. 
Accommodation: There’s a list of hotels and guest houses in 
Tintern on the village website. En route, you will pass Sarah’s 
Place (B&B) in Cleddon. There is also a small campsite at the Old 
Station, but advanced booking is essential. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From Agincourt Square, leave the main road by keeping 

straight ahead on to a narrow, pedestrianized road called 
Church Street. (Before joining Church Street, you may want 
to turn left up a narrow street called Castle Hill to visit 
Monmouth Castle.) Where the pedestrianized section ends 
(just before St Mary’s Priory Church), turn right down a 
narrow street past the Griffin pub. At a T-junction at the end 
of the road (opposite a back entrance to Monmouth School), 
turn left towards the Queens Head Inn, then immediately 
right on to a road in front of the pub. Where convenient, 
cross to the opposite side of the road and bear left towards a 
subway below the busy A40. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monmouth
http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/index.php
http://www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Kymin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redbrook
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Wye
http://www.wyevalleywalk.org/
http://www.tinternvillage.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agincourt_Square,_Monmouth
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/tinternabbey/?lang=en
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-wye-valley-forest-of-dean.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk3NTQ=
http://www.theboatpenallt.co.uk/
http://www.penallt.org.uk/
http://www.thebrockweirinn.co.uk/
http://www.tinternvillage.co.uk/seedo/tintern-old-station/
http://www.tinternvillage.co.uk/eatstay/
http://www.sarahs-place.co.uk/
http://www.sarahs-place.co.uk/
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/monmouthcastle/?lang=en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Mary's_Priory_Church,_Monmouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Griffin,_Monmouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monmouth_School
http://www.queensheadmonmouth.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A40_road
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2 Leave the subway to the right and cross a road bridge over 
the River Wye. Keep ahead at a roundabout, following road 
signs for the Forest of Dean and Coleford (you will also pass 
a Lidl store). Just past the Mayhill Hotel, cross to the right-
hand side of the road and join a woodland path climbing 
above the road to its right (‘Offa’s Dyke Path’). 

 
Alternative level route to Redbrook 
The Wye Valley Walk provides a level, more direct route between 
Monmouth and Redbrook along the banks of the River Wye. After 
crossing the river out of Monmouth, take the waymarked path on 
the right and follow this along the east bank of the river all the way 
to Redbrook. Rejoin the main route in the car park opposite the 
Boat Inn. 
 
3 After emerging from the trees, the path joins a lane. Keep 

ahead to the corner of another lane and continue straight up 
the hill. Keep ahead again at a sharp right-hand bend, 
passing through a kissing gate. Climb steeply on a woodland 
path, then bear right through a kissing gate, entering a more 
open area with two small gateways ahead. Take the path 
climbing left towards houses, a wooden fence to its right. 

 
4 Join a lane and turn left, up the hill. You will immediately 

reach a right-hand bend. Bear left, back into woodland, and 
climb steeply. Higher up, curve right to join the line of a 
sunken lane and continue climbing. After a final steep pull 
where the path is stepped, turn right towards the 
Roundhouse on the summit of Kymin Hill. 

 
5 Follow a gravel track past the Round House and Naval 

Temple to a car park. Level with the far end of the car park, 
bear left through a metal kissing gate and join a woodland 
path alongside a fence and garden. Shortly leave the woods 
and continue on to a clear path along the edge of fields. At a 
house, follow the path on to an enclosed track and keep 
ahead. The track turns to tarmac by Duffield’s Farm and 
descends more steeply. Continue round a right-hand bend 
and drop to a T-junction in Upper Redbrook. 

 
6 Turn right and proceed carefully down the road (there is no 

pavement). Just before an old stone bridge, bear left on to a 
track marked as a restricted byway and follow this behind 

http://www.mayhillhotel-monmouth.co.uk/
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/kymin/
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houses to a junction with the A466 (you are now in England). 
Cross over and walk through a car park towards the River 
Wye. Bear left along a gravel path, then drop right to cross 
an old railway bridge over the Wye. Re-enter Wales and 
emerge by the Boat Inn in Pen-allt. 

 
7 Turn right towards the pub, then immediately right again, on 

to the signed bridleway passing below the bridge and along 
the river bank (‘Wye Valley Walk’). Continue along the river 
until directed up a bank on the right by a waymark arrow. 
Turn left on to a track following the former line of the Wye 
Valley Railway and continue to a junction with a lane in 
Whitebrook. 

 
8 Turn right and follow the road up a wooded valley for around 

300 metres. Just after Whitebrook Farm, look out for steps 
climbing steeply into the woods on the left. Walk up these 
and continue steeply uphill along an enclosed path. On 
meeting a wider track, keep ahead up the hill, still climbing 
steeply. The path eventually emerges in front of a house. 
Turn left along the access road and climb more steadily. 

 
9 After passing further houses, turn left on to a track marked 

‘Bridleway’ and ‘Wye Valley Walk’. Keep ahead past a 
house, then where the main track turns downhill to the left, 
fork right on to a narrower path and continue climbing to a 
lane. 

 
10 Turn left and follow the lane to a junction. Keep ahead on to 

a smaller lane, which eventually ends at a wooden gate 
leading on to a woodland track (‘Llandogo’). Follow this track 
through Cuckoo Wood to a junction with a wider forestry 
road. Keep straight ahead on to the narrower track opposite; 
this eventually emerges from the woods by a bed and 
breakfast called Sarah’s Place. Continue ahead to a junction 
with a lane above Cleddon Falls. 

 
11 Cross straight over the lane on to a track marked ‘Bargain 

Wood’ and ‘Wye Valley Walk’. Keep straight ahead at a 
cross-track and continue along a wide gravel path into 
Bargain Wood. At a junction with a wider forestry track, turn 
left towards a bench and viewpoint. The track then curves 
right, following the edge of high ground above the Wye 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A466_road
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wye_Valley_Railway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wye_Valley_Railway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitebrook
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandogo
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Valley. After a straight section, curve right again, through a 
traffic barrier and on past a picnic area to your left. 

 
12 Just before a junction with a road, turn left on to a 

waymarked woodland trail (‘Wye Valley Walk’). Descend 
gently, then turn right at a path junction. Reach a road and 
turn left. A short distance along, as the road curves sharply 
left, take a waymarked path heading sharp right back into the 
woods. Follow the path to a junction with another road by a 
scouts’ activities centre and turn left. 

 
13 In front of a house called Hazel Grove, bear left on to a 

woodland path (‘Coed Beddick’, ‘Trellech Road’ and ‘Wye 
Valley Walk’). Climb gently to a wider track and keep ahead. 
After levelling off, the path begins to descend, at first gently 
then more steeply. Ignore a gate and stile on the right, 
instead bearing left past a stone hut. After descending steps 
follow a permitted path to the left. This zigzags down the 
steep slope, cutting across the older, more direct line of 
descent. Go round a sharp right-hand bend and shortly reach 
a junction with the A466. 

 
14 Listening carefully for traffic (visibility is poor), cross the road 

towards a bus stop. Turn right, then immediately left along 
the lane to Brockweir. Cross the river for the Brockweir Inn, 
otherwise drop down steps on the right and join a gravel 
track along the former line of the Wye Valley Railway (there 
is also an alternative riverside path, but this bypasses the 
Old Station). Follow the track past the cafe at the Old 
Station, now accompanied by the line of a miniature railway. 

 
15 At the end of the track, drop down steps on the right and join 

the riverbank path towards St Michael’s Church in Tintern. 
Continue through the churchyard and on to a lane past the 
Parva Farmhouse. Fork left to a T-junction with the main 
road and turn left into the village. 

 
16 About 900 metres after joining the main road, turn left on to a 

lane opposite the Royal George Hotel. Fork right in front of a 
church and continue along a riverside path to Tintern Abbey. 

 
 
Highlights 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brockweir
http://www.tinternvillage.co.uk/seedo/st-michaels-church/
http://www.parvafarmhouse.co.uk/
http://www.bestwestern.co.uk/hotels/royal-george-hotel-chepstow-83498/hotel-info/default.aspx
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/tinternabbey/?lang=en
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Monmouth Castle 
The first Monmouth Castle was probably of an earth and timber 
construction, being rebuilt in stone early in the twelfth century. In 
1673, part of the site was cleared to create a town residence 
(Great Castle House) for the Marquis of Worcester, and the 
remaining parts of the castle were allowed to fall into ruin. 
 
The Kymin 
There are spendid views from the late eighteenth-century 
roundhouse atop the summit of Kymin Hill. Built on land belonging 
to the Duke of Beaufort, the tower served as a banqueting hall for 
wealthy local gentlemen. Close by is an unusual naval temple, built 
in 1800 to commemorate British naval victories around the globe. 
 
River Wye 
The River Wye is one of Britain’s loveliest rivers and also one of its 
longest, stretching some 134 miles (215 km) from source to sea. 
Its lower reaches, from just south of Hereford to the outskirts of 
Chepstow, are part of the Wye Valley AONB and include the 
dramatic Lower Wye Gorge. 
 
Tintern Old Station 
Tintern Old Station is a countryside visitor centre and cafe on the 
outskirts of Tintern. The site utilizes buildings belonging to the 
former Tintern railway station, which served the villages of Tintern 
and Brockweir until its closure in 1964. Several old railway 
carriages have been restored, and there is an exhibition on the 
history of the Wye Valley Railway.  
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34 Tintern to Chepstow 
 
Starting at the famous medieval ruins of Tintern Abbey, this final 
short stretch follows the Wye Valley Walk all the way to Chepstow. 
On the way, we pass through more beautiful woodland and enjoy 
fabulous views across this beautiful and unique landscape. The 
undoubted highlight of the section, however, is a wonderful 
woodland walk through the former Piercefield Estate. Despite a 
number of steep climbs and descents, the trail is excellent and well 
marked throughout. 
 
Distance: 6 miles (10 km) 
Height gain: 510 metres 
Start: Tintern Abbey (SO 532 000) 
Finish: Old Wye Bridge, Chepstow (ST 536 943) 
Map: OS Explorer OL14 Wye Valley & Forest of Dean 
Viewranger: Click here for an interactive map. 
Toilets: Outside Tintern Abbey and in the Castle Dell car park in 
Chepstow 
Refreshments: Nothing en route, but there is a good choice of 
pubs and cafes at the end of the section in Chepstow. Details can 
be found on the town council’s website here. 
Accommodation: There are no campsites near Chepstow, but 
there is a good selection of bed and breakfast accommodation. 
See the town council’s website for details. 
 
 
The walk 
 
1 From the abbey, walk up to the main road and cross to a 

lane opposite. This curves uphill to the right and shortly 
reaches a junction. Turn left. At the end of the lane, follow a 
sign to the left (‘Lime Kilns’). Climb along a stony, woodland 
path (the limekilns are up a slope to right) until you reach a 
gate into a field. Turn right to reach a kissing gate along the 
edge of the wood. 

 
2 Go through the gate and bear half left across the field to 

another kissing gate. Continue across a field above 
Reddings Farm to a third kissing gate. Keep ahead up the 
field, aiming for a gate at the bottom corner of Black Cliff 
Wood. Follow the path up through the trees to the right. 
Before long, the path bends left and climbs steeply. 

http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/tinternabbey/?lang=en
http://www.wyevalleywalk.org/
http://www.chepstow.co.uk/Core/Chepstow-Town-Council/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/wyetour/content-41643.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Wye_Bridge,_Chepstow
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/shop/explorer-map-wye-valley-forest-of-dean.html
http://my.viewranger.com/route/details/NDk3ODM=
http://www.chepstow.co.uk/Core/Chepstow-Town-Council/Pages/Where_to_Eat_Drink__and__Stay_4.aspx
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3 At the top of the hill, the path bears left again. Continue 

along a wooded ridge, with fields close by on the right and 
steeply wooded slopes descending to the left. Ignore any 
paths to the left and right and follow the waymarks ahead. 
After passing along the edge of a meadow, look out for a 
waymark pointing down steps on the left to the Eagle’s Nest 
viewpoint. 

 
4 From the Eagle’s Nest, return to the main path and turn left. 

Continue past a path on the left (this leads to the 365 steps, 
which provide an alternative route down to the main road) 
and begin to descend gently. Follow the wide path round a 
left hairpin bend and then back round to the right. Drop to the 
edge of a car park near a lane. 

 
5 Just before the car park, turn left on to a waymarked path 

and head steeply downhill. As the gradient levels off, follow a 
waymark arrow left to reach a clearing near the bottom of the 
365 steps. Take the track heading sharp right, through a 
traffic barrier and down to a junction with the A466. 

 
6 Cross the road carefully to a car park opposite. Bear right in 

the car park, towards a Wye Valley Walk information board. 
Continue on to a woodland trail, descending steeply to begin 
with and then following a lovely undulating route along the 
cliffs above the River Wye. A highlight of this section is a 
short tunnel cut through the cliff face known as Giant’s Cave. 
The path emerges at a viewpoint overlooking the Lancaut 
peninsula and the high cliffs of Wintour’s Leap beyond. 

 
7 Continue through the woods, ignoring two paths heading 

uphill to the right. Go past the grotto and follow the winding 
path onwards until a railing appears on your left and you 
emerge in an open area with an excellent view of Chepstow 
Castle (‘The Alcove’). Climb steps and follow a stone wall up 
to a gap on the left. Go through this and continue on an 
enclosed path between fences. 

 
8 At the end of the path, bear right and cross a car park 

serving Chepstow School and the town’s leisure centre. Go 
through the car park entrance and turn left down the road. 
Just past The Dell Primary School, turn left on to a tarmac 

http://www.wyevalleyaonb.org.uk/wyetour/content-21316.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A466_road
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Wye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lancaut
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wintour's_Leap
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/chepstow-castle/?lang=en
http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/daysout/chepstow-castle/?lang=en
http://www.chepstowschool.net/
http://www.dell.monmouthshire.sch.uk/
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path and descend through an area of parkland to the right of 
Chepstow Castle’s outer wall. Pass a stone marking the 
beginning of the Wye Valley Walk and emerge in the Castle 
Dell  car park. Turn left on to Bridge Street and follow it down 
to the end of your walk at the Old Wye Bridge. 

 
 
Highlights 
 
Tintern Abbey 
An abbey was founded in Tintern by the Cistercian Order in 1131 
and extensively rebuilt in the following century. Abandoned after 
1536 (when Henry VIII dissolved the monastic orders in England 
and Wales), Tintern’s splendid ruins and picturesque setting later 
attracted the attention of eighteenth-century Romantics such as 
William Gilpin (writer of Observations on the River Wye) and 
Wordsworth, who visited twice during the 1790s. 
 
The Eagle’s Nest 
Deciduous woodland clings to the near-vertical slopes below the 
Eagle’s Nest, which offers one of the best views in the Wye Valley. 
Across a bend in the Wye (forming the Lancaut peninsula) can be 
seen the high limestone cliffs of Wintour’s Leap, both Severn 
crossings and, on a clear day, the Mendip Hills and Cotswolds. 
 
The Piercefield Walks 
The winding woodland path between Lower Wyndcliff and 
Chepstow was built by Valentine Morris of Piercefield House in the 
1750s. The path was designed to pass a series of viewpoints 
offering magnificent vistas of the Wye Valley and attracted 
numerous tourists, artists and writers. Although access was 
restricted by subsequent owners, the path continued to attract 
visitors until the 1850s. 
 
Chepstow Castle 
Chepstow Castle is one of the great castles of Wales: an imposing 
stone fortress perched majestically atop high river cliffs. The castle 
is the oldest stone building still standing in Wales and one of the 
oldest Norman buildings in Britain. Chepstow was the Normans’ 
first entry point into Wales, and building work began as early as 
1067, only a year after William the Conqueror’s victory at the Battle 
of Hastings. 
 


